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Abstract
This thesis aims at investigating hedging and portfolio optimisation problems under
weak stochastic target constraints. Our ﬁrst contribution consists in the representation
of the hedging price of some contingent claims under both probabilistic and expected
shortfall ("weak") constraints holding on a set of dates. We consider a Markovian and
complete market framework and favour a dual approach. This work is an extension to
Föllmer and Leukert [FL99, FL00].
We then extend the previous results to the case where the wealth process diﬀusion is
semi-linear in the control/strategy variable. The previous convex duality machinery
does not apply anymore and we rely on PDE arguments. Bouchard, Elie and Touzi
[BET09] already proved the PDE characterisation of such price functions but a com-
parison result, necessary to build a convergent numerical scheme, is still missing in
the literature. We will prove that such a result actually holds. The main diﬃculty
arises from the discontinuity of the operators involved in the PDE characterisation of
the price function. An application to the quantile hedging of Bermudan options is
provided.
Our third contribution relies on the PDE characterisation of the problem of portfolio
optimisation under a European quantile hedging constraint. We extend the results of
Bouchard, Elie and Imbert [BEI10] to the case where the constraint holds in a weaker
sense. The study is based on a reformulation of the initial constraint into an obstacle
and almost-sure stochastic target one. This reduction is done by the introduction of
an additional controlled state variable coming from the diﬀusion of the probability of
reaching the target (see [BET09]) and by means of the Geometric Dynamic Program-
ming principle of Soner and Touzi [ST02a]. However this additional controlled state
variable raises non-trivial boundary conditions that have to be characterised. We also
have to handle the discontinuity of the operators involved in the characterisation.
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Notations
In all this manuscript we let d ¥ 1 be an integer. Any vector x of Rd is viewed as a
column vector unless otherwise stated. We denote by |x| the norm 1 of x, by }x} its
norm 2 and by xJ its transpose. The notation Md denotes the set of d-dimensional
square matrices whose each element belongs to Rd and Sd is the subset of elements
of Md that are symmetric. We set MJ the transpose of M P Md, while }M} and
TrrMs are respectively its norm 2 and its trace. We respectively denote by 1 and I the
d-dimensional unit column vector and the d d-dimensional unit matrix.
We ﬁx a ﬁnite time horizon T ¡ 0 and let ψ : pt, z, pq P r0, T s  Rd 1  R ÞÑ ψpt, z, pq.
If it is smooth enough, we denote by Btψ its derivative with respect t and by Dψ its
Jacobian matrix with respect to the space variables whose rows are given by Dzψ and
Dpψ, i.e. the derivative with respect to z and p. The Hessian matrix with respect to
the space variables is D2ψ whose elements are given by Dzzψ,Dppψ,Dzpψ,Dpzψ, i.e.
the second derivative with respect to z and p and the cross derivatives.
The function q ÞÑ ψ7p, qq is the (Legendre-)Fenchel transform (or the dual) of p ÞÑ
ψp, pq, if
ψ7p, qq : sup
pPR
ppq  ψp, pqq , (0.0.1)
(where p and q may be a vector). The variable q is the dual of p. When we write for
short that ψ7 is the Fenchel transform (or the dual) of ψ we mean that ψ7 is the dual
of ψ with respect to the third variable, unless otherwise stated.
Moreover we deﬁne convpψq the closed convex envelope of ψ with respect to its p-
argument, unless otherwise stated. We recall that it is the greatest convex function
lower than or equal to ψ. Moreover if ψ is convex with respect to its last variable, we
denote by D p ψ and D

p ψ its corresponding right- and left-derivatives.
For a given function x P Rd ÞÑ fpxq PMd, f1 stands for its inverse when it exists.
For px, yq P R2 we use the notations rx ys  : maxtx y, 0u, x_ y : maxtx, yu and
x^ y : mintx, yu.
x Notations
We sometimes appeal to the sign function deﬁned as x P R ÞÑ sgnpxq : 1tx¡0u1tx 0u.
Given a locally bounded map v on an open subset B of r0, T s  Rd 2, we deﬁne the
lower and upper semi-continuous envelopes
vpbq : lim inf
BQb1Ñb
vpb1q vpbq : lim sup
BQb1Ñb
vpb1q, b P clpBq .
We also denote by Brpt, zq (resp. Brpzq) the open ball of radius r ¡ 0 centered at
pt, zq P r0, T s  Rd 1 (resp. z P Rd 1). We denote by BBrpzq the spatial boundary of
Brpzq and by clpBrpzqq its closure.
Moreover we introduce Trs,T s the set of stopping times with values in rs, T s, 0 ¤ s ¤ T .
For a given set O and a given vector p the writing p : pp1, ..., pnq P On, n P N, n ¥ 1
means that each element pk, 1 ¤ k ¤ n belongs to O.
For a given set S we denote by Sc its complementary set.
We set Od  : p0,8qd.
In the manuscript Ω is the space of Rd-valued continuous functions pωtqt¤T on r0, T s
endowed with the Wiener measure P. We denote by W the coordinate mapping, i.e.
pW pωqtqt¤T for ω P Ω so that W is a d-dimensional Brownian motion on the canonical
ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq. In the latter F is the Borel tribe of Ω and F :
tFt, 0 ¤ t ¤ T u is the P-augmentation of the ﬁltration generated by a d-dimensional
Brownian motion W .
Let Xn, n P N and X8 be random variables deﬁned on pΩ,F ,F,Pq and valued in Rd.
We say that Xn converges to X8 as n Ñ 8 in Lp, p ¡ 0 if for all n, Xn and X8 are
in Lp and limnÑ8 Er|Xn X|ps  0 as nÑ8.
On pΩ,F ,F,Pq, a process X is said to be square integrable whenever Er³0 }Xs}2dss  
8.
Finally throughout the manuscript, (in)equalities between random variables have to be
understood in the a.s. sense. This also holds true for any property involving random
variables.
Chapter 1
Introduction
This manuscript investigates hedging and portfolio optimisation problems under weak
stochastic target constraints. This chapter is dedicated to the introduction of the
motivations underlying each research question and to the summary of the main results
presented in this manuscript. We recall that, as already prescribed in the Notations,
the (in)equalities and properties involving random variables have to be understood in
the P-a.s. sense unless otherwise stated.
1.1 Pricing of contingent claims and approximate hedging
1.1.1 Literature review
1.1.1.1 Pricing of contingent claims
Consider a market actor who wishes to sell at time t ¥ 0 a European random claim
gpXt,xT q of maturity T ¥ t and written on some risky asset Xt,x P R whose value at
time t is x P R. A question naturally arises: which price should be applied to this claim
at the time of the sale in order to equally satisfy both the seller and the buyer? This
price should account for the transfer of risk occurring during the sale process. In the
so-called complete market setting (see e.g. Black and Scholes [BS73], Harrison and
Pliska [HP81], Delbaen and Schachermayer [DS94]) it is equal to the cost of devising
a ﬁnancial strategy ν at time t that will allow to dynamically replicate gpXt,xT q on the
market and thus to completely get rid of the underlying risk. More precisely, assuming
that gpXt,xT q satisﬁes some integrability conditions and that the risk-free rate is null,
the unique fair price y is such that
gpXt,xT q  y  
» T
t
νsdX
t,x
s ,
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where ν is a predictable process whose integrability conditions depend on those of
gpXt,xT q. The strategy νs, s ¥ t should be interpreted as the number of units of the
risky asset in the portfolio at time s. It will be often referred to an "admissible con-
trol". We thus conclude that y  EQt,xrgpXt,xT qs where Qt,x is the unique risk-neutral
probability measure such that Qt,x  P. If the selling price diﬀers from y then arbitrage
opportunities occur.
In a more realistic framework the ﬁnancial player will have to face some market im-
perfections or incompleteness, e.g. transaction costs, diﬀerent lending and borrowing
rates, trading restrictions and leverage constraints. Since the pioneering work of Black
and Scholes [BS73] and Merton [Mer73b], a large strand of the literature has focused
on the challenges raised by a relaxation of the assumptions of a perfect market. In-
deed in this case the asset manager will no longer be able to replicate the contingent
claim gpXt,xT q. Alternatively he will have to ﬁnd a hedging portfolio that either super-
replicates gpXt,xT q or approximates it in some sense in order to reduce the risk in an
appropriate way.
The P-a.s. super-replication The P-a.s. super-replication consists in evaluating
the super-hedging price, i.e. the minimal investment necessary to hedge the contingent
claim without risk. This price is deﬁned by
vpt, xq : infty P R : D ν P U : s.t. Y t,x,y,νT ¥ gpXt,xT qu , (1.1.1)
with U a given set of admissible controls ν and where Y t,x,y,ν is the portfolio process
following the strategy ν and exposed to Xt,x. Therefore the premium y to be paid
for being completely risk-free is given by either y  vpt, xq or y ¡ vpt, xq, if the latter
inﬁmum is not achieved.
The value function v can actually be viewed as the minimal initial data of some con-
trolled wealth process, Y t,x,y,ν , allowing to reach a given stochastic target gpXt,xT q at
time T . This deﬁnition opens the way to a new class of stochastic control problems,
in comparison with those usually presented in textbooks (see e.g. Fleming and Soner
in [FS06]). It actually provides an alternative formulation of the Black-Scholes the-
ory in terms of a stochastic control problem. We underline that the minimum cost of
super-replication for the buyer is the lower bound of the interval of all no-arbitrage
prices while the corresponding minimum cost for the seller is its upper bound (see e.g.
Karatzas and Kou [KK96, KK98]). In the special case where no constraint applies the
interval reduces to the Black-Scholes price.
The problem of super-replication has attracted and still attracts the attention of a lot
of mathematicians. In particular, a strand of the literature has emerged on super-
replication under constraints. Indeed super-replication in the P-a.s. sense may lead to
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strategies diﬃcult to implement as it may involve very large and/or quickly varying
positions. One way to overcome this drawback is to add portfolio constraints in the
model, and compute the corresponding super-hedging price. Moreover many authors
have exhibited the so-called facelift phenomenon which describes the fact that the
price of a random claim g with constraints is actually the price of a modiﬁed claim
without constraints. The facelift phenomenon actually appears to avoid an explosion
of the hedging strategy near the maturity. This explains why in some cases the super-
replication price may be too high. Indeed, as underlined by Soner and Touzi [ST07],
there are some models (see e.g. Cvitani¢, Shreve and Soner [CSS95]) for which the
super-hedging criterion may be too stringent to lead to an acceptable premium in
practice. This contrasts with some classes of problems for which the super-hedging
premium is reasonable (see e.g. Cvitani¢ and Karatzas [CK93] and Broadie, Cvitani¢
and Soner [BCS98]).
We report here a (non-exhaustive) list of some of the existing results in the ﬁeld. In
[CK93] they focused on super-replication problems under portfolio constraints. They
derived, in the diﬀusion case, the dual formulation when general convex constraints
apply, while Föllmer and Kramkov [FK97] further extended those results to the general
semi-martingale case. In [BCS98] they also worked on similar questions and proved that
the price of the original claim with constraints was the price of the dominating claim
without constraints. Moreover Jouini and Kallal [JK95] studied the eﬀects of the no
short-selling constraint.
Later Cvitani¢, Pham and Touzi [CPT99] extended the result of Cvitani¢ and Karatzas
[CK96] and studied the problem of super-replication of a European-type claim under
transaction costs and in a continuous-time diﬀusion model. More precisely they proved,
in a Markovian model, that the minimal super-replication strategy was the least ex-
pensive buy-and-hold strategy, already observed in Clark and Davis [CD94]. Namely
the price function of the contingent claim is the concave envelope of a modiﬁed claim.
Finally for the super-replication in incomplete markets, we also refer the interested
reader to El Karoui and Quenez [EKQ95] and Karatzas and Shreve [KS98].
Approximation in some sense In incomplete/imperfect markets the risks need to
be reduced in an appropriate way. Therefore, as an alternative to the P-a.s. super-
replication price, one may prefer evaluating the price of contingent claims using a
description of the agent preferences or risk tolerance. We refer to Davis [Dav97] for the
marginal utility approach and to Davis and Yoshikawa [DY15] for a note on the link
between utility indiﬀerence pricing and utility-based pricing. For the quadratic error
minimisation approach we suggest to read Föllmer and Sonderman [FS86], Schweizer
[Sch88, Sch91, Sch99] and Duﬃe and Richardson [DR91]. Finally the interested reader
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can visit Föllmer and Leukert [FL99, FL00] and Cvitani¢ [Cvi00] for the quantile hedg-
ing and shortfall risk minimisation. We will revert on approximate hedging in Section
1.1.1.2 and see, in particular, that this approach may be preferred to the P-a.s. (super-)
replication independently of the market completeness.
We end this preliminary literature review providing some further references on utility
maximisation in incomplete markets beyond the seminal papers of Samuelson [Sam69]
and Merton [Mer69] and the above-quoted papers. We ﬁrst refer to Kramkov and
Schachermayer [KS99] and then to Cvitani¢ and Karatzas [CK92] and Hu, Imkeller
and Müller [HIM05] when constraints are added. Moreover we point out that Davis
and Norman [DN90] worked on portfolio selection with transaction costs.
We observe from the previous paragraphs that, in the literature, the super-hedging
problem is usually solved by duality arguments. Indeed the dual problem describes a
classical optimal control problem for which a PDE characterisation can be derived by
means of the classical dynamic programming. This provides in turn a PDE character-
isation of the initial value function v. However the main drawbacks of this approach
stem from the fact that the wealth process cannot be nonlinear in the control variable
and that the ﬁnancial strategies should not impact the prices of the risky assets.
Soner and Touzi thus pioneered a new approach in [ST00, ST02a, ST02b, ST03a, ST03b]
allowing to tackle the primal problem directly. More precisely they derived the PDE
characterisation of the value function v by applying the so-called Geometric Dynamic
Programming principle (hereinafter "GDP") stated directly on the primal value func-
tion. Their approach allows to work with processes whose dynamics are more involved.
For instance Touzi [Tou00] introduced a stochastic volatility while Bouchard [Bou02]
and Moreau [Mor11] considered jump diﬀusion models. Moreover their methodology
laid the foundations for the study of gamma constraints (see e.g. [ST00, ST03a] and
Cheredito, Soner and Touzi [CST05]) or American-type constraints (see Bouchard and
Vu [BV10]). This approach was also further exploited to consider transaction costs (see
e.g. Bouchard and Touzi [BT00] and Bouchard and Dang [BD13]), stochastic target
problems with controlled loss (see Bouchard, Elie and Touzi [BET09]) and stochastic
target problems with a set of probabilistic constraints (see Bouchard and Vu [BV12]).
Finally order book liquidation issues (see [BD13]) and stochastic target games (see
Bouchard, Moreau and Nutz [BMN14]) have also been examined. We underline that
[BET09] pioneered the study of singular stochastic target problems.
To conclude this section we suggest to have a closer look at the GDP. Consider (1.1.1)
and let pt, xq P r0, T q  R and θ P Trt,T s be a stopping time. The GDP result states
that vpt, xq  v¯pt, xq where
v¯pt, xq  infty P R : s.t. Y t,x,y,νθ ¥ vpθ,Xt,xθ q, for some ν P Uu .
Appealing to the Flow property we can prove that vpt, xq ¥ v¯pt, xq. The proof of the
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other inequality is more involved as it relies on a measurable selection theorem (see, in
particular, Bertsekas and Shreve [BS78, Proposition 7.49]). The obstacle counterpart
of the GDP is derived in [BV10].
The consequence of the GDP is twofold. For pt, xq P r0, T q  R,
(GDP1) if y ¡ vpt, xq, then there exists a ν P U such that for all stopping times θ ¤ T ,
Y t,x,y,νθ ¥ vpθ,Xt,xθ q ,
(GDP2) for every y   vpt, xq, ν P U and all stopping times θ ¤ T ,
P

Y t,x,y,νθ ¡ vpθ,Xt,xθ q

  1 .
1.1.1.2 Approximate hedging and motivation
We mentioned in the previous section that an alternative to the almost-sure super-
replication of a given claim was its approximation in some weaker sense to reduce
the associated risk. We have seen that such an approach applies for the pricing of
contingent claims under incomplete/imperfect markets. There is actually a twofold
motivation for the choice of a partial replication.
The ﬁrst one is a P&L impetus. Indeed the alternative of partial hedging triggers the
interest of many investors who are willing to devise, with a limited available capital,
the most eﬃcient strategies whatever the market completeness is. The latter strat-
egy oﬀers the opportunity to capture downside protection while keeping some upside
potential. Partial hedging is achieved by relaxing the P-a.s. super-hedging criterion
and thus by allowing to miss the hedge either with a given probability (the so-called
quantile hedging, see [FL99]) or with a level of risk (see [FL00]). The mathematical
transcription of these options is provided in Section 1.1.2. Moreover in some cases the
probabilistic constraint may be favoured. Indeed we have seen in the previous section
that in incomplete markets the pricing of a random claim may rely on the risk aversion
of the ﬁnancial agent described by a utility or loss function. However, as underlined in
[BV12], a relevant choice of such a function may be diﬃcult. It may be easier for some
practitioners (traders, asset managers,...) to target instead a P&L distribution which
can be translated into a set of probabilistic constraints at the date(s) of interest.
The second one is a risk-management incentive related to asset-liability management.
Asset allocation policies should account for liabilities in order to provide a proper hedge
for their embedded risks. Failing to specify some risk targets will increase the likeli-
hood of a funding shortfall whatever the characteristics of the market are. Therefore a
minimum coverage measure has to be determined. This risk criterion may be designed
by regulators for regulatory capital allocation purposes or by the sponsor or the fund
manager to avoid penalties such as adverse reputation eﬀects and huge dis-utility. The
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questions raised by asset-liability management under some risk targets have thus drawn
the attention of a lot of researchers (see e.g. Brandt and Van Binsbergen [BVB07], De-
temple and Rindisbacher [DR08] and Martellini and Milhau [MM12]). Those problems
are, in particular, relevant for pension funds coping with random future liabilities due
to the longevity risk and for fund managers facing the stranded asset risk.
Another question thus simply emanates: which risk measure should be used? The risk
criterion can be related to the size of the shortfall or to the probability of occurrence
of a potential loss/hedge success.
The Value at Risk VaR (see e.g. the Basel II agreement or the European Solvency II
directive) and the Conditional Value at Risk CVaR account for the most widely used
measures. However the use of the VaR is a contentious issue for several reasons. First
it does not account for the magnitude of losses beyond VaR. Secondly some axioms of
a coherent risk measure (with the terminology of Artzner, Delbaen, Eber, and Heath
[ADEH99]) are violated (see also Föllmer and Schied [FS11]). In particular it does
not translate the beneﬁts of diversiﬁcation in risk reduction. Therefore regulators have
shown an impetus for favouring CVaR over VaR (see e.g. Basel III agreements).
However Cont, Deguest, and Scandolo [CDS10] underlined the computational instabil-
ity of the CVaR on the contrary to the VaR. In particular the CVaR is not elicitable
(see Ziegel [Zie14]). Later, Heyde, Kou and Peng [HKP13] highlighted the distinction
between the external risk management, employed by industry regulators, and the inter-
nal one, used by individual institutions. Interestingly enough they proposed a revised
batch of axioms with which external risk management should comply and which are
satisﬁed by the VaR. Also Davis [Dav13, Dav14] introduced a concept of consistency
of a risk measure and proved that the VaR has special properties unlike other risk
measures.
Motivated by those risk management challenges raised by evolving economic drivers and
regulations, the ﬁrst part of the manuscript oﬀers a contribution in hedging problems
under both expected shortfall and probabilistic constraints. The latter problems belong
to the class of approximate hedging problems. Moreover we will use the terminology
weak constraints to refer to both probabilistic and expected shortfall constraints.
1.1.2 Our contribution
Before detailing the contribution of the ﬁrst part of this manuscript we point out an
important result derived in [BET09] which is crucial in our work.
In [BET09] the authors relaxed the P-a.s. criterion to include moment constraints.
They actually proved that hedging problems with expected shortfall constraints re-
verted to a problem of super-replication of a modiﬁed claim. This problem reduction
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is the starting point of all the research conducted in this manuscript. This result is of
important use as it oﬀers the opportunity to solve the initial problem by appealing to
the stochastic target techniques (GDP included) developed in [ST02a, ST02b, BET09].
Let us brieﬂy summarise their approach. We consider a Brownian ﬁltration together
with a risky asset Xt,x,ν starting at some level x P R at t ¥ 0 and a contingent claim
gpXt,x,νT q. Observe that we allow here for a large investor model. The process Y t,x,y,ν
represents the wealth of the agent with initial capital y P R at time t. This portfolio
process is exposed to the risky asset Xt,x,ν and follows the ﬁnancial strategy ν P U for
some admissible set U . Consider the value function
vpt, x, pq : infty P R : D ν P U : s.t. ErΨpXt,x,νT , Y t,x,y,νT qs ¥ pu ,
where Ψ : R  R Ñ ImpΨq : rm,M s and p P rm,M s. The map py, νq ÞÑ
ErΨpXt,x,νT , Y t,x,y,νT qs has to be interpreted as a measure of the risk induced by starting
with y and following the policy ν. Assume that Ψ : px, yq ÞÑ 1ty¥gpxqu. Then if p  1,
v is the super-replication price of the claim gpXt,x,νT q as discussed in Section 1.1.1.1. If
p P p0, 1q, then
vpt, x, pq : infty P R : D ν P U : s.t. PrY t,x,y,νT ¥ gpXt,x,νT qs ¥ pu . (1.1.2)
The latter problem characterises the quantile hedging problem studied in [FL99] except
that, at this stage, we do not make any assumption on the dynamics of both Xt,x,ν and
Y t,x,y,ν .
The original idea of [BET09, Proposition 3.1] is to increase the state space by introduc-
ing an additional controlled state variable P t,p,α, for some admissible α P Rd, coming
from the martingale representation theorem applied to the conditional expectation
ErΨpXt,x,νT , Y t,x,y,νT q{Fs.
The value function v becomes
vpt, x, pq : infty P R : D pν, αq P U At,p : s.t. ΨpXt,x,νT , Y t,x,y,νT q ¥ P t,p,αT u ,
where At,p denotes the set of Rd-valued square integrable predictable processes such
that P t,p,αT : p  
³T
t α
JdWs P rm,M s. We recognise a classical stochastic target
problem in P-a.s. criterion deﬁned on the state processes pXt,x,ν , Y t,x,y,ν , P t,p,αq. Note
that by essence the additional control α will never belong to a compact set which may
cause some diﬃculties as we will see later. In the quantile hedging case P t,p,α comes
from the diﬀusion of the probability of reaching the target.
In approximate hedging problems the GDP result thus implies that for pt, x, pq P r0, T q
R rm,M s and θ P Trt,T s a stopping time, vpt, x, pq  v¯pt, x, pq where
v¯pt, x, pq  infty P R : s.t. Y t,x,y,νθ ¥ vpθ,Xt,x,νθ , P t,p,αθ q, for some ν P Uu .
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Let us end this section with the following remark. Consider, for instance, (1.1.2). As
noticed in [BET09], a possible way to solve v is to compute
ppt, x, yq : max
ν
PrY t,x,y,νT ¥ gpXt,x,νT qs ,
which is actually the inverse of v in the p-variable, i.e. ppt, x, vpt, x, pqq  p. One can
then provide a PDE characterisation of ppq and obtain v by inversion with respect to
the y-variable. However this operation requires some regularity on the value function
ppq which cannot be easily checked. Therefore this approach will not be retained in
this manuscript.
We now detail our contribution for each chapter related to approximate hedging.
1.1.2.1 Chapter 2
Motivation The quantile hedging problem has been popularised in a non-Markovian
setting in [FL99, FL00]. In a complete market setting, the authors derived an ex-
plicit formulation of the quantile hedging price of European-type claims using duality
arguments or the Neyman-Pearson Lemma. Similar questions were studied in a Marko-
vian setting in [BET09]. Interestingly enough they proved that, in a complete market
framework, a closed-form representation of the price function could be obtained from
its Legendre-Fenchel transform. As the pricing of a Bermudan claim reverts to a back-
ward sequence of pricing problems for European claims, the following question arises:
does such a result hold for the quantile hedging price of a Bermudan option? This is
what we intend to answer. Our work has to be compared with the one conducted by
Jiao, Klopfenstein and Tankov [JKT13] who studied general lookback-style constraints
but with a loss function satisfying some regularity assumptions which are obviously not
satisﬁed in the quantile hedging case.
We would like to emphasise that the choice of a quantile hedging problem relies on two
main grounds. First from a mathematical perspective the probabilistic constraint is an
archetype of an irregular loss function as it is the case where the loss function is an
indicator one. Therefore the results derived in this chapter can be easily extended to a
wide class of more regular loss functions. Secondly the arguments exposed in Section
1.1.1.2 show that from both an external risk management and a P&L perspective there
is an impetus for this risk measure. More precisely, as underlined in [FL99], the quantile
hedging concept can be viewed as a dynamic version of the static VaR one, in the sense
that we allow for dynamic strategies which react to the asset price movements (see also
the remark at the end of the section).
Problem description We consider the complete probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq. The
ﬁnancial market consists in a non-risky asset whose price process is normalised to unity,
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and d risky assets X  pX1, ..., Xdq whose dynamics are given by
Xt,xs  x 
» s
t
µpr,Xt,xr qdr  
» s
t
σpr,Xt,xr qdWr , (1.1.3)
given the initial data pt, xq P r0, T s  Od . The coeﬃcients are assumed to be such
that Xt,x is a strong solution to (1.1.3) in Od . We assume that Ut,x,y is the set of
admissible ﬁnancial strategies and predictable processes ν P Rd satisfying some speciﬁc
integrability conditions and such that the corresponding wealth process remains non-
negative
Y t,x,y,ν : y  
» 
t
νJr dX
t,x
r ¥ 0 , on rt, T s ,
for an initial capital y ¥ 0.
Given a time grid
Tt : tt0  0 ¤    ¤ ti ¤    ¤ tn  T u X pt, T s, t P r0, T s ,
and a payoﬀ function g regular enough, we intend to ﬁnd, for pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od  
r0, 1s, the minimal initial wealth vBMpt, x, pq which ensures that the stream of Bermudan
payoﬀs tgps,Xt,xs q, s P Ttu can be hedged with a given probability p.
In mathematical terms this problem reduces to computing
vBMpt, x, pq : inf Γpt, x, pq , (1.1.4)
where
Γpt, x, pq :
#
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P
£
sPTt
St,x,y,νs
ﬀ
¥ p
+
,
with St,x,y,νs :
$&%Ω if s ¤ ttY t,x,y,νs ¥ gps,Xt,xs qu if s ¡ t .
The value function vBMpt, q is the price at time t knowing that the option has not been
exercised on r0, ts. In particular, vBMpT, q  0. Moreover observe that vBMpt, , 1q
reduces to the continuation value of the super-hedging price of the Bermudan option
whose price, in this complete market, is given, for i   n, by
vBMpt, x, 1q  EQt,xrvBMpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , 1q_gpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
qs , for pt, xq P rti, ti 1q Od  .
Now we ﬁrst build on the original idea of [BET09] (recall Section 1.1.2) and increase the
original state space in order to convert the initial problem into a stochastic target one of
an American type (see [BV10]). Therefore we write that for pt, x, pq P r0, T sOd r0, 1s,
vBMpt, x, pq  inf
#
y ¥ 0 : D pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p s.t.
Y t,x,y,νs ¥ gps,Xt,xs q1tP t,p,αs ¡0uq, @ s P Tt
+
,
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(see Proposition 2.2.2) and with At,p the set of Rd-valued square integrable predictable
processes such that P t,p,αT : p 
³T
t α
JdWs P r0, 1s. This is actually a weak and discrete
version of the problem studied in [BV10].
Then we use this formulation to prove, by means of the GDP introduced in Section 1.1.2,
a ﬁrst dynamic programming algorithm for vBM (see Proposition 2.2.3). The latter
relates to a series of optimal control of martingale problems. Precisely for 0 ¤ i ¤ n1
and pt, x, pq P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1s, vBM re-writes as
vBMpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

. (1.1.5)
Two questions spontaneously ensue: is the inﬁmum reached? If so, is there an algorithm
that allows to easily handle the computation of vBM? We answer to the positive as
detailed in the next paragraph.
New result Appealing to standard arguments one can prove that vBM is a viscosity
solution of (2.2.18). However the control α P Rd in (1.1.5) is not bounded as it comes
from the Martingale Representation Theorem. Therefore the associated Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman operator in (2.2.18) is discontinuous in the sense that it is lower semi-
continuous but not upper semi-continuous. A precise statement would thus require
a relaxation of the latter operator. This lack of continuity renders the proof of a
comparison result diﬃcult to handle while the latter is necessary to build convergent
numerical schemes and thus to compute vBM. A way to tackle this problem is to consider
instead the Fenchel transform of vBMp, pq. As we are working under a complete market
framework with no price impact and with a wealth process involving dynamics linear
in the control variable, a dual argument is appropriate.
We thus derive a backward induction algorithm for the Fenchel transform of the quantile
hedging price vBMp, pq with respect to the parameter p standing for the probability
of hedging. The algorithm is given by (2.2.23) and is the object of Theorem 2.2.1,
stating our main result. This algorithm is close to the one used for the pricing of
Bermudan options. However it is written on the Fenchel transform of vBM and requires
two additional Fenchel transformations at each exercise date.
We also provide numerical applications in the case where g is the payoﬀ function of
both a put option and put spread option (see Section 2.2.4).
Diﬃculty We study the dual function of vBMp, pq in Section 2.3.2. The main diﬃ-
culty stems from the control of the propagation of both the diﬀerentiability and growth
properties of this function backward in time. Then we proceed as in [BET09] and use
a martingale representation argument to prove by backward induction that the sug-
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gested algorithm in (2.2.23) and Proposition 2.2.3 provides the Fenchel transform of
one another.
Further research First our probabilistic arguments open the door to the study of
more general non-Markovian settings and thus to an extension of the results derived
by Bouchard, Elie and Réveillac [BER15a] and Dumitrescu [Dum16]. Then under a
similar framework, further work consists in expanding the above methodology to the
study of other types of constraints. This will be the object of Chapter 3. Moreover one
could also relax the hypotheses on the dynamics of the processes involved and work
towards the derivation of a proper algorithm to compute vBM. Such a work has been
conducted in Chapter 4 in a Markovian setting.
Remark We assume that the constraint holds at the terminal date only. Interestingly
enough, we can easily link the VaR constraint to the quantile hedging one. Indeed
assume that L is the VaR limit for the time horizon T . The usual VaR constraint
on a portfolio is PrLoss ¥ Ls ¤ β where Loss : y  Y t,x,y,νT and β is the conﬁdence
level. This VaR constraint is equivalent to PrY t,x,y,ν ¥ y  Ls ¥ 1  β. Taking
L  y  gpT,Xt,xT q we recover our quantile hedging constraint. Moreover, as notiﬁed
in [FL99], the amount of capital required to reach the target will be less than in the
static VaR approach as we allow for dynamic strategies.
1.1.2.2 Chapter 3
Motivation We are willing to extend the study conducted in Chapter 2 and thus
study the problem of super-replication under new types of constraints. In all cases the
target will be stochastic.
The ﬁrst one is an American-style expected shortfall constraint. More precisely we
impose, at inception, a lower bound on the expectation of the loss occurring at each
random payment date. The size of the shortfall is weighted by a loss function satisfying
some regularity assumptions. It is actually an obstacle and regular counterpart of the
problem studied in Chapter 2 (see Proposition 2.2.1). Such problems have received
little attention in the literature which explains our interest.
We then consider (using the terminology in [JKT13]) next-period and European-style
quantile hegding constraints. On the contrary to the previous case the constraint
is imposed on the probability of occurrence of a hedge success at each discrete and
deterministic payment date. For the next-period constraint the probability is set at
the previous payment date while for the European one it is deﬁned at the initial date.
The choice of discrete-time constraints is consistent with practical concerns.
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For the last two constraints our study has to be compared with the one pursued in
[JKT13] where similar constraints are studied under a non-Markovian setting and where
the loss function satisﬁes some regularity assumptions. As we are considering a proba-
bilistic constraint such regularity conditions do not hold anymore. We thus study the
irregular loss function counterpart of the next-period and European-style constraints
considered in [JKT13].
Problem description Under the same framework as the one deﬁned in Chapter 2
we consider the following three problems.
Hedging price under an American expected shortfall constraint We intend to ﬁnd a
representation on r0, T s Od   ImpΨq of,
vpt, x, pq : inf Γpt, x, pq , (1.1.6)
with
Γpt, x, pq :  y P R : D ν P U s.t.E ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq ¥ p, @ τ P Trt,T s( ,
for a given Ψ satisfying some regularity assumptions and where U is the corresponding
set of admissible controls. Some integrability conditions will be required on the controls
ν. This risk criterion can be viewed as a utility-based shortfall risk measure (see e.g.
[FS11]). Observe that v can also be linked to the utility indiﬀerence price. Indeed
consider the European version of (1.1.6), i.e. the case where the constraint holds at
the terminal date only. If p : supνPU E

ΨpY t,x,y0,νT q

, y0 P R then the related set Γ
reads
Γpt, x, pq :
"
y P R : D ν P U s.t.E

ΨpY t,x,y,νT  gpT,Xt,xT qq

¥ sup
νPU
,E

ΨpY t,x,y0,νT q
*
,
and the diﬀerence vpt, x, pq  y0 is the utility indiﬀerence price of the claim g.
Hedging price under next-period quantile hedging constraints We consider the time grid
t0  0 ¤    ¤ ti ¤    ¤ tn  T . On rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 we want
to derive a backward dual representation for
vNPpt, x,pi 1q : inf Γpt, x,pi 1q , (1.1.7)
where pi 1 : ppi 1, ..., pnq and
Γpt, x,pi 1q :
!
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P

St,x,y,νtk |Ftk1

¥ pk, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
)
,
with the convention Fti  Ft. We recall that St,x,y,νtk : tY
t,x,y,ν
tk
¥ gptk, Xt,xtk qu, k ¥
i  1 and that Ut,x,y is deﬁned in Section 1.1.2.1. We set vNPpT, q  0.
Hedging price under European quantile hedging constraints We keep the same time grid
and the same notations as the ones used in the previous problem description. On
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rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 we similarly work towards the derivation of a
backward dual representation for
vEUpt, x,pi 1q : inf Γpt, x,pi 1q , (1.1.8)
with pi 1 : ppi 1, ..., pnq and
Γpt, x,pi 1q :
!
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P

St,x,y,νtk

¥ pk, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
)
.
We also set vEUpT, q  0.
New result In this study we follow the same route as in Chapter 2. The main
result related to the study of (1.1.6) is stated in Theorem 3.3.1. The latter provides a
representation of the hedging price. Then, similarly to what we did in Chapter 2, the
main results underlying the study of (1.1.7)-(1.1.8) are the proofs of a backward dual
algorithm for the computation of both vNP and vEU (see Theorem 3.4.1 and Theorem
3.5.1).
Diﬃculty The study of (1.1.6) requires to handle the randomness of the dates at
which the constraint holds. On the other hand the diﬃculties related to the represen-
tation of both (1.1.7)-(1.1.8) are similar to those expressed for (1.1.4). We underline
that the proof of Theorem 3.5.1 involves only two successive dates as the dimension
of the Fenchel transform occurring at each payment date increases and the algorithm
becomes hardly tractable for a dimension greater than two (see Proposition 3.5.3 and
Lemma 3.5.2).
1.1.2.3 Chapter 4
Motivation The question we aim at answering is the following: can we compute
(1.1.4) or any other value function describing a problem of super-replication under
expected shortfall/probabilistic constraints by relaxing the assumptions made on the co-
eﬃcients of the diﬀusions? This question has actually been raised in [BER15b, Section
4] (preprint version of [BER15a]).
Problem description On a ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and for pt, x, yq P
r0, T sOd R, we consider two Markovian and Brownian diﬀusions pXt,xs , Y t,x,y,νs q, t ¤
s ¤ T , valued in Od   R and with initial conditions pt, x, yq. As usual, Xt,x is a
risky underlying process while Y t,x,y,ν is the wealth process. The portfolio process is
controlled by the ﬁnancial strategy ν, a square integrable and progressively measurable
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process valued in Rd. We want to compute the minimal capital y allowing to reach a
target with a given level of expected loss, i.e.
vpt, x, pq : inf
#
y P R  s.t.E

` GpXt,xT , Y t,x,y,νT q

¥ p,
for some admissible controls ν P Rd
+
,
with p P I  R, ` a real-valued non-decreasing function and G a real-valued func-
tion such that for x P Od , y ÞÑ Gpx, yq is non-decreasing and y ÞÑ `  Gpx, yq is
right-continuous. In this case I : conv  ` G  Od   R . The function ` should be
interpreted as a loss function.
We intend to handle situations where the diﬀusion coeﬃcients are not linear in the
control variable anymore. We thus favour a PDE approach as the convex analysis
machinery used in the previous chapters does not apply anymore. We know from
the previous paragraphs that the PDE characterisation of v has already been derived
in [BET09] under a general Markovian framework. Their proof relied on stochastic
target techniques as they ﬁrst converted the above problem into a stochastic target one
in the P-a.s. sense using the methodology introduced in Section 1.1.2. However the
latter transformation involves an unbounded additional control α leading to a singular
stochastic target problem.
New result Our main result is given by Theorem 4.3.2. It states that when the
wealth process is semi-linear in the control variable and when the underlying process
is independent of the latter control, then a comparison result holds for the PDE solved
by v. As far as we know, this is the ﬁrst time that such a result is derived in a
nonlinear setting. This result opens the way to direct numerical methods to compute
v by appealing, for instance, to the generalised ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme of Bokanowski,
Bruder, Maroso and Zidani [BBMZ09].
In Section 4.4 we propose an application of our result to the problem deﬁned in (1.1.4)
but in a semi-linear setting. In this case the algorithm developed in Chapter 2 does
not apply anymore. We will, in particular, exhibit a facelift phenomenon at the time-
boundary and argue backward in time.
Diﬃculty As mentioned above the main diﬃculty stems from the fact that the
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation derived from the GDP involves a discontinuous op-
erator. We thus use the original idea of Bruder [Bru05] and apply a re-normalisation
argument to the initial operator (see Section 4.3.1). We are thus left with a continuous
operator being nonlinear in the time derivative. We therefore build, as e.g. Ishii and
Lions [IL90], a strict super-solution argument to prove that a comparison result holds
for this new PDE solved by v (see Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3).
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Further research To the best of our knowledge no general approach has been proved
so far for the case where the control ν belongs to a constrained set. Indeed in that
case a constraint is imposed on the gradients. However the latter may not be satisﬁed
leading to an empty admissible set of controls. One way to overcome this is to control
the gradients. In [BD13] the authors managed to do it under a speciﬁc framework and
assuming some regularity on `. However this result cannot be applied to stochastic tar-
get problems with constraints in probability as ` : 1R  . Such cases have been studied
in [BV12]. They introduced, in particular, a sequence of approximating problems that
were more regular and for which they could control the gradient terms and thus provide
a full PDE characterisation of their related value functions. They ﬁnally proved the
convergence of those sequences to the original value function at any of its continuity
point in the p-variable (i.e. to the left or right limit in the p-variable depending on
the chosen approximating sequence). However obtaining, in this case, a comparison
principle for a large class of loss functions and directly on the PDE solved by v is still
an open question.
Finally one could also think about extending the results to the case of large investors
or fully nonlinear processes.
Remark We underline that in a linear setting the algorithm derived in the previous
chapters should be favoured for practical reasons.
1.2 Portfolio optimisation under risk measure constraints
1.2.1 Literature review
The concept of portfolio insurance has drawn the attention of a lot of researchers
and is prominent in the ﬁnancial industry. In particular in the 1980's and 1990's a
strand of the literature focused on the study of the ﬁnancial market equilibrium in the
presence of portfolio insurance (see e.g. Brennan and Schwartz [BS89], Basak [Bas95]
and Grossman and Zhou [GZ96]). Then two approaches in portfolio insurance have
emerged in the literature. In the ﬁrst one (hereinafter "Approach one") the portfolio
guarantee is imposed almost surely while in the second one (hereinafter "Approach
two") the guarantee holds with a given level of conﬁdence.
Approach one In the ﬁrst case the strategy employed is usually the Option-Based
Portfolio Insurance (hereinafter "OBPI") introduced by Leland and Rubinstein [LR76].
The latter uses synthetic or traded put options written on the underlying risky asset to
ensure the protection (see also e.g. Grossman and Vila [GV89]). El Karoui, Jeanblanc
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and Lacoste [EKJL05] studied, under a complete market framework, the optimality of
such strategies for both European and American capital guarantees. The protection
level considered was deterministic. They used the same methodology as in El-Karoui
and Jeanblanc [EKJP98], who studied the problem of portfolio optimisation under
liquidity constraints and with a labour income, to prove the optimality of the OBPI
strategy in an American setting. The latter result has to be compared with the dynamic
fund strategies proposed by Gerber and Pafumi [GP00] and Boyle and Imai [BI01]. The
main drawback of the OBPI strategy relies on the fact that it may involve a long-dated
option which may not be available in the market.
Therefore new strategies have emerged involving only the underlying risky asset. The
Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance (hereinafter "CPPI") is one of them and has
been developed by Black and Jones [BJ87] and Perold and Sharpe [PS88]. In the
CPPI strategy the exposure to the risky asset is proportional to the diﬀerence between
the current portfolio value and the minimum value necessary to aﬀord the guaranteed
capital at maturity. This strategy has no downside risk when continuous diﬀusion
models are involved. This is not the case anymore when jump diﬀusion models are
added. The latter property has indeed been shown by Cont and Tankov [CT09] who
highlighted the gap risk of the strategy caused by jumps.
Both of the previous strategies guarantee a pre-determined ﬁnal ﬂoor. The ﬁrst one is
an application of the three-fund separation principle (see e.g. Cox and Huang [CH89])
where a derivative based on the portfolio of risky securities is added. On the other
hand the second one is an application of the two-fund separation principle introduced
by Markowitz [Mar52] and extended by Merton [Mer71, Mer73a].
We end this part by mentioning some further references. First Grossman and Zhou
[GZ93] and Cvitani¢ and Karatzas [CK95] have studied the problem of portfolio opti-
misation under the constraint that the investor's wealth at time t is a ﬁxed percentage
of its maximum-to-date value. Then the viscosity approach for constrained portfolio op-
timisation has been favoured by some authors. This is the case of Federico [Fed08] and
Di Giacinto, Federico and Gozzi [DGFG11] who considered an obstacle time-dependent
and deterministic solvency constraint and of Bouchard, Elie and Imbert [BEI10] who
focused on almost sure European-type stochastic target constraints. As it will be made
clear below, the latter paper will be of important use since the second part of this
manuscript aims at extending their results to constraints holding in a weaker sense.
Approach two The second approach consisting in targeting a threshold (either
stochastic or deterministic) in a weaker sense seems appealing as it oﬀers some ﬂexi-
bility. It allows for a downside protection and an upside potential. The risk criterion
can be related to the size of the shortfall or/and to the probability of occurrence of a
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potential loss/hedge success. Therefore an extensive literature has emerged on port-
folio optimisation under probabilistic or risk measure constraints. In particular the
conﬁdence level parameter determines the risk that the manager is willing to take.
Consider the case of a probabilistic constraint. There is obviously a trade-oﬀ between
the return targeted by the asset manager and the probability of occurrence of a poten-
tial loss/hedge success. Indeed, as underlined by Boyle and Tian [BT07], to given a
probability p is associated a maximum possible return among all the possible strategies.
The reverse statement also holds true. In particular, in the latter case, when the target
return is greater than the risk-free rate then the associated probability is lower than
1. Some authors have conducted an analysis on the nature of this trade-oﬀ (see e.g.
Cvitani¢ and Karatzas [CK99], [FL99] and Cvitani¢ and Spivak [CS99]).
Assuming that this trade-oﬀ was satisﬁed, Boyle and Tian [BT07] derived, in a complete
ﬁnancial market, the optimal solution for an investor who wanted to maximise his
expected utility under a probabilistic criterion. The non-convexity of the constraint
actually raised questions of existence and uniqueness of a solution leading to a speciﬁc
structure of the optimal portfolio selection problem.
We indicate some other related papers. Gundel and Weber [GW07] considered, in
an incomplete market framework, similar problems under of a class of convex risk
measure. He and Zhou [HZ11] developed, in both a complete and incomplete market, a
general method to solve law-invariant portfolio optimisation problems. They actually
considered, as the decision variable, the quantile function of the terminal portfolio value
rather than the portfolio value itself. Finally De Franco and Tankov [DFT11] extended
the previous result to the case where the utility function is applied to positive gains
only while the convex risk measure is applied to negative shortfall. They provided
a full solution under a complete market setting. We also refer to Rockafellar and
Uryasev [RU00] for portfolio CVaR minimisation under a return constraint. Moreover
we suggest to the interested reader to view Emmer, Klüppelberg and Korn [EKK01]
for portfolio optimisation under a Capital-at-Risk constraint, where the Capital-at-
Risk stands for the diﬀerence between the mean proﬁt-loss distribution and its VaR.
We ﬁnally point out that Bouchard and Nutz [BN12] derived a weak formulation of
the dynamic programming principle for optimal stochastic control problems involving
constraints in expectation.
We also observe that many references displayed in Section 1.1.1 may be relevant here. In
particular the problem of portfolio optimisation under risk measure constraints is also
related to asset-liability management in the sense that the constraint may be viewed
as a minimum liability coverage tolerated.
We end this part advising the interested reader to visit Davis and Leo [DL08, DL09,
DL10] who considered risk-sensitive asset management in the case where the ﬁnancial
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actor is willing to outperform an investment benchmark.
To conclude this section we underly that those risk management questions have moti-
vated the second part of the manuscript which is dedicated to the study of portfolio
optimisation under a probabilistic constraint. The viscosity approach will be favoured
as explained below.
1.2.2 Our contribution - Chapter 5
Motivation In the previous section we have provided a (non-exhaustive) list of ex-
isting results in the literature. Generally some regularity or convexity assumptions are
assumed on the risk measure used (see e.g. [GW07], [DFT11]). Indeed, as written
above, the non-convexity of the constraint actually renders the proof of the existence
and uniqueness of a solution diﬃcult. The probabilistic constraint is one of the most
popular non-convex constraint. In [BT07] the authors focused on such constraint in a
non-Markovian and complete ﬁnancial market setting. We thus suggest here to extend
the latter results to the Markovian case and to consider more sophisticated dynamics
for the processes involved, e.g. large investors or nonlinear coeﬃcients in the diﬀusion
of the wealth process. Our analysis will be independent of the market completeness. A
PDE approach is thus favoured which leads us to extend the results in [BEI10] to the
case of weaker constraints.
Problem description On a ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and for pt, zq P
r0, T s P Od   R, z : px, yq, we consider Zt,z,νs : pXt,x,νs , Y t,z,νs q, t ¤ s ¤ T , valued in
Od   R with initial conditions pt, zq. The process Xt,x,ν stands for the price of some
underlying risky assets while Y t,z,ν is the wealth process. Both are impacted by some
ﬁnancial strategy ν P U , with U the set of Rd-valued, square integrable and progressively
measurable processes. These processes are strong solutions of the following SDEs
Xt,x,νs  x 
» s
t
µXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dr  
» s
t
σXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dWr on Od  ,
Y t,z,νs  y  
» s
t
µY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrqdr  
» s
t
σJY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrqdWr on R .
We aim at solving the following constrained problem
V pt, z, pq : sup
νPUt,z,p
ErfpZt,z,νT qs ,
with p P r0, 1s and where
Ut,z,p :
!
ν P U : Y t,z,νs ¥ 0P a.s.@ s P rt, T s and PrY t,z,νT ¥ gpT,Xt,x,νT qs ¥ p
)
,
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with pf, gq two Borel-measurable functions and where f is either concave or bounded.
The "insured" level given by gpqmay be a solvency constraint or a minimal requirement
for a fund manager. We designate it as a stochastic target/benchmark.
From a mathematical perspective this problem is non-standard as the constraint does
not hold almost surely over time (see e.g. [LL89, CDL90, Kat94, IK96, IL02] in Chapter
5). However relying on the original idea developed in [BEI10] we are able to convert
it into a more classical one by means of the GDP. Indeed let us consider the auxiliary
value function v
vpt, x, pq : inf
!
y ¥ 0 : Ut,z,p  H
)
. (1.2.1)
The value function v characterises (the closure) of the viability domain C (using the
terminology of Aubin and Cellina [AC84]) deﬁned as
C :
!
pt, z, pq P r0, T s Od   R   r0, 1s s.t.Ut,z,p  H
)
.
Now, employing the same techniques as the ones developed in Section 1.1.2, we ﬁrst
introduce an additional controlled state variable P t,p,α, for some admissible α P Rd,
coming from the diﬀusion of the probability of reaching the target. We then appeal to
the GDP (see Section 1.1.2) and prove, assuming that the inﬁmum in (1.2.1) is reached,
that V actually re-writes as
V pt, z, pq : sup
νPD
E

fpY t,z,νT q

,
where
D : tν P U : Y t,z,νs ¥ vps,Xt,x,νs , P t,p,αs q P-a.s.@ s P rt, T s, for some admissibleαu .
While we previously focused on the study of the auxiliary value function v in the case
of diﬀerent controlled loss constraints, we aim here at studying the portfolio optimisa-
tion problem under a quantile hedging constraint. We observe that, on the contrary
to standard state-space constraints, the viability domain is not given a priori but is
implicitly determined by v representing a stochastic target problem.
New result We ﬁrst note that for p  1 the constraint at the terminal date holds
almost surely while for p ¤ pminpq with pminpq : suptp P r0, 1s s.t. vp, pq  0u, the
initial problem is equivalent to a problem of maximisation under the constraint that
Y t,z,ν ¥ 0, P-a.s. for all s P rt, T s. However as the function V may have discontinuities
at p  pminpq and p  1 the previous boundaries have to be stated in a weak form.
This problem is not trivial and is therefore the object of our main result (see Theorem
5.3.4 and Theorem 5.3.5). This answers, in particular, a question raised in [BEI10,
Section 5.1].
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We now assume that pminpt, q   1, t   T , in order to avoid degenerate cases, and
notice that pminpT, q  t0, 1u. We actually observe that the PDE characterisation of
V when pminpq   p   1 is a direct consequence of [BEI10, Theorem 3.1, Remark 6.2]
(see Proposition 5.3.1).
Let us brieﬂy expose the results. If pt, z, pq P tpt, z, pq P r0, T q  Od   R   r0, 1s :
pminpt, xq   p   1, y ¡ vpt, x, pqu, then the constraint is not binding and V should be
a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of
BtV   inf
pν,αqPR2d
Lpν,αqpZ,P qV  0 and V pT, q  f if pminpT, q   1 , (1.2.2)
where Lpν,αqpZ,P qV denotes the Dynkin operator of V in pZ,P q for the control pν, αq.
On the other hand assuming that v is smooth on its domain and that pt, z, pq P
tpt, z, pq P r0, T q  Od   R   r0, 1s : pminpt, xq   p   1, y  vpt, x, pqu, any ad-
missible control should be such that dY t,z,ν ¥ dvp, Xt,x,ν , P t,p,α q for the processes not
to exit the domain D. As a consequence, by means of Itô's formula, we show that the
admissible control pν, αq should satisfy
σY p, v, νq  σJXp, νqDxv  αDpv  0 and µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv ¥ 0 ,
where Lpν,αqpX,P qv denotes the Dynkin operator of v in pX,P q for the control pν, αq. This
formally proves that V is a solution to the constrained Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equa-
tion
BtV   inf
pν,αqPU
Lpν,αqpZ,P qV  0 ,
with
Upq :
#
pν, αq P R2d : σY p, v, νq  σ
J
Xp, νqDxv  αDpv  0
and µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv ¥ 0
+
,
where by [ST02b] and [BET09], v is a viscosity solution of
sup
pν,αqPR2d s.t.
σY p,v,νqσ
J
Xp,νqDxv αDpv
!
µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv
)
 0 and vpT, q  gpq1tp¡0u .
(1.2.3)
Therefore, as in [BEI10], the auxiliary value function v already integrates, via its char-
acterisation in (1.2.3), the conditions allowing the process pZ,P q not to exit the domain
D. In particular if v is a regular function then (1.2.3) shows that pZ,P q actually stays
at the boundary. No additional assumptions need to be imposed on the diﬀusion coef-
ﬁcients. This is the main diﬀerence with related results in the literature.
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Diﬃculty Here are the technical diﬃculties we are facing.
(1) The operators involved in (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) are discontinuous as the controls pν, αq
do not belong to a compact set. We will thus work with the lower and upper semi-
continuous envelopes of the corresponding operator in (1.2.2) (see Crandall, Ishii and
Lions [CIL92]). On the other hand, in regard to (1.2.3) and for technical reasons related
to the proofs, we will assume that v satisﬁes some regularity assumptions and we will
make additional assumptions on the coeﬃcients of the diﬀusions.
(2) The characterisation of the boundary conditions at p  1 and p ¤ pminpq is not
trivial and is the object of our main result.
Further research The next step consists in working towards the construction of a
numerical scheme. However the latter scheme requires some comparison results that
are not trivial here as the PDE characterisation involves nonlinear and discontinuous
operators (see (1) above).
Moreover one can extend the previous results to the study of diﬀerent types of con-
straints whenever they can be incorporated in an auxiliary value function satisfying
some regularity assumptions (see the standing assumptions in Chapter 5). For exam-
ple, one can consider the case of a moment constraint prevailing on a discrete time
grid (recall the previous chapters), by applying the American version of the GDP (see
[BV10]).
Finally it will also be interesting to cover the case where the controls belong to a
compact subset U of Rd. The diﬃculty will thus stem from the possible emptiness of the
admissible set of controls Upq. On the contrary the proof of a comparison result for V
inside the continuation region and under speciﬁc space- and time-boundary conditions
should be possible under the framework of Chapter 4, by relying on the techniques
developed in the latter chapter.
Part I
Hedging under Weak Stochastic
Target Constraints

Chapter 2
A Backward Dual Representation
for the Quantile Hedging Price of
Bermudan Options
Abstract
Within a complete ﬁnancial market and in a Markovian setting, we consider the
problem of hedging a Bermudan option with a given probability. Using stochastic
target and duality arguments, we derive a backward algorithm for the Fenchel
transform of the pricing function. This algorithm is similar to the usual American
backward induction except that it requires two additional Fenchel transformations at
each exercise date. We provide numerical illustrations.
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2.1 Introduction
Within a complete ﬁnancial market and in a Markovian setting, we study the problem
of hedging a claim of Bermudan style with a given probability p. More precisely, we
want to characterise the minimal initial value vBMp, pq of a hedging portfolio for which
we can ﬁnd a ﬁnancial strategy such that, with a probability p, it remains above the
exercise value of the Bermudan option at any possible exercise date.
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This problem is referred to quantile hedging and has been popularised by Föllmer
and Leukert [FL99, FL00]. For claims of European type and using duality arguments
or the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, they explained how the so-called quantile hedging
price can be computed explicitly when the market is complete. A similar question
has been studied in Bouchard, Elie and Touzi [BET09] but in a Markovian setting.
They showed that, even in incomplete markets and for general loss functions, one can
characterise the pricing function as the solution of a nonlinear parabolic second-order
diﬀerential equation. They used, in particular, tools developed by Soner and Touzi
[ST02a, ST02b] in the context of stochastic target problems. When the market is
complete, they also observed that the Legendre-Fenchel transform of the price function
can be easily computed and lead to a closed-form representation of the value function.
As far as super-hedging is concerned, the pricing of a Bermudan option reduces to a
backward sequence of pricing problems for European claims. It is therefore natural to
ask whether a similar result holds for the quantile hedging price, and whether one can
extend the closed-form solutions of [FL99, BET09] to Bermudan options.
This chapter answers in the positive. Namely, we provide a backward induction algo-
rithm for the Fenchel transform w of the quantile hedging price vBMp, pq with respect
to the parameter p which prescribes the probability of hedging (see (2.2.23) and The-
orem 2.2.1). The algorithm (2.2.23) is in a sense very similar to the one used for the
pricing of Bermudan options. It is, however, written on the Fenchel transform w rather
than vBM, and it involves two additional Fenchel transformations at each exercise date.
To derive this, we ﬁrst build on the original idea of [BET09] which consists in increasing
the state space in order to reduce to a stochastic target problem of an American type,
as studied in Bouchard and Vu [BV10]. We then follow a very diﬀerent route. Instead
of appealing to stochastic target PDE techniques, we derive from this formulation an
initial dynamic programming algorithm for vBM (see Proposition 2.2.3) which relates to
a series of optimal control of martingale problems. This dynamic programming principle
suggests a backward algorithm for the computation of the Fenchel transform. It is
deﬁned in (2.2.23). We analyse it in detail in Section 2.3.2. The main diﬃculty consists
in controlling the propagation of both the diﬀerentiability and growth properties of the
corresponding value function backward in time. Then, as in [BET09], a martingale
representation argument allows us to show by backward induction that the algorithm
in (2.2.23) and Proposition 2.2.3 provide the Fenchel transform of one another.
Before concluding this introduction, we would like to point out that a similar problem
has been studied recently by Jiao, Klopfenstein and Tankov [JKT13] in the form of
general lookback-style constraints. They provided an alternative formulation in terms
of an optimal control of martingale problems. This has to be compared with the study
conducted by Bouchard, Elie and Réveillac [BER15a] and Dumitrescu [Dum16] and
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our Proposition 2.2.3. No Markovian structure is required. However the smoothness
conditions the former imposed on their loss functions are not satisﬁed in the quantile
hedging case. They also studied the case of several constraints in expectation set
(independently) at the diﬀerent exercise times, which is close to the P&L matching
problems of [BV12] and to the study conducted in Chapter 3.
Finally, in this chapter, we focus on the quantile hedging problem for the sake of
simplicity. It is an archetype of an irregular loss function and it should be clear that
a similar analysis can be carried out for a wide class of (more regular) loss functions.
Also note that to obtain the dual algorithm we only use probabilistic arguments which
opens the door to the study of more general non-Markovian settings.
This chapter is divided into two main sections. In Section 2.2 we present the ﬁnancial
market, the hedging problem and the main results while in Section 2.3 we derive the
proof of the main result stated in Theorem 2.2.1, i.e. the backward dual representation
of the quantile hedging price.
2.2 Problem formulation and main results
2.2.1 Financial market and hedging problem
We consider the complete probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq. The ﬁnancial market consists
in a non-risky asset whose price process is normalised to unity, and d risky assets
X  pX1, ..., Xdq whose dynamics are given by
Xt,xs  x 
» s
t
µpr,Xt,xr qdr  
» s
t
σpr,Xt,xr qdWr , (2.2.1)
given the initial data pt, xq P r0, T s Od . To ensure that the above is well deﬁned, we
assume that
µ : r0, T s Od  Ñ Rd and σ : r0, T s Od  ÑMd are Lipschitz continuous , (2.2.2)
and that the unique strong solution to (2.2.1) takes its values in Od  when the original
data lies in Od .
In order to enforce the absence of arbitrage and the completeness of the ﬁnancial
market, we also impose that
σ is invertible , λ : σ1µ is bounded (2.2.3)
and Lipschitz continuous in space, uniformly in time .
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The Lipschitz continuity condition is not required to deﬁne the risk-neutral measure3
but will be used in some of our forthcoming arguments.
Qt,x : 1
Qt,x,1T
 P with 1
Qt,x,q
: 1
q
E


» 
t
λps,Xt,xs qJdWs


, q ¡ 0 . (2.2.4)
In this model an admissible ﬁnancial strategy is a d-dimensional predictable process ν
such that
EQt,x
» T
t
}νJs σps,Xt,xs q}2ds

  8 , (2.2.5)
and the corresponding wealth process remains non-negative
Y t,x,y,ν : y  
» 
t
νJr dX
t,x
r ¥ 0 , on rt, T s ,
given the initial data pt, xq of the market and the initial capital y ¥ 0. We denote by
Ut,x,y the collection of admissible ﬁnancial strategies. Each νit should be interpreted as
the number of units of asset i in the portfolio at time t.
We now ﬁx a time grid
Tt : tt0  0 ¤    ¤ ti ¤    ¤ tn  T u X pt, T s, t P r0, T s ,
together with payoﬀ functions
x P Od  ÞÑ gpti, xq ¥ 0 , Lipschitz continuous for all i ¤ n . (2.2.6)
Our quantile hedging problem consists in ﬁnding for pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   r0, 1s the
minimal initial wealth vBMpt, x, pq which ensures that the stream of Bermudan payoﬀs
tgps,Xt,xs q, s P Ttu can be hedged with a given probability p, i.e.
vBMpt, x, pq : inf Γpt, x, pq , (2.2.7)
where
Γpt, x, pq :
#
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P
£
sPTt
St,x,y,νs
ﬀ
¥ p
+
,
with St,x,y,νs :
$&%Ω if s ¤ ttY t,x,y,νs ¥ gps,Xt,xs qu if s ¡ t .
Observe that vBMpt, q must be interpreted as a continuation value, i.e. the price at time
t knowing that the option has not been exercised on r0, ts. In particular, vBMpT, q 
0. For p  1, vBMpt, , 1q coincides with the continuation value of the super-hedging
3Here E denotes here the Doléans-Dade exponential.
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price of the Bermudan option. In this complete market, it satisﬁes the usual dynamic
programming principle
vBMpt, x, 1q  EQt,xrpvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , 1qs , for pt, xq P rti, ti 1q Od  , i   n ,
(2.2.8)
(see Schweizer in [Sch02]), where, on r0, T s Od   R, we now use the notation
gpt, x, pq : gpt, xq1t0 p¤1u  81tp¡1u . (2.2.9)
Note that Γ is non-empty and that it can also be formulated in terms of stopping times
(see the appendix for the proof).
Proposition 2.2.1. For pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   r0, 1s,
Γpt, x, pq   y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. PrSt,x,y,ντ s ¥ p, @ τ P Tt(

!
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. PrSt,x,y,ντˆν s ¥ p
)
1tt T u   R 1ttT u , (2.2.10)
in which Tt is the set of stopping times with values in Tt, and τˆν : mints P
Tt : Y t,x,y,νs   gps,Xt,xs qu ^ T .
Remark 2.2.1. The function p ÞÑ vBMp, pq is non-decreasing. It takes the value 0 if
p ¤ pminpq, where for pt, xq P r0, T s Od ,
pminpt, xq : P

gps,Xt,xs q  0 for all s P Tt

, (2.2.11)
with the convention pminpT, q  1. To avoid trivial statements, we assume that
pminpt, q   1, for t   T , which implies
vBMpt, , 1q ¡ 0 , for t   T . (2.2.12)
Moreover, it follows from (2.2.6) that we can ﬁnd C ¡ 0 such that gps, xq ¤ Cp1  °d
i1 x
iq for x P Od  and s P T0. This implies that we can restrict the admissible
strategies ν to those satisfying for pt, x, yq P r0, T s Od   R ,
0 ¤ Y t,x,y,ν ¤ Cp1  |Xt,x|q , (2.2.13)
by possibly adopting a buy-and-hold strategy after the ﬁrst time at which the wealth
process hits the right-hand side term (recall that Xt,x has positive components). In
particular,
0 ¤ vBMpt, x, pq ¤ Cp1  |x|q, p P r0, 1s . (2.2.14)
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2.2.2 Equivalent formulation as a stochastic target problem
The ﬁrst step in our analysis consists in reducing the problem to a stochastic target
problem of an American type as studied in [BV10]. As in [BET09], we ﬁrst increase
the dimension of the controlled process by introducing, for pt, pq P r0, T s  r0, 1s, the
family of martingales
P t,p,α : p 
» 
t
αJs dWs ,
where α is an Rd-valued square integrable predictable process. The process P t,p,α will
be interpreted later as the conditional probability of success. It is therefore natural to
restrict to the class of controls such that
P t,p,α P r0, 1s , on rt, T s .
We denote by At,p the set of predictable square integrable processes such that the above
holds, and we set pUt,x,y,p : Ut,x,y At,p.
Proposition 2.2.2. Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   r0, 1s, then
Γpt, x, pq 
!
y ¥ 0 : D pν, αq P pUt,x,y,p s.t. Y t,x,y,ν ¥ gp, Xt,x, P t,p,αq on Tt) .
(2.2.15)
Proof. At time T both sets are R  by deﬁnition of TT . We now ﬁx t   T and
px, pq P Od r0, 1s. Let Γ¯pt, x, pq denote the right-hand side in (2.2.15) and let y be one
of its elements. Fix pν, αq P pUt,x,y,p such that Y t,x,y,ν ¥ gp, Xt,x, P t,p,αq on Tt. Then,
St,x,y,ν  tP t,p,α ¡ 0u on Tt. Since P t,p,α P r0, 1s and therefore 1tP t,p,α¡0u ¥ P t,p,α,
this implies
P
 £
sPTt
St,x,y,νs

¥ P
 £
sPTt
tP t,p,αs ¡ 0u

¥ E

P t,p,αT
¹
sPTtztT u
1tP t,p,αs ¡0u

.
The process P t,p,α being a non-negative martingale, tP t,p,αs  0u  tP t,p,αT  0u,
s P pt, T s. Hence
P
 £
sPTt
St,x,y,νs

¥ E

P t,p,αT

 p .
Therefore, y P Γpt, x, pq and this argument proves that Γ¯pt, x, pq  Γpt, x, pq.
We now ﬁx y P Γpt, x, pq and choose ν P Ut,x,y such that p1 : Pr

sPTt S
t,x,y,ν
s s ¥ p. By
the Martingale Representation Theorem, we can ﬁnd α P At,p1 such that
1
sPTt S
t,x,y,ν
s
 P t,p1,αT ¥ P t,p,αT .
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By possibly replacing α by the constant process 0 after the ﬁrst time after t at which
P t,p,α reaches the level 0, we can assume that α P At,p. Moreover, the above implies
1St,x,y,νs ¥ P
t,p,α
T , s P Tt ,
which by taking the conditional expectation and using the martingale property of P t,p,α
leads to 1St,x,y,ν ¥ P t,p,α on Tt. The latter is equivalent to Y t,x,y,ν ¥ gp, Xt,x, P t,p,αq
on Tt. Hence y P Γ¯pt, x, pq. l
2.2.3 Dynamic programming and backward dual algorithm
With the formulation obtained in Proposition 2.2.2 at hand, one can now derive an
initial dynamic programming algorithm. Its proof is postponed to the appendix.
Proposition 2.2.3. Fix 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 and pt, x, pq P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1s. Then,
vBMpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

. (2.2.16)
As a consequence, there exists C ¡ 0 such that
|vBMpt, x, pq  vBMpt, x1, pq| ¤ Cp1  |x|   |x1|q|x x1| , (2.2.17)
for all pt, pq P r0, T s  r0, 1s and x, x1 P Od .
Remark 2.2.2. We shall see in Section 2.3 that pvBM_gq can be replaced by its convex
envelope with respect to p in (2.2.16). This phenomenon has already been observed in
[BET09, BER15a].
Note that this provides a preliminary way to compute the value function vBM. Indeed
standard arguments (see [BET09]) should lead to a characterisation of vBM on each
interval rti, ti 1q, i   n and on Od   p0, 1q as a viscosity solution of
sup
αPRd
#
Btϕpq   αJλDpϕpq
12
 
TrrσσJDxxϕpqs   2αJσJDxpϕpq   }α}2Dppϕpq
+ 0 , (2.2.18)
with the boundary conditions
lim
tÒti 1
vBMpt, q  pvBM_gqpti 1, q , onOd   r0, 1s , (2.2.19)
vBMp, 1q  EQt,xrpvBM_gqp, 1qs , vBMp, 0q  0 , on rti, ti 1q Od  , i   n . (2.2.20)
However, since the control α P Rd is not bounded (as it comes from the Martingale Rep-
resentation Theorem), the associated Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman operator in (2.2.18) is
discontinuous. More precisely it is lower semi-continuous but not upper semi-continuous
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and a precise statement would then require a relaxation of the operator in (2.2.18). This
discontinuity makes the proof of a comparison result very diﬃcult, and the latter is
necessary to build convergent numerical schemes. One way to overcome this problem
is to consider instead the Fenchel transform v7BMp, qq of vBMp, pq (see (0.0.1) in the
Notations).
Indeed, heuristically, as already observed in [BET09] in the case n  1, a change of
variable argument in (2.2.18) and the exploitation of the boundary conditions in (2.2.20)
suggest that the dual function v7BM should be at least, for all px, qq P Od   p0,8q, a
viscosity sub-solution of the linear PDE
Btϕpq  1
2
 
TrrσσJDxxϕpqs   2qλJσJDxqϕpq   }λ}2q2Dqqϕpq
  0 , (2.2.21)
on the diﬀerent time steps and of the following boundary condition, obtained by taking
the Fenchel transform in (2.2.19),
lim
tÒti 1
v7BMpt, q  pvBM_gq7pti 1, q . (2.2.22)
Intuitively, using a Feynman-Kac-like representation, this should correspond to the
subsequent representation
v7BMpt, q ¤ EQt,x
pvBM_gq7pti 1, q , for t P rti, ti 1q , i   n .
We deﬁne on Od   R,#
wpT, x, qq : q  81tq 0u
wpt, x, qq : EQt,x

pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q

, t P rti, ti 1q , i   n ,
(2.2.23)
with Qt,x,q deﬁned in (2.2.4). The aim of this chapter is actually to prove that on
Od   R, w is the proper algorithm to compute the value function v7BM and thus vBM.
Indeed our main result is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2.1. Under the set-up deﬁned in Section 2.2.1, and on r0, T sOd r0, 1s,
vBM  w7.
The proof of this result is the object of the subsequent sections. Although it is in
the spirit of [BET09], our proof is diﬀerent and more involved. The main diﬃculty
comes from the induction. At each time step we have to verify that pw7_gq behaves
in a suﬃciently nice way. In the one-step case only the terminal payoﬀ g has to be
considered (see [BET09]). Moreover we use probabilistic only arguments as opposed to
PDE arguments.
Clearly, the algorithm (2.2.23) provides a way to easily compute the value function.
One can, for instance, use the property that w  v7BM is the unique viscosity solution
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of (2.2.21) with the boundary condition (2.2.22). Let us make this statement more
precise.
Deﬁnition 2.2.1. We say that a lower semi-continuous function u is a viscosity super-
solution of the system (S) if, on each rti, ti 1q  Od   p0,8q, i   n, it is a viscosity
super-solution of (2.2.21) with the boundary conditions
lim inf
t1Òti,px1,q1qÑpx,qq
upt1, x1, q1q ¥ pu7_gq7pti, x, qq for px, qq P Od   p0,8q , i   n ,
lim inf
t1ÒT,px1,q1qÑpx,qq
upt1, x1, q1q ¥ g7pT, x, qq for px, qq P Od   p0,8q .
We deﬁne accordingly the notion of sub-solution for upper semi-continuous functions.
A function is a viscosity solution if its lower (resp. upper) semi-continuous envelope is
a viscosity super- (resp. sub-) solution.
Note that in the above deﬁnition we have to understand u as being  8 on r0, T sOd 
p8, 0q to compute the Fenchel transforms involved in the time boundary conditions.
We now provide a version of the comparison principle for (S) which pertains to the
usual extensions of the Black-Scholes model. The assumptions used in the proposition
below are here to avoid the boundary of Od  - when this is not the case, one has to
specify additional boundary conditions.
Proposition 2.2.4. Under the the set-up of Theorem 2.2.1, the function w is con-
tinuous on rti, ti 1q  Od   R , i   n, non-negative, has a linear growth in its last
variable and is a viscosity solution of (S). Moreover, if there exist two functions σ¯
and µ¯ such that σp, xq  diagrxsσ¯p, xq and µp, xq  diagrxsµ¯p, xq, then u1 ¥ u2
on r0, T q  Od   p0,8q whenever u1 and u2 are, respectively, a super- and a sub-
solution of (S), which are non-negative and have a linear growth in their last variable
on r0, T q Od   R .
The proof is postponed to the appendix. Given the latter, it is not diﬃcult to follow the
arguments of Barles and Souganidis [BS91] to construct a convergent ﬁnite diﬀerence
scheme for the resolution of pSq. Alternatively, one could also use quantisation methods
to tackle the approximation of w (see Bally, Pagès and Printems [BPP02, BP03]), or
a regression based Monte-Carlo method (see Bouchard and Warin [BW12] and the
references therein).
2.2.4 Examples of application
In this section, we present two examples of application. The numerical results are ob-
tained using the following procedure which is based on the above algorithm to compute
w  v7BM. For i ¤ n 1,
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1) compute the value of pw7_gq7pti 1, q by approximating the Legendre-Fenchel trans-
form numerically,
2) solve the PDE (2.2.21)-(2.2.22) for w, using e.g. ﬁnite diﬀerence methods, on
rti, ti 1s Od   R .
We now ﬁx T  1 and Tt :
 
t0  0, t1  13 , t2  23 , t3  1
( X pt, t3s, t P r0, T s. We
work in a Black-Scholes setting with market parameters: d  1, σpt, xq  0.25x,
λpt, xq  0.2, pt, xq P r0, T s Od .
For our ﬁrst numerical application, we consider a put option, i.e. gpT, q  rK  s ,
with strike K  30.
In Figure 2.1, we plot the functions vBM and v
7
BM at t  t0. In Figure 2.2 (a)-(c),
we plot for diﬀerent values of x the function vBM and convpvBM _ gq. This shows the
rather complicated behaviour of the transformation vBM ÞÑ convpvBM_gq, as predicted
by Proposition 2.3.3 (b) below. With the notation of this proposition, Figure 2.2 (a)
corresponds to the case A1, Figure 2.2 (b) corresponds to the case A3 and Figure
2.2 (c) corresponds to the case A2. Because of the interest rate being set to 0 and
the payoﬀ being convex, we always have vBMp, 1q ¥ gpq. Figure 2.2 (d) shows the
decreasing values of vBM in p. In our second example, we consider a put spread option
with strikes 20 and 30, i.e. gpT, q  r30  s   r20  s . The numerical results are
displayed in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. It may happen here that vBMp, 1q   gpq (see Figure
2.4 (a)). We conclude this section with the following remark on the behaviour of vBM
near p 1.
Remark 2.2.3.
(a) We know from the identiﬁcation vBM  w7 and Proposition 2.3.2 (b) that p ÞÑ
vBMp, pq is convex and continuous on r0, 1s.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: vBMpt, q and v7BMpt, q at t  t0.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.2: (a)-(c): vBMpt, x, q and convpvBM _ gqpt, x, q at t  t1 and for x P
t12, 25, 30u. (d): vBMpt, , pq at t  t1 and for p P t0.75, 0.9, 1u.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: vBMpt, q and v7BMpt, q at t  t0.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a): vBMpt, x, q and convpvBM _ gqpt, x, q at t  t1 and for x  22. (b):
vBMpt, , pq at t  t1 and for p P t0.75, 0.9, 1u.
(b) Nothing prevents Dp vBMp, 1q from being equal to  8. This can be checked in
a Black-Scholes setting and in the European case using the explicit formula [FL99,
equation (3.15)].
2.3 Proof of the backward dual representation
From now on, we extend vBM to r0, T s Od   R by setting
vBMp, pq  0 if p   0 and vBMp, pq   8 if p ¡ 1 . (2.3.1)
Using the convention inf H   8, this extension is consistent with (2.2.7).
2.3.1 The backward algorithm as a lower bound
We ﬁrst show that the backward algorithm (2.2.23) actually provides a lower bound
for the value function vBM.
Proposition 2.3.1. On r0, T s Od   r0, 1s, vBM ¥ w7.
Proof. First note that vBMpT, q  0  w7pT, q, by deﬁnition. Thus, pvBM_gqpT, q 
pw7 _ gqpT, q. We now assume that vBM ¥ w7 on rti 1, T s  Od   r0, 1s for some
i ¤ n 1. Then pvBM_gq7pti 1, q ¤ pw7_gq7pti 1, q and therefore for all q ¥ 0,
pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q ¥ P t,p,αti 1 qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
 pvBM_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q
¥ P t,p,αti 1 qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
 pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q .
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Fix pt, x, pq P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1s and take any α P At,p. Taking the expectation on
both sides and recalling (2.2.23), we obtain
EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

¥ pq  wpt, x, qq, @ q ¥ 0 .
Taking ﬁrst the supremum over q P R in the right-hand side and then the inﬁmum
over α P At,p in the left-hand side, we get from Proposition 2.2.3 that vBMpt, x, pq ¥
w7pt, x, pq. l
2.3.2 Representation and diﬀerentiability of the backward dual algo-
rithm
This section is devoted to the study of the function pw7_gq7 which appears in the dual
algorithm (2.2.23) and of its Fenchel transform pw7_gq77. We ﬁrst provide a decom-
position in simple terms in Proposition 2.3.3. They only contain w, g and auxiliary
functions that are easy to handle (see (2.3.3)-(2.3.4) below). In view of (2.2.23), this
will then allow us to study the sub-diﬀerential of wpti, q in terms of the sub-diﬀerential
of wpti 1, q. This analysis is reported in Lemma 2.3.2. These results will be of impor-
tant use in the ﬁnal proof of Theorem 2.2.1 as it will require us to ﬁnd a particular
value p in the sub-diﬀerential of wpti, q and then apply a martingale representation
argument between the elements of the sub-diﬀerential of pw7_gq7 at ti 1 and p at ti
(see the proof of Theorem 2.3.1).
We start with properties that stem directly from the deﬁnition of w and standard
results in convex analysis. The proof is postponed to the appendix.
Proposition 2.3.2. The following holds for all pt, xq P r0, T s Od .
(a) The function q P R ÞÑ wpt, x, qq is a proper, convex, non-decreasing and non-
negative function. Moreover, wp, 0q  0 and wp, qq  8 for q   0.
(b) The functions p P R ÞÑ w7pt, x, pq and q P R ÞÑ pw7_ gq7pt, x, qq are convex,
non-negative, non-decreasing and continuous on their respective domains. Moreover,
w7p, 0q  0  pw7_gq7p, 0q and pw7_gq7p, qq   8 for q   0.
The next result is key to getting the representation of pw7 _ gq7 and pw7 _ gq77. Recall
gpt, x, pq in (2.2.9).
Lemma 2.3.1. Fix pt, xq P r0, T sOd . Let p1 ¥ 0 and let f be a proper, non-decreasing
convex function such that fp0q  0, f ¥ gpt, x, q on rp1,8q, f ¤ gpt, x, q on p8, p1s.
(a) The convex envelope of f _ g is given by
pf_gq77p, pq convpf_gqp, pq  pq11t0¤p p1u   fppq1tp1¤p¤1u  81tp¡1u ,
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with q1  gpq{p11tp1¡0u.
(b) Moreover, we have
pf_gq7p, qq  p1rq  q1s 1tq¤D p fpp1qu   f
7pqq1tq¡D p fpp1qu , q ¥ 0 ,
which is a closed proper convex function. In particular, it is continuous at D p fpp1q
when 0   D p fpp1q    8.
Proof. Fix pt, xq P r0, T s Od .
1. The left-hand side identity in (a) follows from results in convex analysis (see e.g.
Rockafellar [Roc97, Theorem 12.2]). If p1  0 the result follows. Assume now that
p1 ¡ 0. We set ϕ : p ÞÑ pq11tp¡0u _ fppq, which is convex. By assumption, we already
know that fppq ¤ gpt, x, pq  0 for p ¤ 0. Since fp0q  0 and fpp1q  gpt, xq, we have
by convexity that fppq ¤ pq1, p P r0, p1s, which implies ϕppq1tp¤p1u  pq11t0¤p¤p1u.
Since fppq ¤ pq1 for p P r0, p1s and fpp1q  p1q1, we compute that Dp fpp1q ¥ q1.
By convexity, we also have fppq ¥ fpp1q   Dp fpp1qpp  p1q ¥ pq1 for p ¥ p1 and
then ϕppq1tp¥p1u  fppq1tp¥p1u. In particular, we observe that ϕ ¤ f _ g. It is
straightforward to check that any candidate for the convex envelope of f_g is below
ϕ. The above shows also that D p fpp1q ¡ 0 whenever q1 ¡ 0.
2. Let us now observe that f 7pqq   8, for q ¥ 0, since fp, pq  gp, pq  8 for
p ¡ 1 _ p1. It follows that the sub-diﬀerential of f 7 at non-negative q is non-empty.
The proof of (b) follows from calculations based on the subsequent results from convex
analysis (see e.g. Ekeland and Teman [ET73, Chapter I Proposition 5.1]). Let ψ be a
proper function on R. Then p is in the sub-diﬀerential of ψ at q if and only if
ψ7ppq   ψpqq  pq . (2.3.2)
2.a At p  0, the sub-diﬀerential of pf_gq77  convpf_gq is equal to r0, q1s. This
follows directly from the characterisation of the convex envelope of f_g given in (a).
Using the above equality with ψ  pf_gq7, we then have for q P r0, q1s,
pf_gq77p0q   pf_gq7pqq  0 q ùñ pf_gq7pqq  0 ,
since pf_gq77p0q  0 by our assumption, namely fp0q  0  gp, 0q and g ¥ 0.
2.b The sub-diﬀerential of pf_gq77  convpf_gq at p1 is equal to D : rq1,D p fpp1qs if
D p fpp1q    8 or rq1, 8q otherwise. This follows again directly from (a). We recall
from the step 1. that fpp1q  q1p1. Then, using (2.3.2) with ψ  pf_gq7 and (a), we
have for q P D,
pf_gq77pp1q   pf_gq7pqq  p1q
ùñ pf_gq7pqq  p1q  fpp1q  p1pq  q1q  p1rq  q1s  .
2.c If q ¡ D p fpp1q, an element p of the sub-diﬀerential of f 7 at q satisﬁes
fppq   f 7pqq  pq .
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We ﬁrst note that p ¥ p1 necessarily. Indeed [ET73, Chapter I Corollary 5.2], q P
rDp fppq,D p fppqs while q ¡ D p fpp1q. Recall that f  pf_gq77 on rp1,8q. We then
deduce from the previous equality that
pf_gq77ppq   f 7pqq  pq ùñ f 7pqq pq  pf_gq77ppq ¤ pf_gq7pqq .
Observing that the reverse inequality follows from f ¤ f_g, we get f 7pqq  pf_gq7pqq
for q P pD p fpp1q, 8q. l
We are now in a position to provide the decomposition of pw7 _ gq7 and pw7 _ gq77. It
basically follows from the application of the previous lemma to f  w7.
Proposition 2.3.3. For pt, x, pq P r0, T sOd R, we deﬁne the following facelift of
g,
g˜pt, x, pq  qgpt, xqp1t0¤p¤1u  81tp¡1u ,
with
qgpt, xq : gpt, xq
pgpt, xq1tpgpt,xq¡0u and pgpt, xq : sup
 
p P R |w7pt, x, pq  gpt, xq( ^ 1 .
Then,
(a) the function p ÞÑ pw7_gq77p, pq is continuous on its domain and
pw7_gq77  convpw7_gq  w7_g˜ , (2.3.3)
(b) for all q P R :
pw7_gq7p, qq  rq  gpqs  1A1pq   wp, qq1A2pq   κp, qq1A3pq , (2.3.4)
with
κp, qq : pgpq rq  qgpqs  1tq¤q¯pqu   wp, qq1tq¡q¯pqu ,
where q¯pq : D p w7 p, pgpqq and with the subsets of r0, T s Od ,
A1 : tpt, xq : gpt, xq ¡ 0, w7pt, x, 1q ¤ gpt, xqu ,
A2 : tpt, xq : gpt, xq  0u ,
A3 : tpt, xq : gpt, xq ¡ 0, w7pt, x, 1q ¡ gpt, xqu .
Remark 2.3.1.
(a) It follows from Proposition 2.3.2 that w7p, 0q  0. Hence, for pt, xq P r0, T s Od ,
gpt, xq ¡ 0 implies pgpt, xq ¡ 0 and
qgpt, xq  gpt, xq
pgpt, xq1tgpt,xq¡0u so that qgpt, xq  0 if and only if gpt, xq  0 .
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(b) The decomposition on A1, A2 and A3 will be useful in what follows (see e.g. the
proof of Lemma 2.3.2 below).
(c) On A3, we have q¯ ¡ 0 since w7p, pgpqq ¥ g ¡ 0 and w7p, 0q  0 (see Proposition
2.3.2).
Proof of Proposition 2.3.3. The identities in (2.3.3) are immediate consequences of
Lemma 2.3.1 (a), Proposition 2.3.2 (b) and the deﬁnition of pg. We now prove (2.3.4).
For pt, xq P A1, we have w7pt, x, q ¤ g and therefore pw7_gq7pt, x, q  g7pt, x, q 
r  gpt, xqs  on R . For pt, xq P A2, we have that w7 ¥ g by Proposition 2.3.2 (b) and
the result follows directly. On A3, the expression is exactly the one given by Lemma
2.3.1 (b). l
We can now turn to the study of the sub-diﬀerential of w. Recall the deﬁnition of pmin
in (2.2.11).
Lemma 2.3.2. Fix 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 and pt, xq P rti, ti 1q Od . Then:
(a) D q wpt, x, q ¥ 0 if q ¥ 0 and Dq wpt, x, q ¥ 0 if q ¡ 0,
(b) limqÒ8 D
 
q wpt, x, qq  1,
(c) D q wpt, x, 0q  pminpt, xq.
Moreover,$&%Dq wpt, x, qq  E

Dq pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q for q ¡ 0
D q wpt, x, qq  E

D q pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q for q ¥ 0 . (2.3.5)
Proof. The proof is based on an induction argument. Our assumptions guarantee
that (a)-(c) are valid at T . Let us assume that the lemma holds true on rti 1, T s for
some i ¤ n 1. We intend to prove that the result holds for t P rti, ti 1q. Throughout
the rest of the proof x P Od .
We consider j ¤ n. In view of Proposition 2.3.3, we obtain for q ¥ 0 that
D q pw7_gq7ptj , x, qq  1tq¥gptj ,xqu1A1ptj , xq  D q wptj , x, qq1A2ptj , xq
 D q κptj , x, qq1A3ptj , xq ,
with
D q κptj , x, qq  pgptj , xq1tqgptj ,xq¤q q¯ptj ,xqu  D q wptj , x, qq1tq¡q¯ptj ,xqu .
For q ¡ 0, we have
Dq pw7_gq7ptj , x, qq  1tq¡gptj ,xqu1A1ptj , xq  Dq wptj , x, qq1A2ptj , xq
 Dq κptj , x, qq1A3ptj , xq ,
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with
Dq κptj , x, qq  pgptj , xq1tqgptj ,xq q¤q¯ptj ,xqu  Dq wptj , x, qq1tq¡q¯ptj ,xqu .
We have by induction limqÒ8 D
 
q κpti 1, x, qq  1, which ensures that limqÒ8 D q pw7_
gq7pti 1, x, qq  1. By the convexity of pw7_gq7pti 1, x, q, this implies that D q pw7_
gq7pti 1, x, qq ¤ 1, q ¥ 0. In view of (2.2.23), a dominated convergence argument then
leads to (2.3.5) and limqÒ 8 D
 
q wpt, x, qq  1.
We now use our induction hypothesis again to observe from the decomposition above
that
Dq pw7_gq7pti 1, x, qq ¥ 0 , q ¡ 0 , and D q pw7_gq7pti 1, x, qq ¥ 0 , q ¥ 0 .
Recalling (2.3.5), this shows that Dq wpt, x, qq ¥ 0 for q ¡ 0 and D q wpt, x, qq ¥ 0 for
q ¥ 0.
It remains to prove (c). From Remark 2.3.1 (a) and (c), the above decomposition
implies that D q pw7_gq7pti 1, x, 0q  D q wpti 1, x, 0q1tgpti 1,xq0u. By our induction
hypothesis, the last term is D q pw7_gq7pti 1, x, 0q  pminpti 1, xq1tgpti 1,xq0u. This
identity combined with the second identity in (2.3.5) provides
D q wpt, x, 0q  E

pminpti 1, Xt,xti 1q1!gpti 1,Xt,xti 1 q0
)  pminpt, xq ,
in which the last identity is an obvious consequence of the deﬁnition of pmin in (2.2.11).
l
Remark 2.3.2. Note that, on rti, ti 1q  Od , i   n the sub-diﬀerential of wpt, x, q at
0 is p8, pminpt, xqs, since wpt, x, qq  8 for q   0 and D q wpt, x, 0q  pminpt, xq (see
Proposition 2.3.2 (a) and Lemma 2.3.2 (c)).
2.3.3 The backward algorithm as an upper-bound
Our ﬁnal proof will proceed by backward induction on the time steps. Let us introduce
the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis. Hk, 1 ¤ k ¤ n.
(i) The functions vBMptk, q and convpvBM_gqptk, q are continuous on Od   r0, 1s.
(ii) convpvBM_gqptk, , 0q  0 and convpvBM_gqptk, , 1q  pvBM_gqptk, , 1q on Od .
(iii) For all x P Od , the map q P R  ÞÑ q  pw7_ gq7ptk, x, qq is non-decreasing,
continuous and converges to pvBM_gqptk, x, 1q as q Ñ8.
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Fix 0 ¤ i ¤ n1. Part of the induction hypothesis is given by Hi 1. Before turning to
the ﬁnal argument, we provide three additional results that hold at any time t P rti, ti 1q
whenever Hi 1 is in force.
2.3.3.1 Bounds and limits for w7
Our ﬁrst additional result concerns the behaviour of w7. It shows that w7pti, , 1q 
vBMpti, , 1q. The last assertion will be used in the proof of Lemma 2.3.4 below to show
that (iii) of Hi holds if (iii) of Hi 1 does.
Lemma 2.3.3. Let (iii) of Hi 1 hold. Fix pt, xq P rti, ti 1q  Od . Then, w7pt, x, q is
non-negative, continuous on its domain p8, 1s and
0 ¤ w7pt, x, q ¤ w7pt, x, 1q  vBMpt, x, 1q on p8, 1s .
Moreover, the map q P R ÞÑ q  wpt, x, qq is non-decreasing, continuous on R  and
converges to vBMpt, x, 1q as q Ñ8.
Proof. Fix pt, xq P rti, ti 1q Od . The continuity and non-negativity of w7pt, x, q are
stated in Proposition 2.3.2 (b). We now observe that (2.2.23) implies that for q ¥ 0,
δpqq : q  wpt, x, qq  EQt,x

qQt,x,1ti 1  pw7_gq7pti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qQt,x,1ti 1 q

,
which shows that q ÞÑ δpqq is non-decreasing since (iii) of Hi 1 holds. Applying the
Monotone Convergence Theorem, (iii) of Hi 1 and (2.2.8), we obtain that q P R  ÞÑ
q  wpt, x, qq is continuous and
lim
qÑ8
δpqq  EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , 1q

 vBMpt, x, 1q .
This implies that w7pti, x, 1q  supq¥0 δpqq ¥ limqÑ8 δpqq  vBMpt, x, 1q, while
w7pt, x, pq ¥ limqÑ8pqpp  1q   δpqqq  8 for p ¡ 1. The property w7pti, x, 1q ¤
vBMpt, x, 1q has been proved in Proposition 2.3.1. l
2.3.3.2 Convexiﬁcation in the dynamic programming algorithm
As already mentioned in Remark 2.2.2, one can expect that vBM _ g can be replaced
by its convex envelope, with respect to p, in (2.2.16). Hypotheses (i)-(ii) of Hi 1
ensure this (see Proposition 2.3.4 below). We shall prove a similar result for w7 later in
Theorem 2.3.1. Note that the two identities (2.3.6) and (2.3.8) below already suggest
that the equality vBM  w7 at ti 1 should iterate at ti, since we already know from
Proposition 2.3.1 that vBM ¥ w7.
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Proposition 2.3.4. Let (i)-(ii) of Hi 1 hold. Then for all t P rti, ti 1q and px, pq P
Od   r0, 1s, we have
vBMpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
EQt,x

convpvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

. (2.3.6)
Moreover, (ii) of Hi holds.
Proof. We ﬁx pt, xq P rti, ti 1q  Od . Assuming that (2.3.6) is true, we deduce that
(ii) of Hi holds, since At,p  t0u for p P t0, 1u and therefore P t,p,αti 1  p for α P At,p. By
(ii) of Hi 1, the same argument combined with Proposition 2.2.3 implies that (2.3.6)
is valid for p P t0, 1u.
It remains to prove (2.3.6) for 0   p   1. In view of Proposition 2.2.3, this reduces to
showing that
infαPAt,p EQt,x

convpvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

¥ infαPAt,p EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

,
the reverse inequality being trivial. We argue as in [BER15a, Proof of Proposition 3.3].
It follows from the Carathéodory theorem that we can ﬁnd two maps pλj , pijq : px, pq P
Od   r0, 1s ÞÑ pλj , pijqpx, pq P Od   r0, 1s, j ¤ 2, such that°2
j1 pijpx, pq  1 , p 
°2
j1 pijpx, pqλjpx, pq
and convpvBM_gqpti 1, x, pq 
°2
j1 pijpx, pqpvBM_gqpti 1, x, λjpx, pqq .
(2.3.7)
We claim that they can be chosen in a measurable way. More precisely, (i) of Hi 1 and
results in stochastic optimal control (see e.g. Bertsekas and Shreve [BS78, Proposition
7.49]) imply that they can be chosen to be analytically measurable. We can then appeal
to [BS78, Lemma 7.27] to obtain a Borel-measurable version which coincides a.e. for
the pull-back measure of pXt,xti 1ε, P
t,p,α
ti 1ε
q, with α P At,p and 0   ε   ti 1  t ﬁxed.
We actually use this version in what follows.
We now let ξ be an Fti 1-measurable random variable such that
Prξ  λjpXt,xti 1ε, P
t,p,α
ti 1ε
q|Fti 1εs  pijpXt,xti 1ε, P t,p,αti 1εq .
Then Erξ|Fti 1εs  P t,p,αti 1ε by the above construction, and we can thus ﬁnd αε P At,p
such that P t,p,αεti 1ε  P
t,p,α
ti 1ε
and P t,p,αεti 1  ξ. Recalling (2.3.7), we obtain, after denoting
Qs : Qt,x,1s , t ¤ s ¤ T ,
A : E

Q1ti 1ε  convpvBM_gqpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1ε
, P t,p,αti 1εq

 EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1ε, P
t,p,αε
ti 1
q

 E

pQ1ti 1 Q1ti 1εqpvBM_gqpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1ε
, P t,p,αεti 1 q

,
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leading, after recalling (2.2.6), (2.2.14) and (2.2.17), to
A ¥ inf
α1PAt,p
EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α1
ti 1
q

 ∆pεq ,
with
∆pεq  CEQt,x

p1  |Xt,xti 1ε|   |X
t,x
ti 1
|q|Xt,xti 1ε X
t,x
ti 1
|

 CE

pQ1ti 1 Q1ti 1εqp1  |X
t,x
ti 1ε
|q

.
Moreover, since 0 ¤ convpvBM_gqpti 1, x, q ¤ vBM_gpti 1, x, q ¤ Cp1   |x|q (recall
(2.2.6) and (2.2.14)), using (i) of Hi 1, we can pass to the limit to obtain, with (2.2.2)-
(2.2.3),
EQt,x

convpvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

¥ inf
α1PAt,p
EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α1
ti 1
q

.
l
Since our ﬁnal result is vBM  w7, the same convexiﬁcation should appear in the dual
algorithm. As already mentioned, it will actually allow us to show that vBM  w7 at
ti if this is true at ti 1.
Theorem 2.3.1. Let (iii) of Hi 1 hold. Fix pt, x, pq P rti, ti 1q  Od   r0, 1s. Then,
there exists αˆ P At,p such that
w7pt, x, pq  EQt,x

convpw7_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,αˆ
ti 1
q

. (2.3.8)
Proof. Fix pt, xq P rti, ti 1q  Od  and recall the deﬁnition of pmin in (2.2.11). For
the sake of clarity we will not write the dependencies of the variables involved in the
following discussion.
1. We ﬁrst assume that p P ppminpt, xq, 1q. We know from Lemma 2.3.2 (b)-(c) that
there exists a qˆ P p0,8q such that p lies in the sub-diﬀerential of wpt, x, q at qˆ. Then,
we can ﬁnd λ P r0, 1s such that p  λD q wpt, x, qˆq   p1  λqDq wpt, x, qˆq. In view of
(2.3.5), this implies that
p  E
 
λD q pw7_gq7   p1 λqDq pw7_gq7
 pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qˆQt,x,1ti 1 q . (2.3.9)
It follows from Lemma 2.3.2 and its proof that the random variable in the expectation
is valued in r0, 1s. By the Martingale Representation Theorem, we can ﬁnd αˆ P At,p
such that
 
λD q pw7_gq7   p1 λqDq pw7_gq7
 pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qˆQt,x,1ti 1 q  p  » ti 1
t
αˆJs dWs : P t,p,αˆti 1 .
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For later use, note that the above implies
P t,p,αˆti 1 qˆQ
t,x,1
ti 1
 pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qˆQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q  pw7_gq77pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,αˆ
ti 1
q , (2.3.10)
where we used (2.3.2) with ψ  pw7_gq7. On the other hand, we also have, again by
(2.3.2) with ψ  w,
wpt, x, qˆq   w7pt, x, pq  qˆp , (2.3.11)
and, by (2.2.23),
wpt, x, qˆq  EQt,x

pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qˆQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q

. (2.3.12)
Thus, inserting (2.3.9) and (2.3.12) into (2.3.11), and using (2.3.10), leads to
w7pt, x, pq  EQt,x

P t,p,αˆti 1 qˆQ
t,x,1
ti 1
 pw7_gq7pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , qˆQ
t,x,1
ti 1
q

 EQt,x

pw7_gq77pti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,αˆ
ti 1
q

.
We conclude by appealing to (2.3.3).
2. We now assume that p P r0, pminpt, xqs. Since r0, pminpt, xqs belongs to the sub-
diﬀerential of wpt, x, q at 0 (recall Remark 2.3.2) and pminpt, xq  D q wpt, x, 0q (recall
Lemma 2.3.2) we can ﬁnd λ P r0, 1s such that p  λD q wpt, x, 0q. We then proceed as
above up to obvious modiﬁcations.
3. We ﬁnally assume that p  1. We know from Lemma 2.3.3 that w7pt, x, 1q 
vBMpt, x, 1q. Hence, (2.2.8) implies
w7pt, x, 1q  vBMpt, x, 1q  EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , 1q

.
As in the proof of Lemma 2.3.3, we deduce from (iii) of Hi 1 that convpw7 _
gqpti 1, , 1q  pw7_gq77pti 1, , 1q ¥ pvBM_gqpti 1, , 1q. In view of Proposition 2.3.1,
this leads to pvBM_gqpti 1, x, 1q  convpw7_gqpti 1, x, 1q. l
2.3.4 Conclusion of the proof
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we need to prove the inequality vBM ¤ w7.
Proposition 2.3.5. On r0, T s Od   r0, 1s, vBM ¤ w7.
Proof. We use a backward induction argument. We assume that Hi 1 holds and that
vBM  w7 on rti 1, T s  Od   r0, 1s for some i ¤ n  1. Since it is true for i  n
by construction, the proof will be completed if one can show that this implies that Hi
holds and that vBM  w7 on rti, T s Od   r0, 1s.
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Let us ﬁx pt, x, pq P rti, ti 1qOd r0, 1s. Then, our induction hypothesis implies that
EQt,x

convpvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

 EQt,x

convpw7_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

,
for all α P At,p. It then follows from Theorem 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.3.4 that
vBMpt, x, pq ¤ w7pt, x, pq. But, the reverse inequality is proved in Proposition 2.3.1.
This shows that vBM  w7 on rti, T s Od   r0, 1s. Then (i) of Hi is a consequence of
Proposition 2.3.3 and Proposition 2.3.2. Proposition 2.3.4 implies (ii) of Hi. Regarding
the validity of (iii) of Hi, it is proved in Lemma 2.3.4 below. l
Lemma 2.3.4. The hypothesis Hi 1 implies (iii) of Hi.
Proof. We consider i   n and px, qq P Od   R . It follows from (2.3.4) that
q  pw7_gq7pti, x, qq 
 
q  rq  gpti, xqs 

1A1pti, xq
  pq  wpti, x, qqq1A2pti, xq  
 
q  κpti, x, qq

1A3pti, xq , (2.3.13)
in which
q  κpti, x, qq  pq  pgpti, xqrq  qgpti, xqs q1tq¤q¯pti,xqu   pq  wpti, x, qqq1tq¡q¯pti,xqu .
By Lemma 2.3.3, w7pti, x, 1q  vBMpti, x, 1q so that A2 Y A3  tvBMp, 1q ¡ gu, recall
(2.2.12). In particular, we observe that q¯   8 on A3. The conclusion that the right-
hand side in (2.3.13) converges to pvBM_gqpti, x, 1q as q Ñ8 is then a consequence of
Lemma 2.3.3 and of the deﬁnition of pAiqi¤3.
It remains to show that each term in (2.3.13) is non-decreasing and continuous. From
Lemma 2.3.3, we know that q ÞÑ q  wpti, x, qq is continuous and non-decreasing. The
second term in the right-hand side of (2.3.13) is continuous and non-decreasing as well.
As for the last term, we know that q ÞÑ κpti, x, qq is continuous, so that it suﬃces to
check the monotonicity on each sub-interval r0, q¯pti, xqs and rq¯pti, xq,8q distinctly. On
the second interval, we have that q ÞÑ q κpti, x, qq is non-decreasing by Lemma 2.3.3.
This is also true on the ﬁrst interval since pgpti, xq ¤ 1. l
2.4 Appendix
We provide here the proofs of some technical results that were used in the proof of
Theorem 2.2.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.2.1 For t  T the sets in (2.2.10) are R , by deﬁnition of Tt
and Tt. For t   T and px, y, pq P Od R r0, 1s, the deﬁnition of τˆν , ν P Ut,x,y, implies
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that St,x,y,ντˆν 

sPTt S
t,x,y,ν
s , while

sPTt S
t,x,y,ν
s  St,x,y,ντ for any τ P Tt. Therefore for
t   T ,
P

St,x,y,ντˆν

¥ p ñ P
 £
sPTt
St,x,y,νs

¥ p ñ P St,x,y,ντ  ¥ p, @ τ P Tt
ñ P

St,x,y,ντˆν

¥ p ,
where, in the last implication, we used the property that τˆν P Tt. This proves (2.2.10)
for t   T . l
Proof of Proposition 2.2.3. 1. We ﬁrst show that (2.2.16) holds. We ﬁx pt, x, pq P
rti, ti 1q  Od   r0, 1s, i   n. Let v¯BMpt, x, pq denote the right-hand side of (2.2.16)
and set
Jpt, x, p, αq : EQt,x

pvBM_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q

.
Fix y and α P At,p such that y ¡ Jpt, x, p, αq. Then, it follows from the Martingale
Representation Theorem that we can ﬁnd ν P Ut,x,y such that
Y t,x,y,νti 1 ¡ pvBM_gqpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q .
In particular, Y t,x,y,νti 1 ¥ gpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q. Since, we also have Y
t,x,y,ν
ti 1
¡
vBMpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q, it follows from the same arguments as in the proof of [BV10,
Lemma 2.2] that we can ﬁnd a predictable process pν˜, α˜q which coincides with pν, αq
on rt, ti 1s, in the dt dP-sense, and such that
Y t,x,y,ν˜s ¥ gps,Xt,xs , P t,p,α˜s q , for all s P Tti 1 .
These processes are elements of pUt,x,y,p whenever ν˜ is square integrable in the sense of
(2.2.5), and α˜ is square integrable in the classical sense. To reduce to this case, we
use the property that P t,p,α˜ is restricted to live in the interval r0, 1s while ν˜ can be
modiﬁed so that (2.2.13) holds. By the Itô isometry, this induces the required square
integrability property of the ﬁnancial strategy, recall (2.2.2)-(2.2.3). Combining the
above with Proposition 2.2.2 shows that v¯BMpt, x, pq ¥ vBMpt, x, pq.
Conversely, let us ﬁx y ¡ vBMpt, x, pq. Then, it follows from the Geometric Dynamic
Programming principle of [BV10, Theorem 2.1] (recall that in Chapter 1 we introduced
the non-obstacle version of the "GDP") that there exists pν, αq P pUt,x,y,p such that
Y t,x,y,νti 1 ¥ pvBM _ gqpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q .
Since Y t,x,y,ν is a super-martingale under Qt,x, this implies that y ¥ Jpt, x, p, αq. The
property vBMpt, x, pq ¥ v¯BMpt, x, pq then follows.
2. We now prove the Lipschitz continuity property. Note that it is true for t  T , since
vBMpT, q  0 by construction. Let us assume that (2.2.17) holds on rti 1, T s for some
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i   n and show that it is then also true on rti, T s. Let us ﬁx pt, pq P rti, ti 1q  r0, 1s
and x, x1 P Od . We have that for all α P At,p
pQt,x,1ti 1 q1pvBM _ gqpti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q
 pQt,x1,1ti 1 q1pvBM _ gqpti 1, X
t,x1
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q
  pQt,x,1ti 1 q1

pvBM _ gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 , P
t,p,α
ti 1
q  pvBM _ gqpti 1, Xt,x
1
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q

 

pQt,x,1ti 1 q1  pQ
t,x1,1
ti 1
q1

pvBM _ gqpti 1, Xt,x
1
ti 1
, P t,p,αti 1 q .
Using ﬁrst (2.2.6), then the linear growth of v (see (2.2.14)) together with the fact that
(2.2.17) holds for pvBM _ gqpti 1, , pq, and then (2.2.16), we deduce that there exists
C ¡ 0 such that |vBMpt, x, pq  vBMpt, x1, pq| is bounded by
C EQt,x

|Xt,xti 1 X
t,x1
ti 1
|p1  |Xt,xti 1 |   |X
t,x1
ti 1
|q   |Qt,x,1ti 1 {Q
t,x1,1
ti 1
 1| p1  |Xt,x1ti 1 |q

.
In view of (2.2.2)-(2.2.3), this is controlled by |xx1|p1 |x| |x1|q up to a multiplicative
constant. l
Proof of Proposition 2.2.4. The growth property on r0, T q  Od   p0,8q follows
from Proposition 2.3.2 (which will be proved just below), Theorem 2.2.1, (2.2.14) and
(2.3.1),
0 ¤ wpt, x, qq  sup
pPR
ppq  vBMpt, x, pqq  sup
pPr0,1s
ppq  vBMpt, x, pqq ¤ q .
Note that Theorem 2.2.1 implies that pw7_gq7pT, q  g7. The property that the lower
(resp. upper) semi-continuous envelope of w is a viscosity super- (resp. sub-) solution of
(S) is standard and we omit the proof. Continuity will then follow from the comparison
principle. The comparison can be proved by backward induction. It is well known that
(2.2.21) admits a comparison principle in the class of functions with polynomial growth
(see e.g. Crandall, Ishii and Lions [CIL92]). Hence, the comparison holds on rtn1, T q.
Assume that it holds on rti 1, T q, i   n and that pu7j1r0,T q_gq7pti 1, q has a polynomial
growth, for j  1, 2. Then it holds on rti, T q too since u1pti 1, q ¥ u2pti 1, q implies
pu71_gq7pti 1, q ¥ pu72_gq7pti 1, q. Hence, we just have to prove that pu71_gq7 has a
polynomial growth. By [Roc97, Theorem 16.5], we have pu7j_gq7  convpu77j ^g7q. Since
0 ¤ u77j _g7 ¤ uj_g7 and the latter has a polynomial growth, the required property
holds. l
Proof of Proposition 2.3.2. We proceed by backward induction on T0 Y t0u. Our
claims are straightforward from (2.2.23) at time T . Indeed, direct computations show
that w7pT, , pq  0 81tp¡1u. Hence, pw7_gq7pT, , qq  g7pT, , qq  rq  gpT, qs   
81tq 0u. Properties (a) and (b) hold.
We now assume that (a) and (b) are satisﬁed on rti 1, T s for some i ¤ n 1 and prove
that they hold on rti, T s. We consider x P Od . Then, the deﬁnition of w in (2.2.23)
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implies that wpt, x, q is non-negative, non-decreasing, convex and that wpt, x, 0q  0
(it is in particular proper). It takes the value  8 for q   0, by (2.2.23) and because
pw7_gq7pti 1, , qq   8 for q   0. Hence (a) holds on rti, T s. These two last assertions
imply that w7pt, , pq  supq¥0 tpq  wpt, , qqu and w7pt, , pq  0 for p ¤ 0. We know
from [Roc97, Theorem 12.2] that it is closed, convex and continuous on the interior of
its domain. Since w7pt, x, q is non-decreasing, by deﬁnition, we get from its closeness
that it is continuous on its domain. The property w7pt, , pq ¥ w7pt, , 0q  0 also
implies that pw7_gqpt, x, q is non-negative. Moreover pw7_gqpt, , 0q  0. For q   0,
we then compute pw7_gq7pt, , qq  supp¤1
 
pq  pw7_gqpt, , pq(   8. For q ¥ 0,
we get pw7_gq7pt, , qq  suppPr0,1s
 
pq  pw7_gqpt, , pq( ¥ 0. Moreover pw7_gq7pt, x, q
non-decreasing on R . By deﬁnition, pw7_gq7pt, x, q is closed, convex and continuous
on the interior of its domain. Being non-decreasing and closed, it is actually continuous
on its domain. l
Chapter 3
An Extension to the Dual
Representation of Hedging Prices
under Diﬀerent Risk Constraints
Abstract
We pursue the study initiated in Chapter 2 and consider, under the same framework,
the problem of ﬁnding the least expensive portfolio process meeting, at each payment
date, three diﬀerent types of risk criterion. The ﬁrst two encompass an expected
shortfall measure and a quantile hedging constraint imposed at inception on all the
future payment dates, while the third one is a quantile hedging constraint set at each
payment date over the next one. These risk measures are deﬁned with respect to
a stochastic benchmark. As in Chapter 2 we explicit the Fenchel transform of the
pricing function.
Keywords. Stochastic Target Problems, Quantile Hedging, Controlled Loss, Bermu-
dan Options.
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3.1 Introduction
We face an economic context in which ﬁnancial institutions are asked by the regulators
to secure enough capital to cover part of their risks. The amount of assets to be hold to
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limit losses with respect to future random liabilities or benchmarks is calculated using
a risk criterion speciﬁed by the involved authorities. Within the Basel II agreement or
the European Solvency II directive a Value at Risk criterion is used, for instance. The
problem of asset-liability management under some risk targets has attracted a lot of
interests (see e.g. Brandt and Van Binsbergen [BVB07], Detemple and Rindisbacher
[DR08] and Martellini and Milhau [MM12]). It is, in particular, relevant for pension
funds coping with random future liabilities due to the longevity risk and for fund
managers dealing with stranded assets whose future value is uncertain.
Motivated by these issues we are interested in pursuing the study conducted in Chapter
2. Therefore we will still consider the problem of ﬁnding the least expensive portfolio
process under the condition of covering future liabilities or benchmarks with a given
degree of conﬁdence. As already observed in Chapter 2, this question also arises when
investors have a limited available capital and want to design the most eﬃcient strategies
to proﬁt from business opportunities while keeping the associated downside risks under
control, whatever the market completeness is.
The risk criterion can be related to the size of the shortfall or to the probability of
success of a devised hedge. The second class of risk measure laid the foundations
for quantile hedging problems. In Chapter 2 we focused on the quantile hedging of
Bermudan-type claims. We suggest here to extend the previous study to new examples
falling into the above two types of risk benchmark. The ﬁrst one is an American-style
expected shortfall constraint and the other two are respectively (using the terminology
of Jiao, Klopfenstein and Tankov [JKT13]) next-period and European-style quantile
hedging constraints. In all cases liabilities are random. In the ﬁrst case a bound is
imposed at inception on the expectation of the loss occurring at each random payment
date. The shortfall is weighted by a loss function satisfying some regularity assump-
tions. It is actually an obstacle and regular counterpart of the problem studied in
Chapter 2 (see Proposition 2.2.1). In the other two cases the constraint is imposed
on the probability of occurrence of a hedge success at each discrete and deterministic
payment date. This probability is set at the previous payment date in the ﬁrst case
and at the initial date in the second one. The choice of discrete-time constraints in the
latter cases relies on practical concerns.
We brieﬂy recall the studies in the literature. The problem of hedging a European-type
random liability under both probabilistic and expected shortfall constraints has been
initiated by Föllmer and Leukert [FL99, FL00]. They worked under a non-Markovian
setting and within both complete and incomplete markets. They derived explicit solu-
tions in a Black-Scholes setting. A similar question but in a Markovian setting arose
with Soner and Touzi [ST02a, ST02b] and Bouchard, Elie and Touzi [BET09]. Their
arguments relied on stochastic control and stochastic target theory. Bouchard, Elie and
Réveillac [BER15a] and later Dumitrescu [Dum16] extended the previous results to the
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non-Markovian case. Moreover some extensions to other classes of stochastic target
problems have been performed. Among them we can quote the work done by Bouchard
and Vu [BV10], Moreau [Mor11] and by Bouchard, Moreau and Nutz [BMN14], for a
Markovian setting, and the study conducted in [JKT13] for a non-Markovian one.
The literature also accounts for studies on portfolio management under constraints of
outperforming a deterministic benchmark on a set of deterministic future dates (see El
Karoui, Jeanblanc and Lacoste [EKJL05]) or a stochastic benchmark at the terminal
date (see Boyle and Tian [BT07] and Gundel and Weber [GW07]).
As underlined in Chapter 2, a study of diﬀerent shortfall constraints on a set of dis-
crete and deterministic future dates has been pursued in [JKT13]. They took the
form of general lookback-style constraints, constraints in expectation set from incep-
tion at the diﬀerent exercise times and next-period constraints. They worked with loss
functions satisfying some regularity assumptions. However the irregular loss function
counterparts still raise challenges. The probabilistic constraints are an archetype of an
irregular loss function as it is the case where the loss function is an indicator one. In
Chapter 2 we thus extended the previous results on lookback-style constraints to the
case where the constraints hold in probability. We proved that this problem reverted to
a stochastic target problem of Bermudan type (see Proposition 2.2.2) which is a weak
and discrete version of the problem studied in [BV10]. We suggest here to study the
irregular loss function counterpart of the next-period and European-style constraints
considered in [JKT13].
Moreover the problem of hedging multiple stochastic benchmarks at random future
dates has received little attention in the literature. This explains why we will also work
on hedging problems under American controlled loss constraints, as coined in [BET09].
We work under the same framework as in Chapter 2. In the same spirit we will argue
by duality and thus only use probabilistic arguments opening the door to the study of
more general non-Markovian settings.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2 we recall the problem framework, in
Section 3.3 we study the American-style expected shortfall constraint while in Section
3.4 and Section 3.5 we study the next-period and European-style quantile hedging
constraints.
3.2 Problems framework
We work under the same market framework as the one deﬁned in Section 2.2.1.
We recall that an admissible ﬁnancial strategy is a d-dimensional predictable process
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ν such that for pt, xq P r0, T s Od ,
EQt,x
» T
t
}νJs σps,Xt,xs q}2ds

  8 .
In this chapter we denote by Ut,x the collection of such admissible ﬁnancial strategies.
As before Ut,x,y denotes the subset of Ut,x for which the corresponding wealth process
remains non-negative, i.e.
Y t,x,y,ν : y  
» 
t
νJr dX
t,x
r ¥ 0 , on rt, T s ,
given the initial data pt, xq of the market and the initial capital y ¥ 0.
We also introduce a non-negative payoﬀ function g satisfying
|gpt, xq  gpt, x1q| ¤ C|x x1|, C ¡ 0 on r0, T s  pOd q2 , (3.2.1)
t P r0, T s ÞÑ gpt, q is continuous . (3.2.2)
Before ending this section we introduce two functions that will be of great interest in
both Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. We ﬁrst consider the time grid t0  0 ¤    ¤ tk ¤
   ¤ tn  T and 1 ¤ i ¤ n. We recall for px, pq P Od   R the notations of (2.2.9),
gpti, x, pq : gpti, xq1t0 p¤1u  81tp¡1u . (3.2.3)
We then introduce a function fpti, q : Od   Rni 1 Ñ R  being such that fpT, q  0
and a vector pi : ppi, ..., pnq P Rni 1. We are now able to deﬁne on Od   Rni 1,
pf_gq pti, x,piq : fpti, x,pi 1q _ gpti, x, piq , (3.2.4)
together with its closed convex envelope,
convpf_gqpti, x,piq
:  rgpti, xq  fpti, x,pi 1qs rpis    fpti, x,pi 1q1tpi¤1u  81tpi¡1u . (3.2.5)
3.3 Problem 1: hedging price under an American expected
shortfall constraint
We want to characterise the hedging price in the case where the portfolio has to satisfy
at all random payment dates an expected shortfall constraint set at inception. The
loss function satisﬁes some regularity assumptions as it will be made clear in the next
paragraph. This risk criterion can be viewed as a utility-based shortfall risk measure
(see e.g. Föllmer and Schied [FS11]).
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Let us describe properly the problem we are interested in. Let Ψ : R Ñ ImpΨq be a
continuous and increasing function with ImpΨq being a compact interval rm,M s P R.
The function Ψ is invertible of inverse Φ being continuous and we assume that Φpmq
and ΦpMq are ﬁnite. We also assume that I : q P p0,8q ÞÑ pDpΦpqq1pqq P ImpΨq
exists, is continuous in q. By convention we set Φppq   8 for p R ImpΨq.
Remark 3.3.1. Fix pm,Mq P p0,8q2. An example of such function is, for z P R,
Ψpzq : lnpzq1tzPrem,eM su  81tzRrem,eM su .
For numerical aspects it is reasonable to constrain Ψ to take values in a compact subset
of R. Moreover in the special case Ψpzq  zp, z ¡ 0, p ¥ 1 (with z restricted to live in
a compact subset of R) this approach can be interpreted as a dynamic version of static
risk analysis in terms of lower partial moments (see e.g. Bawa and Lindenberg [BL77],
Fishburn [Fis77], Bawa [Baw78] and Harlow and Rao [HR89]).
Let us deﬁne on r0, T s Od   ImpΨq,
vpt, x, pq : inf Γpt, x, pq , (3.3.1)
with
Γpt, x, pq :  y P R : D ν P Ut,x s.t.E ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq ¥ p, @ τ P Trt,T s( .
Remark 3.3.2. As already mentioned, the problem given by (3.3.1) is a direct extension
to the one treated in Chapter 2 (see Proposition 2.2.1) to the case where the loss
function is not an indicator function but a more regular one.
We can now follow the same route as in Chapter 2 to represent the value function
v. Namely, in Proposition 3.3.1, we will express the problem as a stochastic target
problem of an American type (see [BV10]). This result will be important to prove a
preliminary probabilistic representation of v in Proposition 3.3.2. Finally, in Theorem
3.3.1, we will work towards the identiﬁcation of the optimal control appearing in the
latter probabilistic representation. It will involve the Fenchel transform of Φ.
3.3.1 Equivalent formulation as a stochastic target problem
We start with the problem reduction.
Proposition 3.3.1. Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   ImpΨq, then
Γpt, x, pq 
#
y P R : D pν, αq P Ut,x At,p
s.t.Y t,x,y,ντ ¥ gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpP t,p,ατ q, @ τ P Trt,T s
+
, (3.3.2)
with At,p the set of square integrable predictable and Rd-valued processes such that
P t,p,α : p 
³
t α
J
s dWs P rm,M s.
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Proof. Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   ImpΨq. Let Γ¯pt, x, pq denote the right-hand side of
(3.3.2) and let y be one of his elements. Fix pν, αq P Ut,x At,p. Then
Y t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ q ¥ ΦpP t,p,ατ q, @ τ P Trt,T s .
Using the increasing property of Ψ we obtain
ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq ¥ P t,p,ατ , @ τ P Trt,T s .
We ﬁnally take the expectation and use the martingale property of P t,p,α to obtain the
result.
We now ﬁx y P Γpt, x, pq and ν P Ut,x such that
E

ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq
 ¥ p, @ τ P Trt,T s . (3.3.3)
The inequality (3.3.3) is equivalent to
inf
τPTrt,T s
E

ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq
 ¥ p .
We denote S˜t,x,y,ν : ΨpY t,x,y,ν  gp, Xt,x qq and deﬁne Zt,x,y,p
1,ν
 :
ess infθPTr,T s ErS˜t,x,y,νθ |Fs on all the stopping times in Trt,T s, with Zt,x,y,p
1,ν
t : p1 ¥ p.
As Ψ is continuous and bounded, we obtain the existence of a right-continuous
and bounded sub-martingale Z¯t,x,y,p
1,ν which aggregates Zt,x,y,p
1,ν in the sense that
Z¯t,x,y,p
1,ν
τ  Zt,x,y,p
1,ν
τ for all τ P Trt,T s (see El Karoui [EK81]). We will not diﬀeren-
tiate between Z¯t,x,y,p
1,ν and Zt,x,y,p
1,ν . It follows from the Doob-Meyer decomposition
(see Karatzas and Shreve [KS12, Chapter 1, Theorem 4.10]) that there exists a right-
continuous martingale M t,x,y,p
1,ν : tM t,x,y,p1,νs , Fs, t ¤ s ¤ T u issued from p1 at t and
an increasing natural process At,x,y,p
1,ν : tAt,x,y,p1,νs , Fs, t ¤ s ¤ T u starting from 0
at t such that Zt,x,y,p
1,ν
τ M t,x,y,p
1,ν
τ  At,x,y,p
1,ν
τ , @ τ P Trt,T s. Hence @ τ P Trt,T s,
P t,p,ατ ¤ P t,p
1,α
τ :M t,x,y,p
1,ν
τ ¤ Zt,x,y,p
1,ν
τ ¤ ΨpY t,x,y,ντ  gpτ,Xt,xτ qq ,
with α a square integrable process valued in Rd and such that P t,p,α ¤M . By possibly
replacing α by the constant process 0 after the ﬁrst time after t at which P t,p,α reaches
m, we can assume that α P At,p. We then use the non-decreasing property of Φ to
ﬁnally obtain that @ τ P Trt,T s,
ΦpP t,p,ατ q   gpτ,Xt,xτ q ¤ Y t,x,y,ντ .
As a result y P Γ¯pt, x, pq. l
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3.3.2 Dynamic programming
As mentioned earlier, with the deﬁnition obtained in Proposition 3.3.1 at hand, one
can now prove a ﬁrst dynamic programming algorithm in Proposition 3.3.2. The proof
is postponed to the appendix.
Proposition 3.3.2. On r0, T s Od   ImpΨq,
vpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
sup
τPTrt,T s
EQt,x

gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpP t,p,ατ q

. (3.3.4)
3.3.3 A closed-form representation of v
The aim of this section is to characterise the optimum reached in the probabilistic
representation of v stated in Proposition 3.3.2.
To this aim we focus on the dual of Φ. By deﬁnition for q P p0,8q we have Φ7pqq :
suppPRtpq  Φppqu  suppPImpΨqtpq  Φppqu, as by convention Φ   8 for p R ImpΨq.
We deduce from the previous deﬁnition that for all q P p0,8q,#
Φ7pqq ¥ pq  Φppq @ p P ImpΨq
Φ7pqq  Ipqqq  ΦpIpqqq . (3.3.5)
Let us prove the main result of this part.
Theorem 3.3.1. Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   ImpΨq. Then,
vpt, x, pq  sup
τPTrt,T s
EQt,x

gpτ,Xt,xτ q   Φ

ess inf
θPTrτ,T s
E

Ipq˜θQt,x,1θ q{Fτ


, (3.3.6)
with, for each τ , q˜τ : q˜τ pt, x, pq P p0,8q being deterministic and such that
p  E I  q˜τQt,x,1τ  . (3.3.7)
In particular there exists αˆ P At,p such that
vpt, x, pq  sup
τPTrt,T s
EQt,x

gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpP t,p,αˆτ q

. (3.3.8)
Proof. Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   ImpΨq.
1. Proof of (3.3.6).
We denote by v1 the right-hand side of (3.3.6).
1.a Proof of v ¤ v1.
We deﬁne Zt,x,p : ess infθPTr,T s ErIpq˜θQt,x,1θ q|Fs on all the stopping times in Trt,T s, with
Zt,x,pt  p. Using [EK81] we obtain the existence of a right-continuous and bounded sub-
martingale Z¯t,x,p which aggregates Zt,x,p in the sense that Z¯t,x,pτ  Zt,x,pτ for all τ P Trt,T s
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(recall that I is continuous and bounded). We will not diﬀerentiate between Z¯t,x,p and
Zt,x,p. It follows from the Doob-Meyer decomposition (see [KS12, Chapter 1, Theorem
4.10]) that there exists a right-continuous martingaleM t,x,p : tM t,x,ps , Fs, t ¤ s ¤ T u
issued from p at t and an increasing natural process At,x,p : tAt,x,ps , Fs, t ¤ s ¤ T u
starting from 0 at t such that Zt,x,pτ M t,x,pτ  At,x,pτ , @ τ P Trt,T s. Hence @ τ P Trt,T s,
P t,p,αˆτ :M t,x,pτ ¤ Zt,x,pτ ,
with αˆ a square integrable process valued in Rd and such that P t,p,αˆ ¤M . By possibly
replacing αˆ by the constant process 0 after the ﬁrst time after t at which P t,p,αˆ reaches
m, we can assume that αˆ P At,p. We then use the non-decreasing property of Φ to
obtain with Proposition 3.3.2 that
v1pt, x, pq ¥ sup
τPTrt,T s
EQt,x

gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpP t,p,αˆτ q

¥ vpt, x, pq , (3.3.9)
giving the required inequality.
1.b Proof of v ¥ v1.
Let y ¡ vpt, x, pq. It follows from Proposition 3.3.1 that there exists pν, αq P Ut,xAt,p
such that for all τ P Trt,T s,
Y t,x,y,ντ ¥ gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpP t,p,ατ q .
Using the non-decreasing property of Φ and (3.3.5) we obtain, with q˜τ deﬁned in (3.3.7)
Y t,x,y,ντ ¥ gpτ,Xt,xτ q   q˜τQt,x,1τ P t,p,ατ  q˜τQt,x,1τ Ipq˜τQt,x,1τ q   Φ
 
Ipq˜τQt,x,1τ q

¥ gpτ,Xt,xτ q   q˜τQt,x,1τ P t,p,ατ  q˜τQt,x,1τ Ipq˜τQt,x,1τ q   ΦpZt,x,pτ q ,
with Zt,x,p deﬁned in the step 1.a. Using (2.2.4), the Qt,x-super-martingale property of
Y t,x,y,ν , the deﬁnition of q˜τ pt, x, pq and of At,p, we obtain taking the expectation under
Qt,x,
y ¥ EQt,x gpτ,Xt,xτ q   ΦpZt,x,pτ q , @ τ P Trt,T s ,
leading to the required result.
2. Proof of (3.3.8).
This is a direct consequence of (3.3.9) and the relation vpt, x, pq ¥ v1pt, x, pq. l
3.4 Problem 2: hedging price under next-period quantile
hedging constraints
For the next-period constraint, we consider the quantile hedging constraint at each
payment date given the market information at the previous time step. The dynamic
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programming principle is simpliﬁed as it only involves two successive dates (see Propo-
sition 3.4.2). Therefore this structure will allow us to build the dual algorithm from
the European one (see Theorem 3.4.1).
Let us deﬁne the problem we intend to solve.
We consider the time grid t0  0 ¤    ¤ ti ¤    ¤ tn  T . On rti, ti 1q  Od  
r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 we deﬁne
vNPpt, x,pi 1q : inf Γpt, x,pi 1q , (3.4.1)
where pi 1 : ppi 1, ..., pnq and
Γpt, x,pi 1q :
!
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P

St,x,y,νtk |Ftk1

¥ pk, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
)
,
with the convention Fti  Ft and where we use the same notation as in Chapter 2, i.e.
St,x,y,νtk : tY
t,x,y,ν
tk
¥ gptk, Xt,xtk qu, k ¥ i  1. We set vNPpT, q  0.
As in Chapter 2 we can restrict to strategies such that vNP satisﬁes a linear growth.
This is made clear in the subsequent remark.
Remark 3.4.1. It follows from (3.2.1) that we can ﬁnd C ¡ 0 such that gps, xq ¤
Cp1 °di1 xiq, for x P Od , s P r0, T s. This implies that, similarly to Chapter 2, we can
restrict the admissible strategies ν to those satisfying for pt, x, yq P r0, T s Od   R ,
0 ¤ Y t,x,y,ν ¤ Cp1  |Xt,x|q , (3.4.2)
by possibly adopting a buy-and-hold strategy after the ﬁrst time at which the wealth
process hits the right-hand side term (recall thatXt,x has positive components). There-
fore on rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1, we have
0 ¤ vNPpt, x,pi 1q ¤ Cp1  |x|q . (3.4.3)
Similarly to Chapter 2, we intend to build a backward dual representation of vNP.
We can already make the following remark on the relationship between the value func-
tion vBM deﬁned in Chapter 2 and vNP.
Remark 3.4.2.
(a) On rtn1, tnq  Od , vBMpt, x, p1q  vNPpt, x, p1q whenever p1 ¤ 1. Moreover
vBMpT, q  vNPpT, q  0.
(b) On rti, ti 1q Od   p8, 1s, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1, vBMpt, x, p1q ¥ vNPpt, x, p1, ..., p1q.
(c) On rti, ti 1q  Od , 0 ¤ i ¤ n  1, vBMpt, x, 1q  vNPpt, x, 1, ..., 1q , vBMpt, x, pq 
vNPpt, x,pi 1q whenever pp,pi 1q P p8, 0sni 1 and vBMpt, x, pq  vNPpt, x,pi 1q 
8 whenever p ¡ 1 or if there exists a i  1 ¤ k ¤ n for which pk ¡ 1.
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We can now follow the arguments developed in Chapter 2 to represent the value function
vNP. More precisely, in Proposition 3.4.1, we will ﬁrst reduce the problem to a stochastic
target one of an American type (see [BV10]). This result will then be useful to give
a preliminary probabilistic representation of vNP in Proposition 3.4.2. We will then
be able to build in Theorem 3.4.1 the required algorithm allowing for a numerical
computation of vNP.
3.4.1 Equivalent formulation as a stochastic target problem
We start with the problem reduction.
Proposition 3.4.1. On rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1, we have
Γpt, x,pi 1q 
#
y ¥ 0 : D pν, αi 1, ..., αnq P Ut,x,y At,pi 1  ...Atn1,pn s.t.
Y t,x,y,νtk ¥ gptk, X
t,x
tk
, P
tk1,pk,αk
tk
q, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
+
,
(3.4.4)
with the notation of (3.2.3) and where Atk1,pk is the set of square integrable predictable
and Rd-valued processes such that P tk1,pk,αktk : pk  
³tk
tk1
αJksdWs P r0, 1s, i   1 ¤
k ¤ n, with the convention that Ati,pi 1 : At,pi 1 and P ti,pi 1,αi 1ti 1 : pi 1  ³ti 1
t α
J
i 1s
dWs : P t,pi 1,αi 1ti 1 .
Proof. The proof follows the same lines as those in the proof of Proposition 2.2.2, but
we provide it for the sake of completeness. Fix 0 ¤ i ¤ n1 and pt, x,pi 1q P rti, ti 1q
Od  r0, 1sni. Let Γ¯pt, x,pi 1q denote the right-hand side in (3.4.4) and consider y as
one of his elements. We can then ﬁnd pν, αi 1, ..., αnq P Ut,x,y At,pi 1  ...Atn1,pn
such that
Y t,x,y,νtk ¥ gptk, X
t,x
tk
, P
tk1,pk,αk
tk
q , i  1 ¤ k ¤ n .
We now argue for all i   1 ¤ k ¤ n. First we obtain from the previous inequality
that St,x,y,νtk  tP
tk1,pk,αk
tk
¡ 0u. Moreover, on rtk1, tks (or on rt, ti 1s if k  i   1),
we have 1tP tk1,pk,αk¡0u ¥ P tk1,pk,αk since P tk1,pk,αk P r0, 1s. Hence using the latter
properties together with the martingale property of P tk1,pk,αk on rtk1, tks (or on
rt, ti 1s if k  i  1), we obtain
P

St,x,y,νtk |Ftk1

¥ P

P
tk1,pk,αk
tk
¡ 0

¥ E

P
tk1,pk,αk
tk

 pk .
We thus conclude that y P Γpt, x,pi 1q.
We now ﬁx y P Γpt, x,pi 1q. We choose ν P Ut,x,y such that for all i  1 ¤ k ¤ n,
p1k : P

St,x,y,νtk |Ftk1

¥ pk .
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Appealing to the Martingale Representation Theorem we can ﬁnd αk P Atk1,p1k such
that
1St,x,y,νtk
: P tk1,p1k,αktk ¥ P
tk1,pk,αk
tk
. (3.4.5)
By replacing αk by the constant null process after the ﬁrst time after tk1 (or t if
k  i  1) at which P tk1,pk,αk reaches the level 0, we can consider that αk P Atk1,pk .
We can also notice that (3.4.5) is equivalent to Y t,x,y,νtk ¥ gptk, X
t,x
tk
, P
tk1,pk,αk
tk
q. We
conclude that y P Γ¯pt, x,pi 1q. l
3.4.2 Dynamic programming and backward dual algorithm
As noticed earlier, the formulation obtained in Proposition 3.4.1 allows to derive a ﬁrst
dynamic programming algorithm. We omit the proof as it is standard (see Proposition
2.2.3). It appeals, in particular, to (3.2.1) and (3.4.3).
Proposition 3.4.2. Fix pt, x,pi 1q P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1,
vNPpt, x,pi 1q  inf
αi 1PAt,pi 1
EQt,x

pvNP_gq

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P
t,pi 1,αi 1
ti 1
,pi 2
	
,
where we used the notation given by (3.2.4) with f  vNP.
As a consequence there exists C ¡ 0 such that for all pt, x, x1,pi 1q P rti, ti 1qpOd q2
r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1,
|vNPpt, x,pi 1q  vNPpt, x1,pi 1q| ¤ Cp1  |x|   |x1|q|x x1| .
We can now state the main theorem of this part which will allow to compute vNP
deﬁned in Proposition 3.4.2. It involves the following algorithm deﬁned on Od R and
for pi 2 P p8, 1sni1, i   n by,#
wpT, x, qq : q  81tq 0u
wpt, x, q,pi 2q : EQt,x

k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
 81tq 0u, t P rti, ti 1q
,
with
k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
:

qQt,x,1ti 1 

g

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
	
 w7

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
,pi 2
	  
 w7

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
,pi 2
	
,
and where w7pti 1, ,pi 2q is the Fenchel transform of wpti 1, , q,pi 3q (with respect
to q).
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Theorem 3.4.1. Fix 0 ¤ i ¤ n1. On rti, ti 1qOd r0, 1sni and under the set-up
deﬁned in Section 3.2, we have vNP  w7.
In particular,
vNPpt, x,pi 1q  EQt,x

convpvNP _ gq

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, P
t,pi 1,αˆi 1
ti 1
,pi 2
	
,
where convpvNP_gq is the closed convex envelope of pvNP_gq (with respect to pi 1)
given by (3.2.5) with f  vNP, and where (omitting the dependencies of the variables
involved) for pi 1  1, αˆi 1  0 while for pi 1 P r0, 1q, αˆi 1 comes from the martingale
representation of
P
t,pi 1,αˆi 1
ti 1
: λD q k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qˆQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
  βp1 λqDq k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qˆQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
,
where
D q k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qˆQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
 1"
qˆQt,x,1ti 1
¥

g

ti 1,X
t,x
ti 1
	
vNP

ti 1,X
t,x
ti 1
,pi 2
	 * ,
Dq k

ti 1, X
t,x
ti 1
, qˆQt,x,1ti 1 ,pi 2
	
 1"
qˆQt,x,1ti 1
¡

g

ti 1,X
t,x
ti 1
	
vNP

ti 1,X
t,x
ti 1
,pi 2
	 * ,
and with qˆ ¥ 0, λ P r0, 1s, β P t0, 1u being such that ErP t,pi 1,αˆi 1ti 1 s  pi 1.
Proof. The theorem is proved recursively backward using Proposition 3.4.2, (3.2.1)
and (3.4.3) and appealing to Theorem 3.6.1 in the appendix. In the latter we will use
for i   n and on Od r0, 1sni1 (resp. Od r0, 1s), vpi 2NP pti 1, xq : vNPpti 1, x,pi 2q
(resp. vpn
NP
ptn, xq : vNPptn, x, pnq  0) in place of hpti 1, xq (resp. hptn, xq). l
3.5 Problem 3: hedging price under European quantile
hedging constraints
We now consider the hedging problem under a family of European quantile hedging
constraints. This problem is more involved than the previous one as each constraint
holds from inception till the corresponding payment date (see Proposition 3.5.2). This
diﬀers from the next-period constraint where each constraint only holds between two
successive payment dates. The structure of the backward dual algorithm is thus more
complex. Indeed, at each payment date, it will account for as many Legendre-Fenchel
transforms as constraints holding from the latter payment date till the terminal date
(see Theorem 3.5.1). Therefore we will only prove the algorithm on two successive
dates in order to keep the computation tractable (see Proposition 3.5.3) and to be able
to derive closed-form representation of the hedging price.
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Let us deﬁne the problem we intend to solve.
As in the previous section we consider the time grid t0  0 ¤    ¤ ti ¤    ¤ tn  T .
On rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 we deﬁne
vEUpt, x,pi 1q : inf Γpt, x,pi 1q ,
with pi 1 : ppi 1, ..., pnq and
Γpt, x,pi 1q :
!
y ¥ 0 : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t. P

St,x,y,νtk

¥ pk, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
)
,
and where we recall that St,x,y,νtk : tY
t,x,y,ν
tk
¥ gptk, Xt,xtk qu, k ¥ i 1.We set vEUpT, q 
0.
Remark 3.5.1. On rti, ti 1qOd , 0 ¤ i ¤ n1, the function pi 1 ÞÑ vEUp,pi 1q takes
the value 0 if pk ¤ pkminpt, xq, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n, where
pkminpt, xq : P

gptk, Xt,xtk q  0

  1 , (3.5.1)
by assumption. We use the convention pnminpT, q  1. In particular,
vEUpt, , 1, ..., 1q ¡ 0 , for t   T .
Moreover, as in Chapter 2 and the previous section, we can also restrict to strate-
gies such that vEU satisﬁes a linear growth. Indeed (3.4.2) leads on rti, ti 1q  Od  
r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1, to
0 ¤ vEUpt, x,pi 1q ¤ Cp1  |x|q . (3.5.2)
Similarly to the previous works, we intend to build a backward dual representation of
vEU. We start with the following remark stating the relationship between the value
function vBM deﬁned in (2.2.7), vNP deﬁned in (3.4.1) and vEU.
Remark 3.5.2.
(a) On rtn1, tnq Od , vBMpt, x, p1q  vEUpt, x, p1q  vNPpt, x, p1q, p1 P p8, 1s. More-
over vBMpT, q  vEUpT, q  vNPpT, q  0.
(b) On rti, ti 1q  Od   p8, 1s, 0 ¤ i ¤ n  1, vBMpt, x, p1q ¥ vNPpt, x, p1, ..., p1q ¥
vEUpt, x, p1, ..., p1q.
(c) On rti, ti 1qOd , 0 ¤ i ¤ n1, vBMpt, x, 1q  vEUpt, x, 1, ..., 1q  vNPpt, x, 1, ..., 1q,
vBMpt, x, pq  vEUpt, x,pi 1q  vNPpt, x,pi 1q whenever pp,pi 1q P p8, 0sni 1 and
vBMpt, x, pq  vEUpt, x,pi 1q  vNPpt, x,pi 1q  8 whenever p ¡ 1 or if there exists a
i  1 ¤ k ¤ n for which pk ¡ 1.
We now proceed as in Chapter 2 to represent the value function vEU. In Proposition
3.5.1, we indeed convert the initial problem into a stochastic target one of an American
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type (see [BV10]). This result is fundamental to derive a preliminary probabilistic
representation of vEU in Proposition 3.5.2. We will then dedicate the rest of this
section to the construction of a backward dual algorithm to compute vEU (see Theorem
3.5.1). The latter will be built on two successive dates only as at each payment date
it involves as many Legendre-Fenchel transformations as constraints and thus becomes
hardly tractable for more than two constraints.
3.5.1 Equivalent formulation as a stochastic target problem and dy-
namic programming
We omit the proof of the subsequent problem reduction since it follows the same lines
as those in the proof of Proposition 2.2.2. From now on we will write for pt,pi 1q P
rti, ti 1qr0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n1, α : pαi 1, ..., αnq P At,pi 1 : pAt,pi 1  ...At,pnq,
where At,pk , i  1 ¤ k ¤ n is deﬁned in Section 2.2.2.
Proposition 3.5.1. Fix pt, x,pi 1q P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1, then
Γpt, x,pi 1q 
#
y ¥ 0 : D pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,pi 1
s.t.Y t,x,y,νtk ¥ gptk, X
t,x
tk
, P t,pk,αktk q, i  1 ¤ k ¤ n
+
,
with the notation of (3.2.3).
Again the formulation obtained in Proposition 3.5.1 is key to derive a ﬁrst dynamic
programming algorithm whose proof is omitted as it is standard (see Proposition 2.2.3).
It appeals in particular to (3.2.1) and (3.5.2).
Beforehand we introduce some additional notations. For pt,pi 1q P rti, ti 1q 
r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n  1, we will write Pi 1 : pP t,pi 1,αi 1 , ..., P t,pn,αnq, α P At,pi 1 .
Those notations will be used throughout the rest of this study.
Proposition 3.5.2. Fix pt, x,pi 1q P rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1sni, 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1,
vEUpt, x,pi 1q  inf
αPAt,pi 1
EQt,x

pvEU_gqpti 1, Xt,xti 1 ,Pi 1ti 1q

, (3.5.3)
where we used the notation given by (3.2.4) with f  vEU.
As a consequence, there exists C ¡ 0 such that for all pt, x, x1q P rti, ti 1q  pOd q2, 0 ¤
i ¤ n 1 and pi 1 : ppi 1, ..., pnq P r0, 1sni,
|vEUpt, x,pi 1q  vEUpt, x1,pi 1q| ¤ Cp1  |x|   |x1|q|x x1| . (3.5.4)
Remark 3.5.3. We shall see in the following section that pvEU_gq can be replaced
by its convex envelope with respect to pi 1 in (3.5.3) (see Proposition 3.5.4). This
phenomenon has already been observed in Chapter 2 and [BET09, BER15a].
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3.5.2 Backward dual algorithm
We can now state the main theorem of this part which allows to compute vEU deﬁned
in Proposition 3.5.2. More precisely it will lead to a characterisation of the optimum
reached in (3.5.3). As mentioned at the beginning of the section we will focus on the
case where n  2, i.e. T  t2 as, in this case, the algorithm involves on rt0, t1q two
Legendre-Fenchel transformations which are still tractable (see Proposition 3.5.3).
We introduce on Od   R2 the following algorithm$'&'%
wpT, x, q2q : q2  81tq2 0u
wpt, x, q2q : EQt,x
rq2Qt,x,1T  gpT,Xt,xT qs  81tq2 0u, t P rt1, t2q
wpt, x,q1q : EQt,x
pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 ,Q1t1q 81tq2 0uYtq1 0u, t P rt0, t1q ,
(3.5.5)
with q1 : pq1, q2q, Q1t1 : q1Qt,x,1t1 , Qt,x,1 deﬁned in (2.2.4) and where the function
pw7_gq7p,q1q is the dual of the function pw7 _ gqp,p1q : w7p, p2q _ gp, p1q with
respect to p1 : pp1, p2q.
Remark 3.5.4. We know from Remark 3.5.2 (a) that vEU  vBM on rt1, T sOd r0, 1s.
Therefore it follows from Chapter 2 that the algorithm already holds on rt1, T s Od 
r0, 1s as vBM  w7 on that domain. In particular p ÞÑ vEUpt, , pq, t P rt1, T s, is
continuous (see Proposition 2.3.2).
The aim of this chapter is to prove that, on Od   R2, (3.5.5) is the proper algorithm
to compute the value function v7EU and thus vEU on rt0, T s. Therefore, thanks to Re-
mark 3.5.4, the main result of this study relies on proving that the dual representation
actually holds on rt0, t1s Od   r0, 1s2 (see Theorem 3.5.1 below).
Our main result is given by the subsequent theorem.
Theorem 3.5.1. Under the set-up deﬁned in Section 3.2, and on rt0, T sOd r0, 1s2,
vEU  w7.
As in Chapter 2 we have to verify that pw7_ gq behaves in a suﬃciently nice way
backward in time.
3.5.3 Proof of the backward dual representation
Using Remark 3.5.4 and the Legendre-Fenchel transform deﬁnition, we easily obtain
vEU ¥ w7 on rt0, T s  Od   r0, 1s2 (see e.g. the proof of Proposition 2.3.1). We will
then only focus on the proof of the backward algorithm as an upper bound to vEU on
rt0, t1q  Od   r0, 1s, by Remark 3.5.4. To this aim we have to study beforehand the
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representation and diﬀerentiability of the dual algorithm. This is the purpose of the
next section.
3.5.3.1 Representation and diﬀerentiability of the backward dual algorithm
We now proceed as in Chapter 2 and thus study the function pw7_gq7, appearing in
the dual algorithm (3.5.5), and its Fenchel transform pw7_gq77. We therefore provide
a decomposition in simple terms in Proposition 3.5.3 and analyse, in Lemma 3.5.2,
the sub-diﬀerential of wpt, q, t P rt0, t1q in terms of the sub-diﬀerential of wpt1, q.
These results will be involved in the ﬁnal proof of Theorem 3.5.1. Indeed a particular
value pp1, p2q in the sub-diﬀerential of wpt, q will have to be found and a martingale
representation argument will be required to link the elements of the sub-diﬀerential of
pw7_gq7 at t1 to pp1, p2q at t (see the proof of Theorem 3.5.2 below).
The following remark is key to obtain the representation of pw7_ gq7 and thus to prove
Proposition 3.5.3.
Remark 3.5.5. We observe that for px, p2q P Od   p8, 1s,
Ft1,x,p2 : q1 P R  ÞÑ w7pt1, x, p2q  

q1 

gpt1, xq  w7pt1, x, p2q
  
,
is actually equal to the Fenchel transform of pw7_gqpt1, x,p1q with respect to p1. This
is the function that we recover in the proof of Theorem 3.6.1 in the appendix (see
(3.6.4)).
With the previous Remark at hand we already understand that the second Fenchel
transform, i.e. the one with respect to p2, will involve some computations as several
cases will have to be considered depending on the values taken by px, q1q. We thus
start with a result (see Lemma 3.5.1 below) that will be of important use in the proof
of Proposition 3.5.3.
We ﬁrst deﬁne for px, `q P Od   R ,
g˜pt1, x, `q : gpt1, xq  ` . (3.5.6)
Then using the non-decreasing property of p ÞÑ w7pt1, , pq on its domain p8, 1s (see
Remark 3.5.4), we introduce$&%p˜pt1, x, `q : inftp P R s.t. : w7pt1, x, pq ¥ g˜pt1, x, `qu ^ 1 , px, `q P Od   R pˆpt1, xq : inftp P R s.t. : w7pt1, x, pq ¥ gpt1, xqu ^ 1 , x P Od  .
(3.5.7)
For the reader's convenience we will omit, in the following, the dependance of p˜ in
pt1, x, `q and the dependence of p2min (recall the deﬁnition in (3.5.1)) and pˆ in pt1, xq.
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Lemma 3.5.1. Fix px, `q P Od   p0,8q. We assume gpt1, xq ¡ 0. Moreover we
introduce the function
f : ft1,x,` : p ÞÑ w7pt1, x, pq 

` gpt1, xq  w7pt1, x, pq   1tp¤1u  81tp¡1u .
(1) Assume that p2min   p˜   1 and pˆ ¥ 1.
(a) The convex envelope of f is given by
f 77ppq  convpfqppq  arp p2mins 1tp¤1u  81tp¡1u ,
with a : at1,x,` : g˜pt1,x,`q1p2min .
(b) Moreover we have for q ¥ 0,
f 7pqq  p2minq _ pq  g˜pt1, x, `qq ,
which is a closed proper convex function.
(2) Assume that p2min   p˜   1 and p˜   pˆ   1.
(a) The convex envelope of f is given by
f 77ppq  convpfqppq  aˆrp p2mins 1tp¤pˆu   pw7pt1, x, pq  `q1tpˆ p¤1u  81tp¡1u ,
with aˆ : aˆt1,x,` : g˜pt1,x,`qpˆp2min .
(b) Moreover we have for q ¥ 0,
f 7pqq  p2minq _ ppˆq  g˜pt1, x, `qq1tq¤D p fppˆqu   pwpt1, x, qq   `q1tq¡D p fppˆqu ,
which is a closed proper convex function. In particular, it is continuous at D p fppˆq
when 0   D p fppˆq    8.
Proof. We argue for all px, `q P Od   p0,8q. First of all we notice that
fppq  f1ppq1tp¤1u  81tp¡1u , (3.5.8)
with
f1ppq : rpgpt1, xq  `q ^ w7pt1, x, pqs1tp pˆu   rw7pt1, x, pq  `s1tp¥pˆu .
1. Proof of (1)(a) and (2)(a).
1.a First of all observe that p˜ ¡ p2min implies that g˜pt1, x, `q ¡ 0. Moreover the
deﬁnition of the closed convex envelope in both identities follows from Rockafellar
[Roc97, Theorem 12.2]. Then we deﬁne ϕ : p P R ÞÑ arp  p2mins . We observe that
in (1) ϕ ¤ f on p8, 1s and we can easily check that any candidate for the convex
envelope of f on its domain of deﬁnition is below ϕ.
1.b Similarly we deﬁne ϕˆ : p P R ÞÑ aˆrp  p2
min
s . As above we observe that in
(2) ϕˆ ¤ f on p8, pˆs. Then we set k : p P R ÞÑ ϕˆppq _ pw7pt1, x, pq  `q, which is
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convex. By deﬁnition, we already know that w7pt1, x, pq  0 for p ¤ p2min (see Remark
3.5.4). Since w7pt1, x, p2minq  0 and w7pt1, x, pˆq  gpt1, xq, we have by convexity that
pw7pt1, x, pq  `q ¤ ϕˆppq for p P r0, pˆs, and thus kppq1tp¤pˆu  ϕˆppq1tp¤pˆu. Besides we
compute
Dp w
7pt1, x, pˆq ¥ aˆ ¡ 0 . (3.5.9)
Moreover thanks to the convexity of w7pt, x, q and after recalling (3.5.9), we obtain
that for p ¥ pˆ,
w7pt1, x, pq ¥ w7pt1, x, pˆq  Dp w7pt1, x, pˆqpp pˆq ¥ gpt1, xq   aˆpp pˆq  ϕˆppq   ` .
Hence kppq1tp¥pˆu  pw7pt1, x, pq  `q1tp¥pˆu. We observe that k ¤ f . It is straightfor-
ward to check that any candidate for the convex envelope of f is below k. The property
in (3.5.9) also shows that, in particular, for p ¥ pˆ, D p fppq  D p w7pt1, x, pq ¡ 0 as
aˆ ¡ 0.
2. Proof of (1)(b) and (2)(b).
In (1) f 7pqq, q ¥ 0 is easily computed from f 77ppq. Let us prove prove (2)(b). We
observe that wpt1, x, qq   8 for q ¥ 0, since w7pt1, x, pq  8 for p ¡ 1 (see Remark
3.5.4). It follows that the sub-diﬀerential of w at non-negative q is non empty. As in
the proof of Lemma 2.3.1, the proof of (2)(b) follows from calculations based on the
subsequent results from convex analysis (see e.g. Ekeland and Teman [ET73, Chapter
I Proposition 5.1]). We thus recall that p is in the sub-diﬀerential of ψ at q, where ψ
is a proper function on R, if and only if
ψ7ppq   ψpqq  pq . (3.5.10)
2.a At p  p2
min
, the sub-diﬀerential of f 77 is equal to r0, aˆs. This follows directly
from the characterisation of the convex envelope of f given in (2)(a). Using the above
equality with ψ  f 7 and (2)(a) we then have for q P r0, aˆs,
f 77pp2minq   f 7pqq  p2minq ,
leading to f 7pqq  p2
min
q as f 77pp2
min
q  0.
2.b The sub-diﬀerential of f 77 at pˆ is equal to D : raˆ,D p fppˆqs if D p fppˆq    8 or
raˆ, 8q otherwise. This follows again directly from (2)(a). Therefore using (3.5.10)
with ψ  f 7 and (2)(a) we have for q P D,
f 77ppˆq   f 7pqq  pˆq ,
leading to f 7pqq  pˆq  g˜pt1, x, `q.
2.c If q ¡ D p fppˆq then p ¥ pˆ as q P rDp fppq,D p fppqs by [ET73, Chapter I Corollary
5.2]. On the other hand the sub-diﬀerential of f is equal to the sub-diﬀerential of
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w7pt1, x, pq for p ¥ pˆ. Therefore using (3.5.10) with ψ  f 7 and (2)(a) we have for
q ¡ D p fppˆq,
f 77ppq   f 7pqq  w7pt1, x, pq  `  f 7pqq  pq ,
leading, as D p fppq  D p w7pt1, x, pq for p ¥ pˆ and q ÞÑ wpt1, , qq is convex, to
f 7pqq  pq  w7pt1, x, pq   `  w77pt1, x, qq   `  wpt1, x, qq   ` .
l
We now introduce some new sets that will be involved in the decomposition of pw7_gq7
and pw7 _ gq77 provided in the following proposition. We deﬁne:
(i) the subsets of Od   R ,
A0 : tpx, `q : g˜pt1, x, `q ¤ 0u , A11 : tpx, `q : gpt1, xq ¡ 0, `  0u ,
A21 : tpx, `q : gpt1, xq ¡ 0, ` ¡ 0u , A12 : tpx, `q : w7pt1, x, 1q ¤ g˜pt1, x, `qu ,
(ii) the subsets of Od ,
A22 : tx : w7pt1, x, 1q ¡ gpt1, xqu .
From (i)-(ii) we derive the following subsets of Od   R ,
A13 : A21 XA12 , A23 : A21 XA0 X ppA22qczA12q ,
A33 : A21 XAc0 X ppA22qczA12q , A43 : A21 XA0 XA22 ,
A53 : A21 XAc0 XA22 .
Observe that pA11 YA21qc : tx : gpt1, xq  0u.
Proposition 3.5.3.
(a) The function p1 ÞÑ pw7_gq77pt1, ,p1q  convpw7_gqpt1, ,p1q is continuous on its
domain and is given by (3.2.5) with f  w7.
(b) For all q1 P R   R ,
pw7_gq7pt1, ,q1q  w˜pt1, ,q1q1pA11YA21qcpq   wpt1, , q2q1A11YA13p, q1q
  rq2  g˜pt1, , q1qs1A23p, q1q  

p2minq2 _ pq2  g˜pt1, , q1qq

1A33p, q1q
  κ1pt1, ,q1q1A43p, q1q   κ2pt1, ,q1q1A53p, q1q , (3.5.11)
where w˜pt1, ,q1q : wpt1, , q2q   q1 and#
κ1pt1, ,q1q : rpˆq2  g˜pt1, , q1qs1tq2¤q¯pt1,,pˆqu   w˜pt1, ,q1q1tq2¡q¯pt1,,pˆqu
κ2pt1, ,q1q : rp2minq2 _ ppˆq2  g˜pt1, , q1qqs1tq2¤q¯pt1,,pˆqu   w˜pt1, ,q1q1tq2¡q¯pt1,,pˆqu
,
with q¯pt1, , pˆq : D p w7pt1, , pˆq and with p2min, g˜, pˆ, respectively deﬁned in (3.5.1), (3.5.6)
and (3.5.7).
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Proof. We only prove (3.5.11). Thanks to the deﬁnition of the Legendre-Fenchel
transform (recall (0.0.1) in the Notations) we have for x P Od  and for all q1 P R R ,
pw7_gq7pt1, ,q1q  sup
p1PR2
tp1qJ1  pw7_gqpt1, ,p1qu  sup
p¤1
tpq2  ft1,,q1ppqu ,
with f deﬁned in Lemma 3.5.1 and where the last equality follows from Remark 3.5.5
and Remark 3.5.4. Now appealing to [ET73, Chapter I, Corollary 4.1] and the property
q2 ¥ 0, we obtain
pw7_gq7pt1, ,q1q  sup
pPr0,1s
!
pq2  f 77t1,,q1ppq
)
.
Using (3.5.8) and considering q1 ¥ 0 we compute that for p ¡ 1, f 77t1,,q1ppq  8, while
for p ¤ 1,
f 77t1,,q1ppq : w˜7pt1, , p, q1q1pA11YA21qcpq
  w7pt1, , pq1A11YA13p, q1q   g˜pt1, , q1q1A23p, q1q
  arp p2mins 1A33p, q1q   κ
7
1pt1, , p, q1q1A43p, q1q   κ
7
2pt1, , p, q1q1A53p, q1q ,
where w˜7pt1, , p, q1q : w7pt1, , pq  q1 and#
κ71pt1, , p, q1q : g˜pt1, , q1q1tp¤pˆu   w˜7pt1, , p, q1q1tpˆ p¤1u
κ72pt1, , p, q1q : aˆrp p2mins 1tp¤pˆu   w˜7pt1, , p, q1q1tpˆ p¤1u
,
with a and aˆ deﬁned in Lemma 3.5.1. The cases A11 YA13, pA11 YA21qc, A23 are straight-
forward. The cases A33 and A
5
3 have been treated in Lemma 3.5.1 while the case A
4
3
can be studied accordingly. l
Remark 3.5.6.
(a) Proposition 3.5.3 implies that the function q1 P R2 ÞÑ wp,q1q is a proper convex
non-decreasing and non-negative function. Moreover wp, 0, 0q  0 and wp,q1q  8
on tq1   0u Y tq2   0u.
(b) On A43 and A
5
3, we have D
 
p w
7pt1, , pˆq ¡ 0 as w7pt1, , pˆq ¥ gpt1, q ¡ 0 and
w7pt1, , 0q  0 (see Remark 3.5.4). Moreover as w7pt1, , 1q  vBMpt1, , 1q (see Re-
mark 3.5.4) and pˆ   1 on both sets, we conclude that D p w7pt1, , pˆq    8.
We can now turn to the study of the sub-diﬀerential of w. Recall the deﬁnition of
pkmin, 1 ¤ k ¤ 2 in (3.5.1).
Lemma 3.5.2. Fix pt, xq P rt0, t1q Od . Then for q2 P R :
(a) D q1wpt, x,q1q ¥ 0 if q1 ¥ 0, and Dq1wpt, x,q1q ¥ 0 if q1 ¡ 0,
(b) limq1Ò8 D

q1wpt, x,q1q  1,
(c) D q1wpt, x, 0, q2q  p1minpt, xq.
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Moreover for q1 P R :
(d) D q2wpt, x,q1q ¥ 0 if q2 ¥ 0 and Dq2wpt, x,q1q ¥ 0 if q2 ¡ 0,
(e) limq2Ò8 D

q2wpt, x,q1q  1.
Moreover, for k P t1, 2u,$&%Dqkwpt, x,q1q  E

Dqkpw7_gq7pt1, X
t,x
t1
,Q1t1q

for q ¡ 0
D qkwpt, x,q1q  E

D qkpw7_gq7pt1, X
t,x
t1
,Q1t1q

for q ¥ 0
. (3.5.12)
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (3.5.1), (3.5.5), Proposition 3.5.3, Remark 3.5.4,
Remark 3.5.6 (b). l
Remark 3.5.7. Note that on rt0, t1q  Od , Dq1wpt, x, 0, q2q (resp. Dq2wpt, x, q1, 0q),
q2 ¥ 0 (resp. q1 ¥ 0) is 8 as wpt, x,q1q  8 for q1   0 (resp. q2   0) (see (3.5.5)).
3.5.3.2 The backward algorithm as an upper-bound
We can now work towards the proof of the dual algorithm as an upper bound to vEU.
However we provide three additional results before turning to the ﬁnal argument.
Bounds and limits for w7 Our ﬁrst additional result is related to the behaviour of
w7 when p1  p1, 1q. This result will be involved in the proof of Theorem 3.5.2.
Lemma 3.5.3. Fix pt, xq P rt0, t1q  Od . Then w7pt, x, q is proper, convex, non-
negative, non-decreasing on its domain p8, 1s  p8, 1s and
0 ¤ w7pt, x, q ¤ w7pt, x, 1, 1q  vBMpt, x, 1q on p8, 1s  p8, 1s ,
with vBMpt, x, 1q deﬁned in (2.2.8).
Proof. We know from [Roc97, Theorem 12.2] that w7p,p1q is closed, convex, proper,
non-decreasing, non-negative (see Remark 3.5.6 (a)) on its domain and thus continuous
on the interior of its domain.We now observe that for x P Od , (3.5.5) implies for
q1 P p0,8q2,
δpq1q : q1   q2  wpt, x,q1q  EQt,x

pq1   q2qQt,x,1t1  pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 ,Q1t1q

,
where q1 ÞÑ δpq1q is non-decreasing by Lemma 3.5.2. Applying the Monotone Conver-
gence Theorem and using Proposition 3.5.3 and Remark 3.5.4 we obtain that
lim
q1Ñ8
q2Ñ8
δpq1q  EQt,x

pvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , 1, 1q

 vEUpt, x, 1, 1q  vBMpt, x, 1q ,
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(recall Proposition 3.5.2 and the deﬁnition of At,p). This implies that
w7pt, x, 1, 1q  sup
q1Pp0,8q2
δpq1q ¥ lim
q1Ñ8,q2Ñ8
δpq1q  vEUpt, x, 1, 1q .
We conclude noticing that we already have w7pt, x, 1, 1q ¤ vEUpt, x, 1, 1q (recall the
discussion at the beginning of Section 3.5.3).
Moreover if p2 P p8, 1s, p1 ¡ 1 then w7pt, x,p1q ¥ limq1Ñ8tp1q1wpt, x, q1, 0qu  8
as limq1Ñ8 D
 
q1wpt, , q1, q  1 (see Lemma 3.5.2 (b)). Similar results are obtained
when p1 P p8, 1s, p2 ¡ 1.
Finally we know from Remark 3.5.6 (a) that w7p,p1q  0 for p1 P p8, 0s  p8, 0s.
Therefore the non-decreasing property of w7pt, x, q combined with the latter results
lead to the conclusion that the domain of w7pt, x, q is actually p8, 1s  p8, 1s. l
Convexiﬁcation in the dynamic programming algorithm As already men-
tioned in Remark 3.5.3, we will prove that vEU _ g can be replaced by its convex
envelope, with respect to p1 in (3.5.3). Later, we will check in Theorem 3.5.2 that a
similar result holds for w7. Observe that the two identities (3.5.13) and (3.5.16) below
already implies the equality vEU  w7 on rt0, t1q Od   r0, 1s2 since we already know
that vEU ¥ w7.
Proposition 3.5.4. For all t P rt0, t1q and px,p1q P Od   r0, 1s2, we have
vEUpt, x,p1q  inf
αPAt,p1
EQt,x

convpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 ,P1t1q

, (3.5.13)
where convpvEU_gq is the closed convex envelope of pvEU_gq (with respect to p1) given
by (3.2.5) with f  vEU.
Proof. We ﬁx pt, xq P rt0, t1qOd . If p1  t0, 1u thenAt,p1  t0u and (3.5.13) holds for
any p2 P r0, 1s thanks to the explicit deﬁnition of convpvEU_gqpt1, ,p1q, the convexity
of p ÞÑ vEUpt1, , pq (recall that we already have vEUpt1, q  w7pt1, q) and (3.5.3). In
particular we can check that when p1  p0, 0q (resp. p1  p1, 1q), vEUpt, x,p1q  0
(resp. vEUpt, x,p1q  vBMpt, x, 1q, with vBMpt, x, 1q deﬁned in (2.2.8)) as At,p1  t0u
and At,p2  t0u.
It remains to prove (3.5.13) for p2 P r0, 1s, 0   p1   1. In view of Proposition 3.5.2
this reduces to showing that
inf
αPAt,p1
EQt,x

convpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 ,P1t1q

¥ inf
αPAt,p1
EQt,x

pvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 ,P1t1q

,
(3.5.14)
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the reverse inequality being satisﬁed by deﬁnition. Moreover it follows from the explicit
deﬁnition of convpvEU_gqpt1, ,p1q and the convexity of p ÞÑ vEUpt1, , pq that the closed
convex envelope in p1 is actually the closed convex envelope in p1. As a consequence,
to prove (3.5.14), we just need to build the closed convex envelope with respect to p1,
by arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.3.4.
More precisely, we know from the Carathéodory theorem that we can ﬁnd two maps
pλj , pijq : px, p1q P Od   p0, 1q ÞÑ pλj , pijqpx, p1q P Od   p0, 1q, j ¤ 2, such that°2
j1 pijpx, p1q  1 , p1 
°2
j1 pijpx, p1qλjpx, p1q
and convpvEU_gqpt1, x, p1, p2q 
°2
j1 pijpx, p1qpvEU_gqpt1, x, λjpx, p1q, p2q .
(3.5.15)
They can be chosen in a measurable way. Indeed we ﬁrst notice the continuity of
vEUpt1, q on Od   r0, 1s (see Remark 3.5.4) and thus of convpvEU_gqpt1, q on Od  
r0, 1s  r0, 1s (recall (3.2.1) and (3.2.5)). We then appeal to Bertsekas and Shreve
[BS78, Proposition 7.49] to choose pλj , pijq to be analytically measurable. We ﬁnally
use [BS78, Lemma 7.27] to obtain a Borel-measurable version which coincides a.e. for
the pull-back measure of pXt,xt1ε, P t,p1,α1t1ε q, with α1 P At,p1 and 0   ε   t1  t ﬁxed.
This is this version that we use in the following.
We now introduce ξ, an Ft1-measurable random variable being such that
Prξ  λjpXt,xt1ε, P t,p1,α1t1ε q|Ft1εs  pijpXt,xt1ε, P t,p1,α1t1ε q .
The above construction implies that Erξ|Ft1εs  P t,p1,α1t1ε . We can thus ﬁnd α1,ε P At,p1
such that P
t,p1,α1,ε
t1ε  P t,p1,α1t1ε and P
t,p1,α1,ε
t1
 ξ. Then using (3.5.15) we obtain, after
denoting Qs : Qt,x,1s , t ¤ s ¤ T ,
E

Q1t1ε  convpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1ε, P t,p1,α1t1ε , P t,p2,α2t1ε q

 EQt,x

pvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1ε, P
t,p1,α1,ε
t1
, P t,p2,α2t1ε q

 E

pQ1t1 Q1t1εqpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1ε, P
t,p1,α1,ε
t1
, P t,p2,α2t1ε q

.
Recalling (3.2.1), (3.5.2) and (3.5.4), we thus conclude
E

Q1t1εconvpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1ε, P t,p1,α1t1ε , P t,p2,α2t1ε q

¥ inf
α11PAt,p1
EQt,x

pvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P
t,p1,α11
t1
, P t,p2,α2t1 q

 ∆pεq ,
with
∆pεq  CEQt,x

|Xt,xt1ε Xt,xt1 |p1  |Xt,xt1ε|   |Xt,xt1 |q

 CEQt,x

|vEUpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p2,α2t1ε q  vEUpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p2,α2t1 q|

 CEQt,x

|1Qt1{Qt1ε| p1  |Xt,xt1ε|q

.
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Moreover since (3.2.1) and (3.5.2) hold, we have 0 ¤ convpvEU _ gqpt1, x, q ¤
vEU_gpt1, x, q ¤ Cp1   |x|q. We can then use the continuity of both vEUpt1, x, q on
r0, 1s (recall Remark 3.5.4) and convpvEU_gqpt1, q on Od r0, 1s r0, 1s to pass to the
limit in order to obtain, with (2.2.2)-(2.2.3), (3.5.14). l
Since our ﬁnal result is vEU  w7 we expect the same convexiﬁcation in the dual
algorithm. This is what we intend to prove in the following theorem. However the
proof of the latter theorem requires, at some point, to ﬁnd a particular value pp1, p2q in
the sub-diﬀerential of w. This is possible if Dq1w,D

q2w are regular enough. To ensure
this we make the following assumption which will be related to the regularity of D q1w.
No additional assumptions are needed for Dq1w,D

q2w.
Assumption 3.5.1. For all pt, xq P r0, T s Od , we have
P

qQt,x,1t1  gpt1, Xt,xt1 q  vEUpt1, Xt,xt1 , 1q

 0 @ q ¡ 0 .
Remark 3.5.8.
(a) Assumption 3.5.1 holds for w7 in place of vEU by Remark 3.5.4.
(b) Assumption 3.5.1 holds, for instance, when g is the payoﬀ function of a put option
since in this case vEUpt1, , 1q ¥ gpt1, q.
Theorem 3.5.2. Let Assumption 3.5.1 hold and ﬁx pt, xq P rt0, t1q  Od . Then, for
p1 P r0, 1s2, there exists αˆ P At,p1 such that
w7pt, x,p1q  EQt,x

convpw7_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , pP1t1q , (3.5.16)
with αˆ : pαˆ1, αˆ2q, pP1t1 : pP t,p1,αˆ1t1 , P t,p2,αˆ2t1 q and where convpw7_gq is the closed convex
envelope of pw7_gq (with respect to p1) given by (3.2.5) with f  w7.
In particular w7pt, x, q is continuous on its domain.
Proof. Observe that the continuity of w7 is a direct consequence of Remark 3.5.4 and
(3.2.5). We now prove (3.5.16). We recall the deﬁnition of pkmin, k P t1, 2u in (3.5.1).
We deﬁne, on rt0, t1q Od   R 
2
and for pλ, βq P r0, 1s  t0, 1u, the process
Zt,x,q1,k pλ, βq : pλD qkpw7_gq7   βp1 λqDqkpw7_gq7qp, Xt,x ,Q1 q, k P t1, 2u .
We ﬁx pt, xq P rt0, t1q  Od . From now on we omit the dependency in pt, xq of
Zt,x,q1,k pλ, βq and we will not write all the dependencies of the other variables in-
volved in the subsequent discussion.
1. We assume that p1 P r0, 1q2. We consider, for pqk, λk, βkqkPt1,2u P R r0, 1st0, 1u,
the system #
p1  ErZq1,q2,1t1 pλ1, β1qs
p2  ErZq1,q2,2t1 pλ2, β2qs
. (3.5.17)
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1.a Proof of a solution pqˆ1, λ1, β1q and pqˆ2, λ2, β2q to (3.5.17).
1.a.1 For each q2 ¥ 0, assume that p1 P pp1minpt, xq, 1q (resp. p1 P r0, p1minpt, xqs). We
know from Lemma 3.5.2 (a)-(c) and Assumption 3.5.1 that there exists a qˆ1pq2q P p0,8q
(resp. qˆ1pq2q  0, recall Remark 3.5.7) such that p1 lies in the sub-diﬀerential of
wpt, x, , q2q at qˆ1pq2q. Therefore we can ﬁnd pλ1, β1q P r0, 1s  t1u (see (3.5.12)) such
that
p1  E

Z
qˆ1pq2q,q2,1
t1
pλ1, β1q

, (3.5.18)
(resp. pλ1, β1q P r0, 1s  t0u such that (3.5.18) holds).
1.a.2 Now assume that p2 P pD q2wpt, x, qˆ1p0q, 0q, 1q (resp. r0,D q2wpt, x, qˆ1p0q, 0qs), with
qˆ1pq2q, q2 ¥ 0 deﬁned in the previous step. We know from Lemma 3.5.2 (d)-(e) that
there exists a qˆ2 P p0,8q (resp. qˆ2  0, recall Remark 3.5.7) such that p2 lies in the
sub-diﬀerential of wpt, x, qˆ1pqˆ2q, q at qˆ2. Therefore we can ﬁnd pλ2, β2q P r0, 1s  t1u
(see (3.5.12)) such that
p2  E

Z
qˆ1pqˆ2q,qˆ2,2
t1
pλ2, β2q

, (3.5.19)
(resp. pλ2, β2q P r0, 1s  t0u such that (3.5.19) holds).
1.b Characterisation of αˆ.
It follows from Lemma 3.5.2 that the random variable in both expectations in (3.5.18)-
(3.5.19) is valued in r0, 1s. By the Martingale Representation Theorem we can thus
ﬁnd pαˆ1, αˆ2q P At,p1 At,p2 such that#
Z
qˆ1pqˆ2q,qˆ2,1
t1
pλ1, β1q  p1  
³t1
t αˆ
J
1,sdWs : P t,p1,αˆ1t1
Z
qˆ1pqˆ2q,qˆ2,2
t1
pλ2, β2q  p2  
³t1
t αˆ
J
2,sdWs : P t,p2,αˆ2t1
.
1.c We denote pP1t1 : pP t,p1,αˆ1t1 , P t,p2,αˆ2t1 q and pQ1t1 : pqˆ1pqˆ2qQt,x,1t1 , qˆ2Qt,x,1t1 q. The step
1.b and Remark 3.5.7 imply that pP1t1 lies in the sub-diﬀerential of pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , q
at pQ1t1 .
Hence using (3.5.10) with respectively ψ  pw7_gq7 and ψ  w we can write
pP1t1 pQ1Jt1  pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , pQ1t1q  pw7_gq77pt1, Xt,xt1 , pP1t1q , (3.5.20)
and
wpt, x, qˆ1q   w7pt, x, pˆ1q  pˆ1qˆJ1 , (3.5.21)
with qˆ1 : pqˆ1pqˆ2q, qˆ2q and where by (3.5.5),
wpt, x, qˆ1q  EQt,x

pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , pQ1t1q . (3.5.22)
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Thus inserting (3.5.18)-(3.5.19), (3.5.22) into (3.5.21) and appealing to (3.5.20) we
obtain
w7pt, x,p1q  EQt,x
pP1t1 pQ1Jt1  pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , pQ1t1q  EQt,x pw7_gq77pt1, Xt,xt1 , pP1t1q .
We conclude appealing to [Roc97, Theorem 12.2].
2. We assume that p1 P t1u  t1u. We know from Lemma 3.5.3 that w7pt, x, 1, 1q 
vBMpt, x, 1q. Hence
w7pt, x, 1, 1q  EQt,x

pvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , 1, 1q

 EQt,x

convpw7_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , 1, 1q

,
thanks to (3.2.5) and Remark 3.5.4.
3. We now assume that p1 P r0, 1q  t1u or p1 P t1u  r0, 1q.
We study the ﬁrst case as the other one can be treated similarly. Repeating the
arguments used in Chapter 2 or in the proof of Theorem 3.6.1 in the appendix, one can
prove that, for p  p1,
vEUpt, x, p, 1q  EQt,x

convpvEU_gqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αˆt1 , 1q

 sup
q¥0
!
pq  EQt,x

pvEU_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , qQt,x,1t1 , 1q
)
, (3.5.23)
where αˆ P At,p comes from the Martingale Representation Theorem of
pλD q pvEU_gq7   βp1 λqDq pvEU_gq7qpt1, Xt,xt1 , qˆQt,x,1t1 , 1q  p 
» t1
t
αˆJs dWs : P t,p,αˆt1 ,
where β  t0, 1u, λ P r0, 1s and qˆ ¥ 0 are such that
p  E

pλD q pvEU _ gq7   βp1 λqDq pvEU _ gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , qˆQt,x,1t1 q

.
On the other hand appealing to (3.5.5), Proposition 3.5.3 and Remark 3.5.4 one can
prove that
w7pt, x, p1, 1q ¥ sup
q1¥0
lim
q2Ñ8
!
p1q1   q2  EQt,x

pw7_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , q1Qt,x,1t1 , q2Qt,x,1t1 q
)
 sup
q1¥0
!
p1q1  EQt,x

pvEU_gq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , q1Qt,x,1t1 , 1q
)
.
As a consequence it follows from (3.5.23) that w7pt, x, p1, 1q ¥ vEUpt, x, p1, 1q. As we
already have w7pt, x, p1, 1q ¤ vEUpt, x, p1, 1q (recall the discussion at the beginning of
Section 3.5.3) this proves the required result. l
As already mentioned, Remark 3.5.4, Proposition 3.5.4 and Theorem 3.5.2 imply the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.5.5. On rt0, T s Od   r0, 1s2, vEU ¤ w7.
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3.6 Appendix
We provide the proofs of some technical results used in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.3.2 Fix pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   ImpΨq and let us denote by
v1pt, x, pq the right-hand side of (3.3.4). For the sake of clarity we denote ζ : g   Φ.
1. Proof of vpt, x, pq ¥ v1pt, x, pq.
Assume that y ¡ vpt, x, pq. It follows from Proposition 3.3.1 that we can ﬁnd pν, αq P
Ut,x At,p such that
Y t,x,y,ντ ¡ ζpτ,Xt,xτ , P t,p,ατ q , for all τ P Trt,T s .
Taking the expectation and using the Qt,x-super-martingale property of Y t,x,y,ν , we
obtain
y ¥ EQt,x Y t,x,y,ντ  ¥ EQt,x ζpτ,Xt,xτ , P t,p,ατ q , @ τ P Trt,T s ,
leading, in particular, to
y ¥ inf
αPAt,p
sup
τPTrt,T s
EQt,x

ζpτ,Xt,xτ , P t,p,ατ q

,
and thus to vpt, x, pq ¥ v1pt, x, pq.
2. Proof of v1pt, x, pq ¥ vpt, x, pq.
We deﬁne for α P At,p and z P R,
Zt,x,p,z,α : ess sup
τPTr,T s
EQ,Xt,x

ζpτ,Xt,xτ , P t,p,ατ q

,
on all the stopping times in Trt,T s, with Zt,x,p,z,αt  z. Using [EK81] we obtain the
existence of a right-continuous super-martingale Z¯t,x,p,z,α which aggregates Zt,x,p,z,α in
the sense that Z¯t,x,p,z,ατ  Zt,x,p,z,ατ for all τ P Trt,T s (recall (3.2.1)-(3.2.2) and recall that
Φ is continuous and bounded). We will not diﬀerentiate between Z¯t,x,p,z,α and Zt,x,p,z,α.
It follows from the Doob-Meyer decomposition (see [KS12, Chapter 1, Theorem 4.10])
that there exists a right-continuous martingaleM t,x,p,z,α : tM t,x,p,z,αs , Fs, t ¤ s ¤ T u
issued from z at t and an increasing natural process At,x,p,z,α : tAt,x,p,z,αs , Fs, t ¤
s ¤ T u starting from 0 at t such that Zt,x,p,z,ατ  M t,x,p,z,ατ  At,x,p,z,ατ , @ τ P Trt,T s.
Therefore there exists ν P Ut,x such that @ τ P Trt,T s,
Y t,x,z,ντ :M t,x,p,z,ατ ¥ Zt,x,p,z,ατ . (3.6.1)
Fix y and α P At,p such that y ¡ Zt,x,p,z,αt and consider ν deﬁned in (3.6.1). Hence for
all τ P Trt,T s we have Y t,x,y,ντ ¥ Y t,x,z,ντ ¥ ζpτ,Xt,xτ , P t,p,ατ q. Combining the latter with
Proposition 3.3.1, we conclude that v1pt, x, pq ¥ vpt, x, pq.
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Theorem 3.6.1. We consider the set-up deﬁned in Section 3.2. We deﬁne on rt0, t1q
Od   r0, 1s and for a given Lipschitz continuous function h : pt, xq ÞÑ hpt, xq P R ,
vpt, x, pq : inf
!
y ¥ 0 : D pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p s.t. Y t,x,y,νt1 ¥ pg _ hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αt1 q
)
,
with At,p deﬁned in Section 2.2.2 and where pg _ hqpt, x, pq : gpt, x, pq _ hpt, xq with
g deﬁned in (3.2.3). Then there exists αˆ P At,p such that
vpt, x, pq  EQt,x

convpg_hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αˆt1 q

,
with convpg_hq deﬁned in (3.2.5) with f  h.
Proof. We consider pt, xq P rt0, t1q Od  and p P r0, 1s, unless otherwise stated.
1. Probabilistic representation of v.
1.a Arguing as in Proposition 2.2.3 one can ﬁrst prove that
vpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
EQt,x

pg_hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αt1 q

. (3.6.2)
1.b Then following the arguments of Proposition 2.3.4 and using (3.2.1) and (3.6.2)
leads to
vpt, x, pq  inf
αPAt,p
EQt,x

convpg_hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αt1 q

.
2. Proof of the existence of αˆ P At,p.
We now introduce the function
wpt, x, qq  EQt,x

pg _ hq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , qQt,x,1t1 q

 81tq 0u , (3.6.3)
where we recall that pg _ hq7 stands for the Fenchel transform of pg _ hq. We also
denote by w7 the dual of w.
2.a Appealing to (3.6.2), the deﬁnition of the Fenchel transform (recall (0.0.1) in the
Notations), (2.2.4) and the deﬁnition of At,p, we obtain that v ¥ w7 on rt0, t1s Od  
r0, 1s (see e.g. the proof of Proposition 2.3.1).
2.b Diﬀerentiability of wpt, x, q on R .
Consider q ¥ 0. Direct computations lead, with [ET73, Chapter I, Corollary 4.1] and
the deﬁnition of gp, pq, to
pg _ hq7pt1, x, qq  pconvpg _ hqq7 pt1, x, qq  rq  rgpt1, xq  hpt1, xqs s   hpt1, xq .
(3.6.4)
In particular the function q P R ÞÑ wpt, x, qq is proper, convex and non-decreasing and
wpt, x, 0q  EQt,xrhpt1, Xt,xt1 qs while wpt, x, qq  8 for q   0. We can now state the
subsequent properties, using in particular Lebesgue's Theorem:
(a) D q wpt, x, q ¥ 0 if q ¥ 0 and Dq wpt, x, q ¥ 0 if q ¡ 0,
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(b) limqÒ8 D

q wpt, x, qq  1,
(c) D q wpt, x, 0q  P

rgpt1, Xt,xt1 q  hpt1, Xt,xt1 qs   0

: phpt, xq,
(d) the sub-diﬀerential of wpt, x, q at q  0 belongs to p8, phpt, xqs.
Moreover,
Dq wpt, x, qq  E

Dq pg _ hq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , qQt,x,1t1 q

 P

qQt,x,1t1 ¡ rgpt1, Xt,xt1 q  hpt1, Xt,xt1 qs 

for q ¡ 0 ,
and
D q wpt, x, qq  E

D q pg _ hq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , qQt,x,1t1 q

 P

qQt,x,1t1 ¥ rgpt1, Xt,xt1 q  hpt1, Xt,xt1 qs 

for q ¥ 0 .
2.c Bounds of w7pt, x, q on its domain.
Appealing to the deﬁnition of the Fenchel transform, (3.6.3), the step 2.b and to [Roc97,
Theorem 12.2], we deduce that w7pt, x, q is convex, non-decreasing, non-negative and
proper on its domain and continuous on the interior of its domain. Now using the deﬁ-
nition of w in (3.6.3) together with (2.2.4) and (3.6.4) and after applying the Monotone
Convergence Theorem, we write
w7pt, x, 1q  sup
q¥0
tq  wpt, x, qqu ¥ lim
qÑ8
tq  wpt, x, qqu  EQt,x

pg _ hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , 1q

 vpt, x, 1q .
Combining the latter inequality with the step 2.a we ﬁnally conclude that w7pt, x, 1q 
vpt, x, 1q. Finally we note that w7pt, x, pq ¥ limqÑ8tqpp1q qwpt, x, qqu  8 for p ¡
1, by the non-decreasing property of q ÞÑ q  wpt, x, qq (recall the step 2.b). Moreover
w7pt, x, pq  EQt,xrhpt1, Xt,xt1 qs for p P p8, 0s (recall that wp, 0q  EQt,xrhpt1, Xt,xt1 qs
by the step 2.b). Therefore combining the latter results with the non-decreasing prop-
erty of w7pt, x, q we conclude that the domain of w7pt, x, q is p8, 1s. Finally appealing
again to the non-decreasing property of w7pt, x, q we get from its closeness that it is
continuous on its domain.
2.d Probabilistic representation of w7.
Proceeding as in Theorem 2.3.1 we obtain from the steps 2.b and 2.c the following rep-
resentation of w7. Observe that for the sake of clarity we will not write the dependencies
of the variables involved in the following discussion. For p P pphpt, xq, 1q,
w7pt, x, pq  EQt,x

convpg_hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , P t,p,αˆt1 q

,
where αˆ P At,p comes from the Martingale Representation Theorem of
pλD q pg _ hq7   p1 λqDq pg _ hq7qpt1, Xt,xt1 , qˆQt,x,1t1 q  p 
» t1
t
αˆJs dWs : P t,p,αˆt1 ,
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with λ P r0, 1s and qˆ ¡ 0 being such that
p  E

pλD q pg _ hq7   p1 λqDq pg _ hqpt1, Xt,xt1 , qˆQt,x,1t1 q

.
Moreover if p P r0, phpt, xqs then qˆ  0 and p  ErλD q pg _ hq7pt1, Xt,xt1 , 0qs, λ P r0, 1s
while, if p  1, the result found in the step 2.c gives w7pt, x, 1q  vpt, x, 1q and thus
αˆ  0.
2.e Conclusion.
First appealing to the steps 1.b and 2.d we prove that v ¤ w7 on rt0, t1q Od   r0, 1s
which, combined to the step 2.a, concludes the proof. l
Chapter 4
A Comparison Principle for PDEs
Arising in Approximate Hedging
Problems: Application to
Bermudan Options
Abstract
We extend the study initiated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to the case where the
drift coeﬃcient is semi-linear in the control variable. The angle of the so-called dual
approach does not apply anymore and we have to rely on PDE arguments. The
solution to approximate hedging problems has been characterised by Bouchard, Elie
and Touzi [BET09] and is known to solve a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman PDE with
a discontinuous operator. In this chapter, we prove a comparison theorem for the
corresponding PDE by showing ﬁrst that, in some cases, it can be rewritten using a
continuous operator. As an application, we then study the quantile hedging price of
Bermudan options in the nonlinear case, pursuing the research conducted in Chapter 2.
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4.1 Introduction
On a ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and for pt, x, yq P r0, T s  Od   R, we are
given two Markovian and Brownian diﬀusions pXt,xs , Y t,x,y,νs q, t ¤ s ¤ T , valued in
Od   R and with initial conditions pt, x, yq. As before, Xt,x is an underlying process
representing the price of some risky assets while Y t,x,y,ν is the wealth process. The
latter is controlled by the hedging strategy ν, a square integrable and progressively
measurable process valued in Rd. We pursue the studies conducted in Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. We therefore consider the problem of ﬁnding the minimal initial value of a
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controlled process allowing to reach a target with a given level of expected loss, i.e.
vpt, x, pq : inf
#
y P R  s.t.E

` GpXt,xT , Y t,x,y,νT q

¥ p,
for some admissible controls ν P Rd
+
, (4.1.1)
with p P I  R, ` a real-valued non-decreasing function and G a real-valued function
such that for x P Od , y ÞÑ Gpx, yq is non-decreasing and y ÞÑ `  Gpx, yq is right-
continuous. Here, I is an interval given by the closed convex hull of the image of ` G,
namely I : conv  ` G  Od   R .
The value function in (4.1.1) is a generalisation of those introduced in the previous
chapters. The function v deﬁnes a general approximate hedging problem. As we ex-
plained before, the computation of v arises when we aim at determining the cost of
optimal management decisions based on some risk criterion given by the loss function
`.
We recall that in [BET09] a PDE characterisation of such problems has been provided
under a nonlinear Markovian framework and in a Brownian diﬀusion setting. Later,
Moreau [Mor11], Bouchard, Elie and Réveillac [BER15a] and Dumitrescu [Dum16]
extended these results considering jump diﬀusions and a non-Markovian setting.
On the contrary to the previous chapters we are interested here in the PDE approach.
The latter allows to handle situations where the diﬀusion coeﬃcients are not linear in
the control variable anymore. Indeed in this case the convex analysis machinery turns
out to be not as powerful as in the linear case.
In [BET09], to obtain a PDE characterisation of v, they ﬁrst transformed the above
problem into a stochastic target one in the P-a.s. sense. To this aim they introduced
an additional controlled state variable Pα, for some α P Rd, coming from the use of the
Martingale Representation Theorem. We already used this technique in Proposition
2.2.2 and Proposition 3.3.1, Proposition 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.5.1. This reformula-
tion is key to use the Geometric Dynamic Programming approach (hereinafter "GDP")
introduced by Soner and Touzi [ST02a, ST02b] (see also Chapter 1) for a European
constraint and by Bouchard and Vu [BV10] for an obstacle one. However the addi-
tional controlled process in the increased state space is unbounded leading to singular
stochastic target problems. Therefore the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, derived
from the dynamic programming principle, involves a discontinuous operator.
The aim of this chapter is to prove a comparison theorem for the PDE solved by v,
opening the way to direct numerical methods to compute v. For example, one can build
a convergent numerical scheme by adapting the generalised ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme
deﬁned by Bokanowski, Bruder, Maroso and Zidani [BBMZ09]. This method has to
be compared to the dual algorithm proposed in Chapter 2-Chapter 3 under a linear
setting and involving the computation of Fenchel transforms. We underline that under
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a linear setting the dual algorithm should be favoured as it is easier to implement. We
are indeed able to prove the comparison theorem under a setting involving a semi-linear
dynamics for Y t,x,y,ν and for unconstrained controls ν. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the ﬁrst time that such a result is obtained in this nonlinear setting. This answers
a question raised in [BER15b, Section 4] (preprint version of [BER15a]).
One key step is performed by using a re-normalisation argument (see Section 4.3.1) to
obtain a new continuous operator, in the spirit of Bruder [Bru05]. However the new
operator has a non-linearity in front of the time derivative. We therefore rely, as e.g.
Ishii and Lions [IL90], on a strict super-solution argument to prove that a comparison
result holds (see Section 4.3.2 and Section 4.3.3).
As far as we know, no comparison theorem has been proved for the PDE solved by v
in the case where the control ν belongs to a constrained set. This case corresponds
to a constraint imposed on the gradients of the solution. This interesting problem
is left for further research. Let us mention however, that using some approximation
argument, Bouchard and Vu [BV12] were able to obtain a convergent numerical pro-
cedure to compute the value function v at its continuity point (see also Bouchard and
Dang [BD13]).
In Section 4.4, we use our comparison result to characterise the quantile hedging price
of Bermudan options in a nonlinear setting, pursuing the study initiated in Chapter 2.
As usual in the Bermudan setting, the diﬃculty comes from the iteration over the time
intervals of the characterisation obtained in the European case. In our case, the time-
boundary condition on each interval is the most problematic issue since it involves a
facelift phenomenon. The full price characterisation is obtained by using the continuity
of the value function on the previous time interval, which comes from the application
of the comparison theorem.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce our frame-
work for the study of stochastic target problems with controlled loss. In Section 4.3,
we prove the comparison theorem. As underlined above, we ﬁrst obtain a new PDE
characterisation for the value function involving a continuous operator and then use a
strict super-solution argument to obtain the comparison result. Finally in Section 4.4,
we study the quantile hedging price of a Bermudan option in our nonlinear setting.
4.2 Problem statement
We consider the ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and let U be the collection of Rd-
valued square integrable and progressively measurable processes. For t P r0, T s, px, yq P
Od   R and ν P U the processes Xt,x and Y t,x,y,ν are deﬁned as the solution to the
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following stochastic diﬀerential equations (SDE)
Xt,xs  x 
» s
t
diagrXt,xr sµpXt,xr qdr  
» s
t
diagrXt,xr sσpXt,xr q dWr ,
Y t,x,y,νs  y  
» s
t
µY pr,Xt,xr , Y t,x,y,νr , νrqdr  
» s
t
νJr σpXt,xr q dWr ,
where µ : Od  Ñ Rd, σ : Od  Ñ Md and µY : r0, T s Od   R Rd Ñ R are continuous
functions.
Remark 4.2.1. Note that we can add without any additional diﬃculty a time depen-
dency in both µ and σ.
In particular Xt,x takes its values in Od  when the initial condition x is in Od . Moreover
the process Y t,x,y,ν is valued in R. To guarantee that the above processes are well
deﬁned, we shall use throughout the chapter the following standing assumption.
Standing Assumption
1. For all pr, r1, x, x1, y, y1, ν, ν 1q P r0, T s2  pOd q2  R2  R2d
|µY pr1, x1, y1, ν1q  µY pr, x, y, νq|
¤ L  |r1  r|   |x1  x|p1  |ν 1|   |ν|q   |ν 1  ν|   |y1  y| ,
(4.2.1)
for some Lipschitz constant L ¡ 0.
2. The functions µX : x P Od  ÞÑ diagrxsµ pxq P Rd and σX : x P Od  ÞÑ
diagrxsσ pxq P Sd are Lipschitz continuous with some Lipschitz constant L ¡ 0.
3. The function σ is invertible and x P Od  ÞÑ σ1 pxq P Sd is L-Lipschitz continuous
on Od , for some L ¡ 0. The function µ, σ and σ1 are bounded by a constant
Λ ¡ 0.
Finally, we shall sometimes use the subsequent monotonicity assumption.
Assumption 4.2.1 (Drift monotonicity). The function y ÞÑ µY p, y, q is increasing.
Remark 4.2.2. It is well known that, in our context, setting Y˜t : eλtYt, t P r0, T s,
we obtain that the drift of Y˜ satisﬁes Assumption 4.2.1 when (4.2.1) is in force and
provided that λ is big enough.
To ease the notations, we will thus simply assume later in the proof of the comparison
principle that Assumption 4.2.1 is in force. This is made clear in Remark 4.3.3 below.
Then we denote
Ut,x,y : tν P U : s.t. Y t,x,y,ν ¥ 0 on rt, T su . (4.2.2)
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Remark 4.2.3. Observe that in our setting νi, 1 ¤ i ¤ d, actually stands for the amount
invested in asset i and not for the number of shares of the corresponding asset (on the
contrary to the previous chapters). Moreover two typical examples of µY satisfy (4.2.1):
(a) The usual case of linear pricing, where there is a risk premium ζpxq :
σ1pxqpµpxq  r1q with r a risk-free interest rate and µY px, y, νq : ζJpxqσpxqν.
(b) A case of nonlinear pricing, coming from a market imperfection when there are
two non-negative rates R (the borrowing rate) and r (the lending rate) with R ¡ r
(see e.g. El Karoui, Peng and Quenez [EKPQ97, Example 1.1])
µY px, y, νq  ry   ζpxqJσpxqν  pR rq
 
y  νJ1

,
where ζ stands for the risk premium.
Now let ` : R Ñ R be a non-decreasing function and G : Rd 1 ÞÑ R be a measurable
map such that for any x P Od , y ÞÑ Gpx, yq is non-decreasing and y ÞÑ `  Gpx, yq is
right-continuous.
We also assume that I : conv  ` G  Od   R , the closed convex hull of the image
of ` G, is a compact interval of R. In our application below, it is clear that  up to a
proper rescaling of the ` function  one can consider that I  r0, 1s and we shall work
under this setting from now on.
For pt, x, pq P r0, T s  Od   r0, 1s, we then deﬁne the stochastic target problem with
controlled loss as
vpt, x, pq : inf
!
y P R  : D ν P Ut,x,y s.t.E

` GpXt,xT , Y t,x,y,νT q

¥ p
)
. (4.2.3)
Assumption 4.2.2. We assume that there exists a constant β ¡ 0 such that
|vpt, x, 1q| ¤ βp1  |x|kq , k ¥ 1 , for all pt, xq P r0, T s Od  . (4.2.4)
Remark 4.2.4. The latter assumption is satisﬁed in Chapter 2.
Remark 4.2.5. Since, for all p P r0, 1s, 0 ¤ vp, pq ¤ vp, 1q the previous assumption
implies that the condition (4.2.4) holds true for v on r0, T s Od   r0, 1s.
We assume that `  GpXt,xT , Y t,x,y,νT q is square integrable for all initial conditions and
for all ν P Ut,x,y. Proceeding as in Chapter 2 (see also [BET09, Proposition 3.1]) one
can prove that, in that case, (4.2.3) can be reduced to
vpt, x, pq  inf
!
y P R  : D pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p s.t. ` GpXt,xT , Y t,x,y,νT q ¥ P t,p,αT
)
,
(4.2.5)
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where for p P r0, 1s, we recall thatAt,p is the set of Rd-valued F-progressively measurable
and square integrable processes α such that
P t,p,αT : p 
» T
t
αJs dWs P r0, 1s . (4.2.6)
As a consequence the problem reduction implies to work with an unbounded set of con-
trols whatever the set of controls U is and then to deal with a discontinuous Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman operator. The latter makes the proof of a comparison result diﬃcult.
The aim of this chapter is thus to provide a comparison principle in the above frame-
work (see Section 4.3). We will use this result to provide a full PDE characterisation
of the quantile hedging price of a Bermudan option in our nonlinear framework (see
Section 4.4).
4.3 A comparison principle
In this section we prove a comparison principle for the PDE satisﬁed by the value
function given in (4.2.3). As observed in [BER15b, Section 4] (preprint version of
[BER15a]), this is not straightforward as this PDE is naturally obtained using a dis-
continuous operator (see (4.3.2)-(4.3.3) below). In a ﬁrst step, we are able to show
that any solution to this PDE can be characterised by a PDE involving a continuous
operator. However this operator is non-standard as it involves a non-linearity in the
time-derivative. Nevertheless, using a strict super-solution approach, we manage to
prove a comparison theorem for this new PDE (and thus the original one). This is the
main result of this section.
4.3.1 Alternative PDE characterisation inside the domain
Let us start with some deﬁnitions. For pt, x, yq P r0, T s Od   R , q :

qx
qp

P Rd 1
and A :

Axx Axp
Axp
J
App

P Sd 1, denoting Ξ : pt, x, y, q, Aq, we deﬁne
FpΞq : lim sup
Ξ1ÑΞ
FpΞ1q ,
with
FpΞq : sup
pν,αqPN px,y,qq
"
µY pt, x, y, νq  µJXpxqqx 
1
2
Tr

σ¯σ¯Jpx, αqA* ,
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where
N px, y, qq : tpν, αq P Rd  Rd : νJσpxq : qJσ¯px, αqu and σ¯px, αq :

σXpxq
αJ

,
(4.3.1)
and where we recall the notations
µXpxq : diagrxsµpxq σXpxq : diagrxsσpxq .
Let us observe that as σ is invertible the previous expression can be simpliﬁed as ν is
then a function of the variable α. We thus introduce
JαpΞq : µˆY pt, x, y, q, αq  µJXpxqqx 
1
2
Tr

σ¯σ¯Jpx, αqA ,
where µˆY pt, x, y, q, αq : µY pt, x, y, pqJσ¯px, αqσpxq1qJq and observe that
FpΞq  sup
αPRd
JαpΞq .
For the reader's convenience, we will write
Fϕpt, x, pq for Fpt, x, ϕpt, x, pq,Dϕpt, x, pq,D2ϕpt, x, pqq .
This writing will hold for any super-/sub-solution operator deﬁned hereinafter.
We recall that Dϕ and D2ϕ respectively stands for the Jacobian and Hessian matrix of
ϕ (see Notations). In [BET09] they proved that on r0, T qOd p0, 1q, v is a viscosity
sub-solution of
mintv,Btϕ  Fϕu ¤ 0 , (4.3.2)
and v is a viscosity super-solution of
 Btϕ  Fϕ ¥ 0 . (4.3.3)
As mentioned before the problem here stems from the fact that the Hamilton-Jacobi-
Bellman operator is lower semi-continuous and not upper semi-continuous.
As a consequence we will ﬁrst work towards an alternative PDE characterisation of
v (see Theorem 4.3.1 below) that will allow us to express both the sub-solution and
super-solution properties with a continuous operator.
Now let us denote by S the sphere of Rd 1 of radius 1 and by D the set of vectors
η P S such that their ﬁrst component η1  0. For a vector η P SzD, we denote η5 :
1
η1
pη2, . . . , ηd 1qJ P Rd. Moreover we deﬁne for Θ : pt, x, y, b, q, Aq P r0, T sOd  
R   R Rd 1  Sd 1 the following operator
HηpΘq :
$&%pη1q2

b  Jη5pt, x, y, q, Aq
	
, η P SzD
12App , η P D
.
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Observe that b will be later interpreted as a time-derivative. Noticing that for η P SzD
the above operator reads
pη1q2

b  µˆY pt, x, y, q, η5q  µJXpxqqx  12 Tr

σXσ
J
XpxqAxx

12}η5}2App  pη5qJσJXpxqAxp

,
we can make the following remark.
Remark 4.3.1. It follows from (4.2.1) that the operator η ÞÑ Hη is continuous on S, in
particular,
sup
ηPS
HηpΘq  sup
ηPSzD
HηpΘq .
We can now state the alternative PDE characterisation of v.
Theorem 4.3.1. On r0, T qOd p0, 1q, v (resp. v) is a viscosity sub-solution (resp.
super-solution) of
Hϕpt, x, pq  0 with HpΘq  min
!
y , sup
ηPS
HηpΘq
)
, (4.3.4)
where Θ  pt, x, y, b, q, Aq P r0, T sOd   R   R Rd 1  Sd 1.
Proof. 1. Proof of the sub-solution property.
Let ϕ be a smooth function such that maxr0,T qOd p0,1qpv
  ϕqpt, x, pq  pv 
ϕqpt0, x0, p0q  0.
It follows from (4.3.2) that
mintvpt0, x0, p0q,Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Fϕpt0, x0, p0qu ¤ 0 .
We will prove that
Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Fϕpt0, x0, p0q ¤ 0 ñ sup
ηPS
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¤ 0 ,
which will lead to the sub-solution part of (4.3.4) as v ¥ 0 by deﬁnition.
By deﬁnition of F we have that for all α P Rd,
Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Jαϕpt0, x0, p0q ¤ 0 .
For all η P SzD, we then obtain
pη1q2

Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Jη5ϕpt0, x0, p0q
	
¤ 0 .
By continuity of η ÞÑ Hη, we thus obtain for all η P S,
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¤ 0 . (4.3.5)
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The arbitrariness of η concludes the proof for this step.
2. Proof of the super-solution property.
Let ϕ be a smooth function such that minr0,T qOd p0,1qpv  ϕqpt, x, pq  pv 
ϕqpt0, x0, p0q  0. We note that by deﬁnition v ¥ 0 so that we just have to ver-
ify that
sup
ηPS
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ 0 .
According to (4.3.3) we have,
Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Fϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ 0 .
By deﬁnition of F we can ﬁnd sequences tk P r0, T q, pxk, pkq P Od   p0, 1q, yk ¥
0, qk : pqxk , qpkq P Rd 1, and a symmetric matrix Ak P Sd 1 such that
ptk, xk, pkq Ñ pt0, x0, p0q and |pyk, qk, Akq  pϕ,Dϕ,D2ϕqpt0, x0, p0q| ¤ k1 ,
(4.3.6)
and
Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Fptk, xk, yk, qk, Akq ¥ k1 .
Then we can ﬁnd a maximising sequence αk P Rd such that
Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Jαkptk, xk, yk, qk, Akq ¥ 2k1 .
Now consider ηk : p 1?
1 }αk}2
, αk?
1 }αk}2
qJ. Note that ηk P SzD. Therefore we have
pη1kq2

Btϕpt0, x0, p0q   Jη5kptk, xk, yk, qk, Akq
	
¥ 2k1pη1kq2 .
Hence using the relative compactness of the set SzD we have the existence of a subse-
quence such that limk1Ñ8 η
1
k  η¯ with η¯ P S. Moreover using (4.2.1), (4.3.6) and the
standing hypotheses on the coeﬃcients of X we obtain
sup
ηPS
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ Hη¯ϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ 0 ,
which concludes the proof for this step. l
Remark 4.3.2.
(a) We notice that the sub-solution property in (4.3.5) implies that Dppϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ 0.
(b) Note that, if there exists a risk premium ζpq : σ1pqµpq P Rd (i.e. Remark 4.2.3
(a) with r  0) such that µY p, νq : ζJpqσpqν, (4.3.4) implies that v is a viscosity
sub-solution of
mintv,Λ pMqu ¤ 0 ,
and that v is a viscosity super-solution of
Λ pMq ¥ 0 ,
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where Λ pMq denotes the highest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix M and where for
Θ : px, b, qp, Aq P Od   R R Sd 1 the matrix M reads
MpΘq : M1pΘq  M2pΘq ,
with M1 and M2 two pd  1q  pd  1q matrices deﬁned as
M1pΘq :

b 12 Tr

σXσ
J
XpxqAxx

0    0
0 12App    0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0    12App
 ,
and
M2pΘq :

0 12 rζpxqqp  σXpxqAxpsJ
1
2 rζpxqqp  σXpxqAxps 0

.
This is in the spirit of [Bru05, BBMZ09].
We now make an important remark on how we can revert to the case where Assumption
4.2.1 is satsiﬁed.
Remark 4.3.3. By an usual change of variable argument, it is easily seen that if v is a
super-solution (resp. sub-solution) of
sup
ηPS
Hηϕ  0 ,
then v˜pt, q : eλtvpt, q, for some λ¡ 0 and t P r0, T s, is a super-solution (resp. sub-
solution) of
sup
ηPS
H˜ηϕ  0 ,
with
H˜ηpΘq :
$&%pη1q2

b  J˜η5pΘq
	
, η P SzD
12App , η P D
,
where
J˜η
5pΘq  λy   eλtJη5pt, x, eλty, eλtq, eλtAq .
For λ ¡ L, we observe that J˜η5 is strictly increasing in y. From now on, we will thus
assume that µˆY  and thus J
η5  is strictly increasing in y. Namely, we will assume
that Assumption 4.2.1 is in force.
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4.3.2 Strict super-solution property and modulus of continuity
The operator Hη has a non-linearity in front of the time-derivative. We then have to
rely on a strict super-solution argument to prove that a comparison result holds for
the nonlinear PDE solved by v. This argument has been used, for example, in [IL90]
and by Cheridito, Soner and Touzi [CST05]. We thus have beforehand to introduce
the subsequent lemma.
Lemma 4.3.1 (Strict super-solution property). Let us deﬁne on r0, T sOd r0, 1s the
smooth positive functions φpt, pq : eκpTtqpθ e4c¯p2 q , hpt, xq : eκpTtqp|x|2k |x|2q,
and
fpt, x, pq : φpt, pq   hpt, xq ¡ 0 ,
for some κ, θ ¡ 1, with c¯ : L  Λ (recall Standing Assumption) and k introduced in
Assumption 4.2.2.
Let V be a lower semi-continuous super-solution of (4.3.4) and ϕ be a smooth function
such that minr0,T qOd p0,1qppV  ξfqϕqpt, x, pq  ppV  ξfqϕqpt0, x0, p0q  0, ξ ¡ 0.
Then for κ and θ big enough, the function V   ξf is a strict viscosity super-solution
on r0, T q Od   p0, 1q of (4.3.4), i.e.
Hϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ ξ% , (4.3.7)
for some % ¡ 0.
Proof. Let ϕ be a smooth function such that minr0,T qOd p0,1qppV  ξfqϕqpt, x, pq 
ppV   ξfq  ϕqpt0, x0, p0q  0, ξ ¡ 0. Since f is a smooth function, the function
ψ : ϕ ξf is a test function for V at pt0, x0, p0q.
We consider η P SzD, recall Remark 4.3.1. Using the deﬁnition of Hη, the assumption
on µˆY (recall Remark 4.3.3) we obtain
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ Hηψpt0, x0, p0q   A B ,
where
A  ξpη1q2

Btφ c¯|Dpφ||η5|1
2
}η5}2Dppφ


pt0, x0, p0q ,
B  ξpη1q2

Bth L|diagrsDxh|  |µJXpqDxh| 
1
2
|Tr σXσJXpqDxxh |
 pt0, x0, p0q .
We will now give a lower bound for both terms.
1. For the ﬁrst term we compute, observing that Btφ  κφ, Dpφpt, pq  2c¯eκpTtq4c¯p
and Dppφpt, pq  8c¯2eκpTtq4c¯p,
A  ξpη1q2eκpTt0q

κpθ  e
4c¯p0
2
q  2c¯2e4c¯p0 |η5| 4c¯2e4c¯p0}η5}2


¥ ξpη1q2eκpTt0q4c¯p0

pθ  1q2c¯2p1  }η5}2q   4c¯2}η5}2
	
,
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where we used the property κ, θ ¡ 1.
Setting θ : 4c¯2   1, we obtain observing that pη1q2p1  }η5}2q  }η}2  1,
A ¥ 2ξc¯2e4c¯ . (4.3.8)
2. For the second term, observing that
Bth  κh , Dxhpt, xq  eκpTtq

2k|x|2k1  2|x|3
	
1 ,
and
Dxxhpt, xq  eκpTtq

2kp2k  1q|x|2k2   6|x|4
	
I ,
we compute,
B ¥ ξpη1q2eκpTt0q

κ 2pk   1qpL  Λq  Λ2d
2
p2kp2k  1q   6q


|x|2k   |x|2
	
¥ ξpη1q2 ,
with d the dimension of X and for κ large enough. In particular, we get B ¥ 0 .
Combining this last inequality with (4.3.8), we obtain
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ Hηψpt0, x0, p0q   2ξc¯2e4c¯ .
3. We thus get that
sup
ηPSzD
Hηϕpt0, x0, p0q ¥ sup
ηPSzD
Hηψpt0, x0, p0q   2ξc¯2e4c¯ .
We also observe that V   ξf ¥ V   4ξc¯2 with the above choice of θ. The proof is
concluded by using the super-solution property of ψ, recall Remark 4.3.1. l
Lemma 4.3.2 (Modulus of continuity). Let pb, x, r, p, qq P R  pOd q2  r0, 1s2 and
py1, yq P R2 with y1 ¡ y. Moreover, for ε ¡ 0, let X and R P Sd 1  Sd 1 being such
that 
X 0
0 R

¤ 3
ε

I I
I I

. (4.3.9)
Setting δ  2ε

x r
p q

, Θ  pt, r, y, b, δ,Rq, Θ1  pt, x, y1, b, δ,X q then
sup
ηPS
HηpΘq  sup
ηPS
HηpΘ1q ¤ C

|x r|   1
ε
|x r|2p1  |x|   |r|q   1
ε
|p q|2


,
for some constant C ¡ 0.
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Proof. Consider Θ and Θ1 deﬁned in the theorem. We observe that
sup
ηPS
HηpΘq  sup
ηPS
HηpΘ1q ¤ sup
ηPSzD
 
HηpΘq HηpΘ1q( ,
(recall Remark 4.3.1).
For η P SzD, using the deﬁnition of Hη and the Lipschitz property of µX , we then
compute
HηpΘq HηpΘ1q ¤ pη1q2

A  C
ε
|x r|2  B


,
with C ¡ 0 and
A  µˆY pt, r, y, δ, η5q  µˆY pt, x, y1, δ, η5q ,
and
B  1
2
Tr

σ¯σ¯Jpr, η5qR

  1
2
Tr

σ¯σ¯Jpx, η5qX

.
Since y1 ¡ y, using the monotonicity property of µˆY (recall Remark 4.3.3) we have
A ¤ |µˆY pt, r, y1, δ, η5q  µˆY pt, x, y1, δ, η5q|
¤ C

|x r|   1ε |x r|2p1  |x|   |r|q   Λ |η
5|
ε |x r||p q|
  |η5|ε |p q||σ1prq  σ1pxq|

,
where for the last inequality we used the deﬁnition of µˆY , the Lipschitz property of µY
and the bound Λ of σ1 (recall Standing Assumption). Using then Young's inequality
and the Lipschitz continuity of σ1, we ﬁnally obtain
A ¤ Cp1 |η5|q

|x r|   1
ε
|x r|2p1  |x|   |r|q   1
ε
|p q|2


.
For the second order term B, we only have to use some results in Crandall, Ishii and
Lions's work (see e.g. [CIL92, Example 3.6]), especially equation (4.3.9), recalling that
x ÞÑ σ¯px, αq has the same Lipschitz constant as σX by construction. We thus obtain
B ¤ C
ε
|x r|2 .
We thus have
HηpΘq HηpΘ1q ¤ Cpη1q2p1  |η5|q

|x r|   1
ε
|x r|2p1  |x|   |r|q   1
ε
|p q|2


.
The proof is concluded by observing that |η1| ¤ 1 and |η1η5| ¤ 1. l
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4.3.3 The comparison principle
We can now prove the comparison principle for (4.3.4).
Theorem 4.3.2. Let V (resp. U) be a non-negative lower semi-continuous (resp.
upper semi-continuous) map satisfying a polynomial growth of order k ¥ 1 (deﬁned in
Assumption 4.2.2) on r0, T s Od   r0, 1s. Moreover assume that,
• on r0, T qOd p0, 1q, U is a viscosity sub-solution of (4.3.4) and V is a viscosity
super-solution of (4.3.4),
• for all pt, xq P r0, T q Od , V p, 0q ¥ Up, 0q and V p, 1q ¥ Up, 1q,
• for all px, pq P Od   r0, 1s, V pT, q ¥ UpT, q,
then V ¥ U on r0, T s Od   r0, 1s.
Remark 4.3.4. The boundary conditions are necessary for the comparison to hold.
Indeed let us assume that µY  0 and consider on r0, T s  r0, 1s the function
vλ,γpt, pq : 2Tκ  pt T q rλp  γp1 pqs , pλ, γq P r0, κs  r0, κs ,
for some κ ¡ 0. Note that vλ,γpT, q  2Tκ and vλ,γ ¥ 0 for all pλ, γq ¥ r0, κs  r0, κs.
We can easily prove that all the functions that belong to the family pvλ,γpt, pqqλ,γ are
a viscosity sub-solution of (4.3.2) and a viscosity super-solution of (4.3.3). There is
thus no unique solution to the system (4.3.2)-(4.3.3). However if we set the following
boundary conditions
vλ,γp, 0q  2Tκ and vλ,γp, 1q  2Tκ ,
we thus obtain that λ  γ  0 and that v0,0  2Tκ is the unique solution to the above
system.
Corollary 4.3.1. Assume that vp, 0q ¤ vp, 0q and vp, 1q ¤ vp, 1q on r0, T q Od 
and assume that vpT, q ¤ vpT, q on Od   r0, 1s. Then the function v is continuous
on r0, T sOd r0, 1s and is the unique viscosity solution, in the class of functions with
polynomial growth, of
Hv  0 on r0, T q Od   p0, 1q .
Proof of Theorem 4.3.2 Let us now deﬁne on p0, T s  Od   r0, 1s the following
non-negative auxiliary function
Vξpt, x, pq : pV   ξfqpt, x, pq   ξ
t
,
with f deﬁned in Lemma 4.3.1. Using Lemma 4.3.1, it is easily seen that Vξ is a strict
super-solution of (4.3.4), namely it satisﬁes (4.3.7).
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We also introduce Uξpt, x, pq  Upt, x, pq  ξhpt, xq, recall Lemma 4.3.1. By an easy
adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.3.1, we have that Uξ is still a sub-solution to
(4.3.4).
We will show that U V ¤ 0 on p0, T s Od  r0, 1s. To this aim we will ﬁrst prove by
contradiction that for all ξ ¡ 0 we have Uξ  Vξ ¤ 0 and the result will follow sending
ξ to zero.
1. We assume to the contrary that there exists ξ ¡ 0 such that
sup
p0,T sOd r0,1s
pUξ  Vξqpt, x, pq  pUξ  Vξqptˆ, xˆ, pˆq  γ ¡ 0 .
Observe that as Vξ ¡ 0 the previous expression implies that
Uξptˆ, xˆ, pˆq ¡ 0 .
For ε ¡ 0, we deﬁne on p0, T s  pOd q2  r0, 1s2,
Ψεpt, x, r, p, qq : Uξpt, x, pq  Vξpt, r, qq  1
ε
 |x r|2   |p q|2 .
Using the growth conditions and semi-continuity of U and V , it follows that for ε ¡ 0
the function Ψε admits a maximum Mε at ptε, xε, rε, pε, qεq on p0, T s  Od 2  r0, 1s2.
Moreover the inequality Ψεptε, xε, rε, pε, qεq ¥ Ψεptˆ, xˆ, xˆ, pˆ, pˆq  γ combined with the
growth condition on U , V and the deﬁnition of f , h implies that tε, xε and rε are in a
compact set T K  p0, T s Od . Using [CIL92, Lemma 3.1] we obtain that$&%limεÓ0 1ε
 |xε  rε|2   |pε  qε|2  0
limεÓ0Mε  pUξ  Vξqptˆ, xˆ, pˆq
. (4.3.10)
If ptˆ, xˆ, pˆq P p0, T q Od   t0, 1u or ptˆ, xˆ, pˆq P tT u Od   r0, 1s, the assumptions on V
and U on these boundaries of the domain lead to a contradiction.
We thus now assume that 0   tˆ   T and 0   pˆ   1. In particular, up to a subsequence,
Uξptε, xε, pεq ¡ 0 . (4.3.11)
2. From Ishii's Lemma (see [CIL92, Theorem 8.3]) we get the existence of real coeﬃ-
cients b1ε, b
2
ε, of a vector dε and of symmetric matrices Xε and Rε being such that
pb1ε, dε,Xεq P J¯  O¯ Uξptε, xε, pεq and pb2ε, dε,Rεq P J¯ O¯ Vξptε, rε, qεq ,
with O¯ : p0, T q Od   p0, 1q and J¯   (resp. J¯ ) the limiting second order super-jet
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(resp. sub-jet) of Uξ (resp. Vξ) at ptε, xε, pεq P O¯ (resp. ptε, rε, qεq P O¯) and where
b1ε   b2ε : 0 , (4.3.12a)
dε : 2
ε

xε  rε
pε  qε

, (4.3.12b)
Xε 0
0 Rε

¤ 3
ε

I I
I I

. (4.3.12c)
It follows from the deﬁnition of Uξ and Vξ that they are respectively sub-/super-solution
of (4.3.4). As a consequence using (4.3.11) and Lemma 4.3.1 we obtain
sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, xε, Uξptε, xε, pεq, b1ε, dε,Xε
 ¤ 0 ,
sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, rε, Vξptε, rε, qεq,b2ε, dε,Rε
 ¥ ξρ ¡ 0 .
Hence
sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, rε, Vξptε, rε, qεq,b2ε, dε,Rε
 sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, xε, Uξptε, xε, pεq, b1ε, dε,Xε
 ¥ ξρ .
(4.3.13)
3. On the other hand we know from Lemma 4.3.2 and (4.3.12) that there exists C ¡ 0
such that
sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, rε, Vξptε, rε, qεq,b2ε, dε,Rε
 sup
ηPS
Hη
 
tε, xε, Uξptε, xε, pεq, b1ε, dε,Xε

¤ C

|xε  rε|   1
ε
|xε  rε|2p1  |xε|   |rε|q   1
ε
|pε  qε|2


.
Now sending ε to zero and using (4.3.10) we obtain that the last inequality is non
positive. Thus we obtain a contradiction to (4.3.13) and Uξ ¤ Vξ for all ξ ¡ 0 on
p0, T s Od   r0, 1s. This gives the required result by sending ξ to zero.
4.4 Application to the quantile hedging of Bermudan op-
tions
In this section we are interested in the case where the loss function is the indicator
function leading to a quantile hedging problem. More precisely we are interested in the
problem deﬁned in (2.2.7) but with the setting described in Section 4.2.
We recall that this problem is equivalent on r0, T s Od   r0, 1s to (see (4.2.5))
vBMpt, x, pq
: inf
!
y P R  : D pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p s.t.Y t,x,y,νs ¥ gps,Xt,xs q1tP t,p,αs ¡0u, @ s P Tt
)
,
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(recall (4.2.6)).
The aim of this section is to give a characterisation of vBM as the unique solution to
a sequence of PDEs. To this end, and in view of the previous section (recall Remark
4.3.4), we need in particular the knowledge of vBM on the boundary p  0 and p  1.
We will show that, as expected, vBMp, 0q  0 and vBMp, 1q  v¯BMpq, where v¯BM is the
super-replication price of the Bermudan option with exercise price g. Moreover we as-
sume that Assumption 4.2.2 holds for v¯BM in this Bermudan setting. Therefore Remark
4.2.5 is still valid for vBM. Precisely from standard results in stochastic control theory
(see e.g. Pham [Pha09]) and from [BET09], we have the following characterisation of
v¯BM.
Proposition 4.4.1. Fix 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
The function v¯BM is continuous on rti1, tiq Od  and is the unique viscosity solution,
in the class of functions with polynomial growth, of
min
#
v¯BMpt, xq,
#
Btϕpt, xq   µY pt, x, y, diagrxsDxϕpt, xqq  µJXpxqDxϕpt, xq
12 Tr

σXσ
J
XpxqDxxϕpt, xq
 ++  0 ,
with terminal condition at time ti,
lim
tÒti
v¯BMpti, q  v¯BMpti, q _ gpti, q .
From now on we will use the notation of (2.2.9), i.e. gpti, x, pq : gpti, xq1tp¡0u  
81tp¡1u, 1 ¤ i ¤ n and x P Od .
We can now state the main result of the section which is the full PDE characterisation
of vBM, the quantile hedging price of the Bermudan option with exercise price g.
Theorem 4.4.1. Fix 1 ¤ i ¤ n.
The function vBM is continuous on rti1, tiq  Od   r0, 1s and is the unique viscosity
solution, in the class of functions with polynomial growth, of
HvBMpt, x, pq  0 , for pt, x, pq P rti1, tiq Od   p0, 1q ,
with boundary conditions vBMp, 0q  0, vBMp, 1q  v¯BMpq and
lim
tÒti
vBMpt, q  conv pvBM _ gq pti, q .
Using Proposition 2.3.3 (a), we observe that the terminal condition at time ti, 1 ¤ i ¤ n,
can be easily computed. More precisely it is obtained by applying Lemma 2.3.1 (a),
the property vBMpti, , 0q  0 and the deﬁnition of pg. We recall the expression of
conv pvBM _ gq in the following remark.
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Remark 4.4.1.
(a) The boundary condition at time ti, 1 ¤ i ¤ n, and for px, pq P Od   r0, 1s, is given
by
conv pvBM _ gq pti, x, pq  vBMpti, x, pq _ g˜pti, x, pq , (4.4.1)
where for pt, x, pq P r0, T s Od   R, g˜ is the subsequent facelift of g,
g˜pt, x, pq  qgpt, xqp1t0¤p¤1u  81tp¡1u ,
with
qgpt, xq : gpt, xq
pgpt, xq1tpgpt,xq¡0u and pgpt, xq : sup tp P R | vBMpt, x, pq  gpt, xqu ^ 1 .
(b) In particular, at time T , the terminal condition is given by pt, x, pq ÞÑ pgpt, xq,
which has already been observed in [BET09, Proposition 3.2].
4.4.1 Proof of Theorem 4.4.1
We now turn to the proof of the main result of this section. As usual in the case
of Bermudan option, the proof is done by induction on the time interval rti, ti 1q,
0 ¤ i ¤ n1. The main diﬃculty here is the characterisation of vBM on the boundaries
of the domain, specially the time boundary for which a facelift phenomenon appears.
The results stated in this section are a direct consequence of the GDP principle (see
[ST02a, ST02b, BET09] and Chapter 1). In our framework, we obtain from [BV10,
Theorem 2.1], the following "GDP" principle,
(GDP1) Fix 1 ¤ i ¤ n and pt, x, pq P rti1, tiq Od   r0, 1s. If y ¡ vBMpt, x, pq, then
there exists a pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p such that for all stopping times θ ¤ ti,
Y t,x,y,νθ ¥ vBMpθ,Xt,xθ , P t,p,αθ q1tθ tiu   pvBM _ gqpti, Xt,xti , P
t,p,α
ti
q1tθtiu .
(GDP2) Fix 1 ¤ i ¤ n and pt, x, pq P rti1, tiqOd r0, 1s. For every y   vBMpt, x, pq,
pν, αq P Ut,x,y At,p and all stopping times θ ¤ ti,
P

Y t,x,y,νθ ¡ vBMpθ,Xt,xθ , P t,p,αθ q1tθ tiu   pvBM _ gqpti, Xt,xti , P
t,p,α
ti
q1tθtiu

  1 .
Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.4.1.
For i ¤ n  1, we now assume that vBMpti 1, q is continuous, vBMpti 1, , 1q 
v¯BMpti 1, q and vBMpti 1, , 0q  0. (Observe that this is the case by convention at
time T as vBMpT, q  0  v¯BMpT, q).
To clarify the arguments, we introduce the following function on rti, ti 1sOd r0, 1s,
vˆBMpt, x, pq :
$&%vBMpt, x, pq on rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1spvBM _ gqpti 1, x, pq onOd   r0, 1s .
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1 Characterisation on rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1s.
From pGDP1q  pGDP2q, combining the results of [BET09, Theorem 2.1] and Theo-
rem 4.3.1, we obtain that vˆBM is a viscosity solution of
HvˆBM  0 , on rti, ti 1q Od   p0, 1q .
Moreover applying [BET09, Theorem 3.1] we obtain that, on rti, ti 1q Od ,
vˆBMp, 1q  vˆBMp, 1q  v¯BMpq and vˆBMp, 0q  vˆBMp, 0q  0 . (4.4.2)
2 Characterisation on tti 1u Od   r0, 1s.
2.a We ﬁrst prove that
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¤ conv pvBM _ gq pti 1, x, pq .
Proceeding as in [BET09, Section 5.4] we ﬁrst obtain
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¤ ppvBM _ gqpti 1, x, pqq . (4.4.3)
Now, it follows from the sub-solution property that, for any test function ϕ such that
maxrti,ti 1qOd p0,1qpvˆ

BM
 ϕqpt, x, pq  0, we have Dppϕpt, x, pq ¥ 0 (recall Remark
4.3.2 (a)). Applying then the same argument as in Cvitani¢, Pham and Touzi [CPT99,
Proposition 5.2] we conclude that vˆ
BM
pt, x, q is convex inside the domain. From the
upper semi-continuity of vˆ
BM
, we obtain the convexity property in the p-variable on
r0, 1s.
Combining (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) and the induction hypotheses, we observe that
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¤ pvBM _ gqpti 1, x, pq . (4.4.4)
We now use (4.4.1) and (4.4.4). Indeed we observe that, for all p P r0, pgpti 1, xqs,
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¤ vBMpti 1, x, pq _ g˜pti 1, x, pq ,
since p ÞÑ vˆ
BM
p, pq is convex, vˆ
BM
pti 1, x, 0q  0 and
vˆBMpti 1, x, pgpti 1, xqq ¤ vBMpti 1, x, pgpti 1, xqq  gpti 1, xq .
For p P rpgpti 1, xq, 1s, we have that
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¤ vBMpti 1, x, pq _ gpti 1, xq  vBMpti 1, x, pq  vBMpti 1, x, pq _ g˜pti 1, x, pq ,
which concludes the proof for this step.
2.b We now prove
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¥ conv pvBM _ gq pti 1, x, pq .
To obtain the above result, we will use the subsequent Lemma whose proof is postponed
at the end of this section.
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Lemma 4.4.1. For all sequences ptk, xk, pk, yk, νk, αkqk¥1 P rti, ti 1q  Od   p0, 1q 
R   Utk,xk,yk Atk,pk , 0 ¤ i ¤ n 1 such that ptk, xk, pk, ykq Ñ pti 1, x, p, yq P Od  
r0, 1s  R , there exists a sequence of non-negative random variables pHkti 1qk¥1, such
that
lim sup
kÑ8
E

Hkti 1Y
tk,xk,yk,ν
k
ti 1

¤ y and lim inf
kÑ8
Hkti 1  1 . (4.4.5)
Fix px, pq P Od   r0, 1s. Let ptk, xk, pkqk¥1 P rti, ti 1q  Od   p0, 1q be a sequence
such that ptk, xk, pkq Ñ pti 1, x, pq and vˆBMptk, xk, pkq Ñ vˆBMpti 1, x, pq. Set for
every k ¥ 1, yk : vˆBMptk, xk, pkq   k1 so that by (GDP1) there exists pνk, αkq P
Utk,xk,yk Atk,pk such that
Y tk,xk,yk,ν
k
ti 1
¥ pvBM _ gqpti 1, Xtk,xkti 1 , P
tk,pk,α
k
ti 1
q .
Now ﬁrst multiply by Hkti 1 and then take the expectation and the limit to obtain with
Fatou's Lemma
lim inf
kÑ8
E

Hkti 1Y
tk,xk,yk,ν
k
ti 1

¥ E

lim inf
kÑ8
Hkti 1  pvBM _ gqpti 1, Xtk,xkti 1 , P
tk,pk,α
k
ti 1
q

.
We then use the Lipschitz continuity of g, the continuity of vBM, the lower semi-
continuity of r P r0, 1s ÞÑ 1tr¡0u, the L1 convergence of pXtk,xkti 1 , P
tk,pk,α
k
ti 1
q towards
px, pq and (4.4.5) to obtain
vˆBMpti 1, x, pq ¥ lim inf
kÑ8
E

Hkti 1Y
tk,xk,yk,ν
k
ti 1

¥ pvBM _ gqpti 1, x, pq
¥ conv pvBM _ gq pti 1, x, pq ,
by deﬁnition of the closed convex envelope.
3. To conclude, we observe that, by using the p-boundary condition on vˆ
BM
and
vˆBM in equation (4.4.2), the time-boundary condition of the previous step and the
comparison theorem proved in the last section, we obtain that vˆBM is continuous on
rti, ti 1q Od   r0, 1s. l
Proof of Lemma 4.4.1. We consider the sequences introduced in the lemma. For
ease of notations, we denote Y k : Y tk,xk,yk,νk , Xk : Xtk,xk . For later use, we also
observe that under the standing assumptions on the coeﬃcients of Xk, the following
holds true
E

|Xkt |q

¤ Cq , for all q ¥ 1 , (4.4.6)
where Cq ¡ 0 is a constant that does not depend on k. We now deﬁne Y˜ k :
eLpttkqHkt Y
k
t , t P rtk, ti 1s where Hk is the solution to
Hkt  1
» t
tk
LHks
!
σ1pXks qβks
)J
dWs , for t P rtk, ti 1s ,
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with βk  psignrpνkqisq1¤i¤d and L deﬁned in (4.2.1). As σ1 is bounded and |βk| ¤ d,
we have that
E

pHkt qq

¤ Cq , for all q ¥ 1 , (4.4.7)
where Cq ¡ 0 is a constant that does not depend on k. In particular, we observe that
lim infkÑ8H
k
ti 1  1.
Now, applying Ito's formula, we compute
Y˜ kt  y  
» t
tk

eLpstkqHks µY ps,Xks , Y ks , νks q  LY˜s  LeLpstkqHks pνks qJβks
	
ds
 Mkt Mktk ,
for some local martingale Mk. It is easily seen that this local martingale is actually
a super-martingale as it is bounded from below by an integrable term. Using (4.2.1),
observing that pνks qJβks  |νks | and recalling Y ¥ 0, we obtain
0 ¤ E

Y˜ kt

¤ y   C
» t
tk

1  Erp1  |νks |qHks |Xks |s
	
ds .
Using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, (4.4.6)-(4.4.7) and the square integrability of νks ,
we get, recalling the deﬁnition of Y˜ k,
E

Hkt Y
k
t

¤ eLpttkq py   Cpt tkqq , for all t P rtk, ti 1s ,
which concludes the proof of the lemma. l
Part II
Portfolio Optimisation under a
Quantile Hedging Constraint

Chapter 5
Portfolio Optimisation under a
Quantile Hedging Constraint blabla
Abstract
We suggest in this chapter to focus on the case of a European quantile hedging con-
straint and to work on the problem of portfolio optimisation under such a constraint.
We thus consider a class of Markovian optimal stochastic control problems in which
two controlled processes pXν , Y νq have to meet a probabilistic shortfall constraint
PrY νT ¥ gpT,XνT qs ¥ p at some terminal date T with g a given function. We denote
by V the corresponding value function. Following the arguments of Bouchard, Elie
and Imbert [BEI10] we convert this initial problem into a state constraint one where
the constraint is deﬁned via an auxiliary value function v characterising the reachable
set C : tpt,Xνt , Y νt q P r0, T s  Rd 1 : PrY νT ¥ gpT,XνT qs ¥ p for some νu. Therefore
the domain C is not given a priori but is naturally integrated in the auxiliary value
function v which solves, in a viscosity sense, a nonlinear parabolic PDE. Proceeding
as in [BEI10] we can derive, on the interior of the domain, a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
characterisation of V . However, in the spirit of the previous chapters, the auxiliary
value function v involves an additional controlled state variable coming from the
diﬀusion of the probability of reaching the target and belonging to the compact set
r0, 1s. This leads to non-trivial boundaries for V that need to be discussed. Our main
result is thus the characterisation of V at those boundaries. This answers a question
raised in [BEI10, Section 5.1].
Keywords. Viscosity Solutions, Optimal Control, Quantile Hedging Constraints,
State Constraint Problems, Stochastic Target Problems.
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5.1 Introduction
On a ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and for pt, zq P r0, T sOd R, z : px, yq, we
are given Zt,z,νs : pXt,x,νs , Y t,z,νs q, t ¤ s ¤ T , valued in Od   R with initial conditions
pt, zq. Both processes are controlled by some ν P U , with U the set of Rd-valued, square
integrable and progressively measurable processes, and are strong solutions to
Xt,x,νs  x 
» s
t
µXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dr  
» s
t
σXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dWr on Od  ,
Y t,z,νs  y  
» s
t
µY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrqdr  
» s
t
σJY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrqdWr on R .
As usual Xt,x,ν stands for the price of some risky assets while Y t,z,ν is the portfolio
process. In this chapter, we allow the hedging strategy ν to impact the price process
Xt,x,ν as it may arise in a context of large trading movements.
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We then consider a stochastic control problem under some stochastic target constraints
of the form
V pt, z, pq : sup
νPUt,z,p
ErfpZt,z,νT qs , (5.1.1)
with p P r0, 1s and where
Ut,z,p :
!
ν P U : Y t,z,νs ¥ 0P a.s.@ s P rt, T s and PrY t,z,νT ¥ gpT,Xt,x,νT qs ¥ p
)
,
with pf, gq two Borel-measurable functions and with f being, more precisely, concave
or bounded.
The question of optimisation under state constraints frequently arises in insurance when
a manager wants to maximise the expected value of the utility of the terminal wealth
under some solvency conditions (see e.g. El Karoui, Jeanblanc and Lacoste [EKJL05]
and the references therein). We suggest to study here the case where a European
quantile hedging constraint holds. The level given by gpq can be viewed as a solvency
constraint coming from an outside party, a minimal requirement for a fund manager,
or the willingness to avoid a huge dis-utility. It will be designated as a stochastic
target/benchmark.
The latter problem is non-standard from a mathematical point of view as the constraint
does not hold almost surely over time (see e.g. [LL89, CDL90, Kat94, IK96, IL02]
hereinafter). To solve this non-standard problem we ﬁrst try to convert it into a more
classical one. We thus build on the original idea of Bouchard, Elie and Imbert [BEI10]
and introduce an auxiliary value function v deﬁned by
vpt, x, pq : inf
!
y ¥ 0 : Ut,z,p  H
)
. (5.1.2)
More precisely v characterises (the closure) of the viability domain C (with the termi-
nology of Aubin and Cellina [AC84]) deﬁned as
C :
!
pt, z, pq P r0, T s Od   R   r0, 1s s.t.Ut,z,p  H
)
.
Then, similarly to what we did in Chapter 2, we introduce an additional controlled state
variable P t,p,α, for some admissible α, coming from the diﬀusion of the probability of
reaching the target. More precisely α is an Rd-valued square integrable process being
such that P t,p,α P r0, 1sPa.s. We thus prove, assuming that the inﬁmum in (5.1.2) is
reached, that the initial problem in (5.1.1) is equivalent to
V pt, z, pq : sup
νPD
E

fpY t,z,νT q

, (5.1.3)
where
D : tν P U : Y t,z,νs ¥ vps,Xt,x,νs , P t,p,αs q P-a.s.@ s P rt, T s, for some admissibleαu .
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This is actually an immediate consequence of the so-called Geometric Dynamic Pro-
gramming principle (hereinafter "GDP") introduced by Soner and Touzi [ST02a,
ST02b] (see also Chapter 1) in the context of stochastic target problems. We ob-
serve that we previously focused on the study of the auxiliary value function v in the
case of diﬀerent controlled loss constraints while, in this chapter, we aim at studying
the portfolio optimisation problem under a given approximate hedging constraint.
There exists a literature on classical state constraints that relies on the stochastic con-
trol theory. For deterministic control problems Soner [Son86] characterised the value
function as a unique viscosity solution of a Bellman equation being, in particular, a vis-
cosity sub-solution up to the boundary. Later Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Lions [CDL90] and
Ishii and Koike [IK96] extended the previous results. In particular Capuzzo-Dolcetta
and Lions proved, assuming that the Hamiltonian was non-decreasing in the gradi-
ent variable, the equivalence between being a viscosity super-solution of a Neumann
problem and being a viscosity super-solution of a Hamiltonian. They also gave some
uniqueness results. For stochastic control problems, the study of viscosity solutions
with such boundary conditions was initiated by Lasry and Lions [LL89] under an inﬁ-
nite time-horizon framework. They worked with a volatility matrix equal to the identity
one. The latter results have then been extended by Katsoulakis [Kat94], Barles and
Burdeau [BB95] and Ishii and Loreti [IL02]. Furthermore Federico [Fed08] worked
on related problems under a ﬁnite time-horizon framework. More precisely he gave a
partial characterisation of the value function and proved its continuity. Moreover he
proved the uniqueness of the viscosity solution in the interior of the domain when the
function satisﬁed a Dirichlet condition at the absorbing boundary.
The main diﬀerence in our case with standard state-space constraints relies on the fact
that the viability domain is not given a priori but implicitly determined by v deﬁning
a stochastic target problem. The present work is thus an extension of [BEI10] to the
case where there is both an obstacle constraint holding almost surely (i.e. Y t,z,ν ¥ 0
on rt, T s) and a European constraint in probability.
First of all we observe that for p  1 the constraint at the terminal date holds almost
surely while for p ¤ pminpq with pminpq : suptp P r0, 1s s.t. vp, pq  0u, the initial
problem reduces to a problem of maximisation under the constraint that Y t,z,ν ¥ 0, P-
a.s. for all s P rt, T s.
Now in order to avoid degenerate cases we assume that pminpt, q   1, t   T . Moreover
we observe that pminpT, q  t0, 1u. We then observe that if pt, z, pq P tpt, z, pq P
r0, T q  Od   R   r0, 1s : pminpt, xq   p   1, y ¡ vpt, x, pqu, the constraint is not
binding. Hence, on that domain, V should be a (discontinuous) viscosity solution of
BtV   inf
pν,αqPR2d
Lpν,αqpZ,P qV  0 and V pT, q  f if pminpT, q   1 , (5.1.4)
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where Lpν,αqpZ,P qV denotes the Dynkin operator of V in pZ,P q for the control pν, αq.
On the other hand assuming that v is smooth on its domain and that pt, z, pq P
tpt, z, pq P r0, T q Od  R   r0, 1s : pminpt, xq   p   1, y  vpt, x, pqu, any admissible
control should be such that dY t,z,ν ¥ dvp, Xt,x,ν , P t,p,α q in order for the processes not
to exit the domain D. Therefore, using Itô's formula, the admissible control pν, αq
should satisfy
σY p, v, νq  σJXp, νqDxv  αDpv  0 and µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv ¥ 0 ,
where Lpν,αqpX,P qv denotes the Dynkin operator of v in pX,P q for the control pν, αq. This
formally shows that V solves the constrained Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
BtV   inf
pν,αqPU
Lpν,αqpZ,P qV  0 ,
with
Upq :
#
pν, αq P R2d : σY p, v, νq  σ
J
Xp, νqDxv  αDpv  0
and µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv ¥ 0
+
,
where by [ST02b] and Bouchard, Elie and Touzi [BET09], v is a viscosity solution of
sup
pν,αqPR2d s.t.
σY p,v,νqσ
J
Xp,νqDxv αDpv
!
µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv
)
 0 and vpT, q  gpq1tp¡0u .
(5.1.5)
Therefore no strong assumptions have to be imposed on the coeﬃcients at the boundary
to ensure that the process pZ,P q does not exit the domain D. It is already incorporated
in the auxiliary value function v via its characterisation in (5.1.5). In particular if v
is a regular function then (5.1.5) implies that pZ,P q actually stays at the boundary.
This is the main diﬀerence with the papers quoted previously. Moreover, as in [BEI10],
the sub-solution property is fully speciﬁed and not only up to the boundary, on the
contrary to the quoted papers. The aim of the present work is to characterise V .
At this stage we can underline the technical diﬃculties we are facing.
(1) We are dealing with a pair of controls that do not belong to a compact set. Therefore
the operators involved in (5.1.4) and (5.1.5) are discontinuous. As usual we will consider
the lower and upper semi-continuous envelopes of the corresponding operator in (5.1.4)
(see Crandall, Ishii and Lions [CIL92]). Regarding (5.1.5) we will have to impose some
regularity conditions on v and some additional assumptions on the coeﬃcients of the
diﬀusions for technical reasons related to the proof.
(2) The introduction of the variable P t,p,α leads to boundary conditions at p  1 and
p ¤ pminpq. However there may have discontinuities at those points and we shall derive
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those conditions in a viscosity sense which is not trivial (see the Discussion in Section
5.3).
The characterisation of V for pminpq   p   1 will follow from the arguments of [BEI10].
However, as mentioned above, the characterisation of V for p ¤ pminpq and p  1 is
not trivial and is therefore our main result. This answers, in particular, a question
raised in [BEI10, Section 5.1]. As a consequence this chapter provides new conceptual
insights for the characterisation of stochastic control problems under weak stochastic
target constraints. Nevertheless the construction of a numerical scheme requires at
least some comparison results that are not trivial here as the operators involved in the
PDE characterisation are nonlinear and not continuous (see (1) above). This point is
left for further research.
We would like to add that a few authors worked in a non-Markovian setting on utility
maximisation problems under a risk constraint. For instance, Boyle and Tian [BT07]
considered a complete ﬁnancial market and derived the optimal solution for an investor
who wanted to maximise his expected utility under a probabilistic constraint. Then
Gundel and Weber [GW07] considered, in an incomplete market framework, a similar
problem under an expected shortfall constraint. The latter involved a convex loss
function satisfying some regularity assumptions which obviously do not hold in our
case. Moreover De Franco and Tankov [DFT11] extended the previous result to the case
where the utility function is applied to positive gains only while the convex risk measure
is applied to negative shortfall. They provided a full solution under a complete market
setting. This chapter actually extends the previous results to the Markovian case and
is independent of the market completeness. Moreover we would like to emphasise that
the PDE approach oﬀers the opportunity to work with more sophisticated dynamics
for the processes involved. For example we allow for large trade price impacts and for a
nonlinear diﬀusion of the portfolio process. Finally, as in [BT07], we are working with
a risk measure involving a non-convex loss function. However our approach opens the
way to the study of diﬀerent types of expected shortfall constraints as stated below.
Many extensions can be considered. Indeed (5.1.2)-(5.1.3) open the door to the study
of any type of constraints as long as they can be incorporated in an auxiliary value
function satisfying some regularity assumptions, as it will be made clear in this chapter.
For instance, our results can be extended to the case of a moment constraint prevailing
on a set of discrete times (recall the previous chapters), by applying the American
version of the dynamic programming principle (see Bouchard and Vu [BV10]). Finally
one can consider extending the results to the case where the controls belong to a
compact subset U of Rd. In the latter case the diﬃculty will arise from the possible
emptiness of the admissible set of controls allowing the processes to revert inside the
continuation region once they reach the boundary. On the other hand under speciﬁc
space- and time-boundary conditions and in the setting of Chapter 4, one should be
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able to prove a comparison result for V inside the continuation region, appealing in
particular to the techniques developed in the latter chapter.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows: in Section 5.2 we state the problem
formally and prove (5.1.3) rigourously, while in Section 5.3 we derive the PDE charac-
terisation of V on its domain.
Preliminary notations. In what follows we will denote C : r0, T qOd R r0, 1s
and we deﬁne clpC q : r0, T sOd R r0, 1s and BT pclpC qq : tT uOd R r0, 1s.
Moreover we will also write D : r0, T q  Od   r0, 1s and similarly clpDq : r0, T s 
Od   r0, 1s and BT pclpDqq : tT u Od   r0, 1s.
5.2 Problem statement and problem reduction
5.2.1 Problem statement
As in Chapter 4, we consider the ﬁltered probability space pΩ,F ,F,Pq and we let U
be the collection of square integrable and progressively measurable processes valued
in Rd. For t P r0, T s, z : px, yq P Od   R and ν P U the controlled process Zt,z,ν :
pXt,x,ν , Y t,z,νq is deﬁned as the solution to the following stochastic diﬀerential equations
(SDE)
Xt,x,νs  x 
» s
t
µXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dr  
» s
t
σXpr,Xt,x,νr , νrq dWr on Od  , (5.2.1)
Y t,z,νs  y  
» s
t
µY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dr  
» s
t
σJY pr, Zt,z,νr , νrq dWr on R , (5.2.2)
where pµX , σXq : pt, x, νq P r0, T s Od   Rd Ñ Rd Md, pµY , σY q : pt, z, νq P r0, T s 
Od   R  Rd Ñ R  Rd are Lipschitz continuous functions. The coeﬃcients µX and
σX are supposed to be such that X
t,x,ν
s P Od , s P rt, T s whenever the original data
lies in Od . In what follows we will consider µZ : r0, T s  Od   R  Rd ÞÑ Rd 1 and
σZ : r0, T s  Od   R  Rd ÞÑ Md 1,d, where Md 1,d is the matrix of size pd   1q  d,
deﬁned as
µZpt, z, νq :

µXpt, x, νq
µY pt, z, νq

, σZpt, z, νq :

σXpt, x, νq
σJY pt, z, νq

.
We will appeal here to both the set Ut,z deﬁned in (4.2.2) (and with Y t,z,ν satisfying
now (5.2.2)) and the set At,p, pt, pq P r0, T s  r0, 1s deﬁned in (4.2.6).
We now introduce two locally bounded Borel-measurable maps f : Od   R ÞÑ R and
g : r0, T sOd  ÞÑ R . More precisely we assume that f satisﬁes a polynomial growth of
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order k ¡ 0, is concave or bounded and that the function y ÞÑ fpx, yq is non-decreasing.
The objective of the fund manager on clpC q is to solve
V pt, z, pq : sup
νPUt,z,p
ErfpZt,z,νT qs , (5.2.3)
where
Ut,z,p :
!
ν P Ut,z : PrY t,z,νT ¥ gpT,Xt,x,νT qs ¥ p
)
. (5.2.4)
Remark 5.2.1. It follows from (5.2.4) that for y ¥ y1, Ut,x,y,p  Ut,x,y1,p.
5.2.2 Problem reduction
We will prove here that (5.2.3) can be formulated with a constraint holding almost
surely over time.
Arguing as in Chapter 2 one can prove that for all pt, z, pq P clpC q, Ut,z,p  sUt,z,p with
sUt,z,p : !pν, αq P Ut,z At,p s.t. Y t,z,νT ¥ gpT,Xt,x,νT q1tP t,p,αT ¡0u) , (5.2.5)
with At,p and P t,p,α deﬁned in (4.2.6). Note that in particular for pt, z, pq P BT pclpC qq,
V pT, z, pq  fpzq1ty¥gpT,xq1tp¡0uu 81ty gpT,xq1tp¡0uu.
Let us introduce the set
C : tpt, z, pq P clpC q s.t. Ut,z,p  Hu .
We also deﬁne for all pt, x, pq P clpDq the auxiliary value function
vpt, x, pq : inf ty ¥ 0 s.t. pt, z, pq P Cu ,
which characterises the closure of C by Remark 5.2.1. The following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.2.1. For any pt, z, pq P C , pν, αq P U At,p, θ P Trt,T s, we have:
(a) if Y t,z,νθ ¡ vpθ,Xt,x,νθ , P t,p,αθ qPa.s. then there exists a control pν˜, α˜q P sUt,z,p such
that ν  ν˜ and α  α˜ on rt, θq;
(b) if there exists a control ν˜ P sUt,z,p such that ν  ν˜ and α  α˜ on rt, θq, then
Y t,z,νθ ¥ vpθ,Xt,x,νθ , P t,p,αθ qPa.s.
Proof. Proceeding as in [ST02a] (see also Chapter 1) one can prove that for any
pt, z, pq P C , pν, αq P U  At,p and θ P Trt,T s, and after modifying α˜ appropriately to
have P t,p,α˜ P r0, 1s on rt, T s, we have the subsequent equivalence
D pν˜, α˜q P sUt,z,p s.t. ν  ν˜ andα  α˜ on rt, θq ô pXt,x,νθ , Y t,z,νθ , P t,p,αθ q P C P a.s.
Theorem 5.2.1 is thus a direct consequence of what precedes. l
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Remark 5.2.2. In the condition (a) of the above theorem a strict inequality appears as
we cannot ensure that the inﬁmum is always achieved. However under the framework
of Chapter 2 one can prove that v  8 on clpDq (see [BET09]).
We deﬁne on r0, T s Od ,
pminpt, xq : sup tp P r0, 1s : vpt, x, pq  0u . (5.2.6)
Remark 5.2.3. As already noticed in Chapter 2 we have on r0, T s  Od   R  and for
p ¤ pminpq, V p, pq  V p, pminpqq. The latter equality also holds true for the upper
and lower semi-continuous envelopes of V .
Standing Assumption 1 On pt, xq P r0, T q Od , we assume that pmin is continuous
and that pminpq   1.
Remark 5.2.4. The previous assumption is satisﬁed, for example, when we consider
that the process X is independent of the control ν and when g is the payoﬀ function
of a straddle option (in this case pmin  0 on r0, T q Od ).
Remark 5.2.5. Note that here pminpT, q equals 0 or 1 by deﬁnition. Therefore the
function t ÞÑ pminpt, q may not be continuous at T .
From the epigraph of pmin, Eppminq : tpt, x, pq P D s.t. pminpt, xq ¤ pu we derive diﬀer-
ent sets$''&''%
E intppminq : tpt, x, pq P D s.t. pminpt, xq   p   1u  intpEppminqq
E intT ppminq : tpt, x, pq P BT pclpDqq s.t. pminpt, xq   p   1u
Ecppminq : tpt, x, pq P clpDq s.t. p ¤ pminpt, xq, p   1u
. (5.2.7)
Observe that E intT ppminq  H when pminpT, q  1. We shall also work under the
following standing assumption.
Standing Assumption 2 The auxiliary value function v is strictly convex in its
p-variable on E intppminq, ﬁnite and continuous on clpDq. We also assume that v is
C1,2,2pE intppminqq.
Remark 5.2.6.
(a) The previous assumption is key to characterise V on the space boundary of the
domain (see Remark 5.3.6).
(b) Note that Standing Assumption 2 holds in the Black-Scholes setting when g is, for
example, the payoﬀ function of a call option. Indeed Föllmer and Leukert [FL99] proved
that the value function is, in this case, equal to the price of duplicating a knockout
option which can be written as a combination of two call options and a binary option.
They thus obtained a closed-form solution for v.
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A direct consequence of Theorem 5.2.1, the ﬁniteness of v and of its continuity is the
following corollary.
Corollary 5.2.1. For any pt, z, pq P clpC q,
V pt, z, pq : sup
νP rUt,z,p
ErfpZt,z,νT qs , (5.2.8)
with
rUt,z,p :  pν, αq P U At,p s.t. Y t,z,νs ¥ vps,Xt,x,νs , P t,p,αs qP a.s.@ s P rt, T s( .
As already explained in the introduction the main diﬀerence with standard state-space
constraint problems comes from the set C which is not provided a priori but deﬁned
implicitly via an auxiliary value function deﬁning a stochastic target problem.
It follows from the continuity of v on its domain and the continuity of pminpq on
r0, T q Od , that the closure of C, denoted clpCq, reads
clpCq : D1 YD2 YD3 ,
where
D1 : intpD1q Y BZD1 Y BTD1 ,
and $'''''''&'''''''%
intpD1q :
 pt, z, pq s.t. pt, x, pq P E intppminq : y ¡ vpt, x, pq(
BZD1 :
 pt, z, pq s.t. pt, x, pq P E intppminq : y  vpt, x, pq(
BTD1 :
 pt, z, pq s.t. pt, x, pq P E intT ppminq : y ¥ vpt, x, pq(
D2 : tpt, z, pq s.t. pt, x, pq P Ecppminq : y ¥ vpt, x, pqu
D3 : tpt, z, pq P r0, T s Od   R   t1u : y ¥ vpt, x, pqu
, (5.2.9)
with the deﬁnitions (5.2.7). Observe that, as y ¥ v in the above sets, we obviously
have y P R . Moreover we have BTD1  H if pminpT, q  1.
The aim of the subsequent subsections is to characterise V . The construction of a nu-
merical scheme requires at least some comparison results which are not trivial here as
the operators involved in the PDE characterisation are nonlinear and not continuous.
As mentioned earlier this interesting point is left for further research. However assum-
ing that some comparison results hold for the corresponding PDEs (see in particular
Assumption 5.3.3), we will see that we can ﬁrst solve (5.3.12) to compute v and thus
C, before solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations (5.3.13)-(5.3.16) on D1 with
the boundary conditions V pt, z, pq  V2pt, zq on D2 and V pt, z, 1q  V1pt, zq on D3 (see
Section 5.3.2.1 and Section 5.3.2.2 and the deﬁnitions in (5.3.4), (5.3.6)). Note that
Vipq, i  t1, 2u has already been characterised in [BEI10].
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5.3 Viscosity characterisation of the value function
We start this section with a notation that will be used throughout the chapter.
We denote for a smooth function ϕpt, z, pq deﬁned on r0, T sOd Rr0, 1s, the Dynkin
operator in pZ,P q for the control pν, αq P R2d as,
Lpν,αqpZ,P q
 , Btϕp, pq,Dϕp, pq,D2ϕp, pq pt, zq
: Btϕpt, z, pq   µJZpt, z, νqDzϕpt, z, pq  
1
2
TrrσZσJZ pt, z, νqDzzϕpt, z, pqs
  1
2
}α}2Dppϕpt, z, pq   αJσJZ pt, z, νqDzpϕpt, z, pq .
We will write Lpν,αqpZ,P qϕpt, z, pq for L
pν,αq
pZ,P q
 , Btϕp, pq,Dϕp, pq,D2ϕp, pq pt, z, pq. We de-
ﬁne accordingly LνZϕpt, z, pq. Moreover, for a smooth function ψpt, x, pq, ϕpt, xq, or
φpt, zq, respectively deﬁned on r0, T sOd r0, 1s, r0, T sOd  and r0, T sOd R, the
Dynkin operators Lpν,αqpX,P qψpt, x, pq, LνXϕpt, xq and LνZφpt, zq are deﬁned similarly.
Then we note that as the value function V may not be smooth we will provide a PDE
characterisation in a viscosity sense and use the following relaxation
Vpt, z, pq : lim inf
pt1,z1,p1qPintpD1qÑpt,z,pq
V pt1, z1, p1q ,
and V pt, z, pq : lim sup
pt1,z1,p1qPintpD1qÑpt,z,pq
V pt1, z1, p1q .
We deﬁne similarly the upper/lower semi-continuous envelopes of f and Vi, i P t1, 2u,
deﬁned in (5.3.4) and (5.3.6) below.
In the same spirit as the discussion we had in the introduction we start a formal
description on what happens on each part of the domain.
Discussion
On intpD1q.
Theorem 5.2.1 implies that the constraint is not binding in the interior of the do-
main. The function V is expected to solve in a viscosity sense the usual Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation
Btϕpt, z, pq  H
 
t, z,Dϕpt, z, pq,D2ϕpt, z, pq  0 ,
where, for pt, z, q, Aq P r0, T sOd RRd 2Sd 2, with q : pqz, qpq P Rd 1R
and A : pAzz, App, Azpq P Sd 1  R Rd 1, we have
Hpt, z, q, Aq : inf
pν,αqPR2d
Hpν,αqpt, z, q, Aq ,
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with
Hpν,αqpt, z, q, Aq : µJZpt, z, νqqz 
1
2
TrrσZσJZ pt, z, νqAzzs
 1
2
}α}2App  αJσJZ pt, z, νqAzp .
However as pν, αq P R2d the operator H may not be continuous and we may have
to use the upper/lower semi-continuous version of the above operator deﬁned as
Hpt, z, q, Aq  lim sup
pt1,z1,q1,A1qÑpt,z,q,Aq
inf
pν,αqPR2d
Hpν,αqpt1, z1, q1, A1q ,
for the upper semi-continuous envelope, the lower semi-continuous one being de-
ﬁned similarly.
On BTD1 if BTD1  H.
One could naturally expect, from Theorem 5.4.1, in the appendix, that
VpT, z, pq ¥ fpzq and V pT, z, pq ¤ fpzq. We will however have to deal with
the possibly unbounded set of controls.
On BZD1.
From Theorem 5.2.1 we know that the process Zt,z,ν should never cross BZD1
whenever ν P Ut,z,p. Therefore, in view of (5.2.9), when y Ñ vpt, x, pq any
admissible controls should be such that dY t,z,ν ¥ dvp, Xt,x,ν , P t,p,α q. Thus using
Itô's formula and a standard comparison result we deduce that the admissible
controls pν, αq should satisfy
Npν,αq pt, z,Dvpt, x, pqq  0 and µY pt, z, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qvpt, x, pq ¥ 0 , (5.3.1)
where for pt, z, qq P r0, T s Od   R   Rd 1, q : pqx, qpq,
Npν,αq pt, z, qq : σY pt, z, νq  σJXpt, x, νqqx  αqp . (5.3.2)
Let us denote by pUintpt, z, pq such an admissible set of controls. Hence V should
satisfy
Btϕpt, z, pq  Hint
 
t, z, p,Dϕpt, z, pq,D2ϕpt, z, pq  0 ,
where for pt, z, p, q, Aq P r0, T s Od   R r0, 1s  Rd 2  Sd 2
Hintpt, z, p, q, Aq : inf
pν,αqPpUintpt,z,pqH
pν,αqpt, z, q, Aq . (5.3.3)
The set pUint corresponds to controls preventing the process from exiting the do-
main.
Remark 5.3.1.
(a) Obviously Hint ¥ H since pUint  R2d.
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(b) Condition (5.3.1) can be explained as follows. Let us deﬁne the process
∆s : Y t,z,νs  vps,Xt,x,νs , P t,p,αs q on r0, T s for some pt, z, p, ν, αq P r0, T q Od  
R   p0, 1q  U At,p. Using Itô's Lemma we obtain
∆s  ∆t  
» s
t
!
µY pr, Zt,z,νr , νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qvpr,Xt,x,νr , P t,p,αr q
)
dr
 
» s
t
Npν,αq
 
r, Zt,z,νr ,Dvpr,Xt,x,νr , P t,p,αr q

dWr .
Now we deﬁne a stopping time τ : infts ¥ t : ∆s  0u together with τε :
infts ¥ t : ∆s  εu for a ﬁxed ε ¡ 0. We have τ   τε. The condition ∆τ  0
together with (5.3.1) imply that ∆τε ¥ 0. As a consequence τε  8. The latter
combined with the arbitrariness of ε leads to ∆t ¥ 0, @ t P r0, T q.
On D2 YD3.
We deﬁne on r0, T s Od   R 
V1pt, zq : sup
νPU1t,z
ErfpZt,z,νT qs , (5.3.4)
where
U1t,z :
!
ν P Ut,z, Y t,z,νT ¥ gpT,Xt,x,νT qP a.s.
)
, (5.3.5)
and
V2pt, zq  sup
νPUt,z
ErfpZt,z,νT qs . (5.3.6)
Following Remark 5.2.3 we have on r0, T s Od   R ,
V p, pq  V2pq, @ 0 ¤ p ¤ pminpq , (5.3.7)
and for all p P rpminpq, 1s we obtain using the non-increasing property of V in p,
V1pq  V p, 1q ¤ V p, pq ¤ V p, pminpqq  V2pq . (5.3.8)
Hence
V1pq ¤ Vp, 1q ¤ V p, pminpqq ¤ V 2 pq , (5.3.9)
and one can expect
Vp, 1q  V1pq and V p, pminpqq  V 2 pq . (5.3.10)
However the function V may have discontinuities at p  pminpq and p  1 and the
boundary has to be stated in a weak form (see Section 5.3.2). This corresponds
to classical state-space constraint problems (see e.g. Barles [Bar94] and Fleming
and Soner [FS06]). Note that (5.3.7) implies that we only have to characterise
V p, pminpqq as by deﬁnition V p, pq  V p, pminpqq for 0 ¤ p ¤ pminpq.
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It follows from the previous discussion that we only need to characterise V on D1
together with V p, pminpqq and Vp, 1q. While the characterisation of V on D1 will be a
consequence of [BEI10, Theorem 3.1, Remark 6.2], the characterisation of V p, pminpqq
and Vp, 1q will be more involved and will be our main result.
To alleviate the notations we will write on clpC q,
Hϕpt, z, pq for Hpt, x, ϕpt, z, pq,Dϕpt, z, pq,D2ϕpt, z, pqq ,
and similarly for Hϕpt, z, pq, Hintϕpt, x, pq, sHϕpt, xq, sHϕpt, xq, with sH{sH deﬁned
below in (5.3.19).
5.3.1 Viscosity characterisation of the value function on D1
We intend in this section to prove the characterisation of V on D1. As already men-
tioned before we will see that it is actually a consequence of [BEI10, Theorem 3.1,
Remark 6.2]. However we need the following standing assumption which is obviously
satisﬁed in the linear case of Chapter 2 for instance.
Standing Assumption 3 There exists a locally Lipschitz map νˇ : r0, T sOd R 
Rd 1  Rd Ñ Rd such that
N pt, x, y, qq : tpν, αq P R2d : Npν,αqpt, x, y, qq  0u  tpνˇpt, x, y, q, αq, αq, α P Rdu ,
(5.3.11)
(recall (5.3.2)).
We observe that a similar notation is involved in (4.3.1).
Now it is proved in both [ST02b] and [BET09] that v is a solution to (5.3.12) below,
as a consequence of the GDP principle in [ST02a, ST02b] (see also Chapter 1). More
precisely it is based on Theorem 5.2.1. Therefore pUintpt, z, pq  H and the conditions
in (5.3.1) are satisﬁed by v. The latter result is key to characterise V on BZD1 (recall
the discussion above) and is thus involved in the proof of Proposition 5.3.1 below. We
recall that, by assumption, v is smooth on E intppminq.
Theorem 5.3.1 (see [ST02b, BET09]). The function v satisﬁes on E intppminq,
sup
pν,αqPN p,v,Dvq
!
µY p, v, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qv
)
 µY p, v, νˆq  Lpνˆ,αˆqpX,P qv  0 , (5.3.12)
where αˆ : αˆpt, x, pq : αˇp, vp, pq,Dvp, pq,D2vp, pqqpt, xq and with νˆ : νˆpt, x, pq :
νˇp, vp, pq,Dvp, pq, αˆp, pqqpt, xq deﬁned in (5.3.11). In particular αˆ is unique thanks to
the strict convexity of v on the domain.
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Remark 5.3.2.
Observe that v ¡ 0 on E intppminq (see (5.2.6)). This condition is important to prove
that the sub-solution property holds in the above theorem (see [BET09]).
The subsequent assumption is employed in the proof of (5.3.13) on BZD1
Assumption 5.3.1. We assume that αˇpq deﬁned in Theorem 5.3.1 is locally Lipschitz
on its domain.
Remark 5.3.3. The previous assumption holds in the Black-Scholes setting of [FL99].
The next proposition states the PDE characterisation of V on D1. We will only state
the result as the proof follows the same arguments as the ones of [BEI10, Theorem 3.1,
Remark 6.2, Lemma 6.3].
Proposition 5.3.1. The following characterisation holds.
Consider pνˆ, αˆq deﬁned in Theorem 5.3.1 and let Assumption 5.3.1 holds. Then the
function V is a viscosity super-solution of$&%pBtϕ Hϕqpt, z, pq ¥ 0 if pt, z, pq P intpD1qpLpνˆ,αˆqpZ,P qϕqpt, z, pq ¥ 0 if pt, z, pq P BZD1 . (5.3.13)
Moreover for pt, z, pq P BTD1  H and y ¡ vpT, x, pq (resp. y  vpT, x, pq),
ϕpz, pq ¥ fpzq if Hϕpz, pq   8 , (5.3.14)
(resp.
ϕpz, pq ¥ fpzq if lim sup
pt1,x1,p1qÑpT,x,pq, t1 T
max
 |νˆpt1, x1, p1q|, |αˆpt1, x1, p1q|(   8 . (5.3.15)
)
The function V  is a viscosity sub-solution of$&%pBtϕ Hϕqpt, z, pq ¤ 0 if pt, z, pq P intpD1q Y BZD1ϕpz, pq ¤ fpzq if pt, z, pq P BTD1  H, Hϕpz, pq ¡ 8 . (5.3.16)
Remark 5.3.4.
(a) Observe that BTD1  H when pminpT, q  0.
(b) If ν is valued in a compact subset U P Rd then we can easily check that for all
sequences ptn, zn, pn, νnqn P intpD1q  Utn,zn,pn such that ptn, zn, pnqn Ñ pT, z, pq P
BTD1  H we have lim infnÑ8 V ptn, zn, pnq ¥ fpzq, using the polynomial growth of f
and the Lipschitz continuity of µZ and σZ .
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Remark 5.3.5. Note that in the above theorem the sub-solution property is expressed
with H on BZD1 while one would expect to have it stated with Hint as for the super-
solution. This is because as Hint ¥ H the operator
Hϕpt, z, pq :
$&%Hϕpt, z, pq if pt, z, pq P intpD1qHintϕpt, z, pq  pLpνˆ,αˆqpZ,P qϕqpt, z, pq if pt, z, pq P BZD1 ,
may not be lower semi-continuous. However according to [CIL92] the sub-solution
property has to be stated in terms of the lower semi-continuous envelope of H implying
that it cannot be a priori stated in terms of Hint.
Remark 5.3.6. If v were not smooth (but only continuous on clpDq) one would expect to
obtain a characterisation using a relaxed version of the operator Hint on BZD1 (recall the
deﬁnition of Hint in (5.3.3)). This would be indeed needed to ensure that the required
property on the admissible controls holds on a neighborhood of the optimum. For the
super-solution property the latter would be given, for pt, z, p, q, Aq P BZD1Rd 2Sd 2
and φ, a smooth function such that maxclpCqpv  φqpt, x, pq  pv  φqpt, x, pq  0, by
Fφ
pt, z, p, q, Aq : lim sup
pt1,z1,p1,q1,A1qÑpt,z,p,q,Aq
pδ1,γ1qÓ0
Fφδ1,γ1pt1, z1, p1, q1, A1q ,
with
Fφδ,γpt, z, p, q, Aq : inf
pν,αqPpUδ,γpt,z,pqH
pν,αqpt, z, q, Aq ,
where
pUδ,γpt, z, pq : !pν, αq P Nδp, y,Dφp, pqqpt, xq : µY pt, z, νq  Lpν,αqpX,P qφpt, x, pq ¥ γ) ,
(5.3.17)
with
Nδp, y,Dφp, pqqpt, xq :
!
pν, αq : }Npν,αqp, y,Dφp, pqqpt, xq} ¤ δ
)
,
and similarly for the sub-solution. However we cannot prove the existence of a test
function satisfying (5.3.17). Indeed, for instance, we observe with Theorem 5.3.1 that
the conditions in (5.3.17) do not hold in the smooth case.
5.3.2 Viscosity characterisation of the value function on D2 Y D3 -
Main Result
We recall V1 and V2 deﬁned in (5.3.4) and (5.3.6). The main results of this section and
of this chapter (see Theorem 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.3.5) show that the natural boundary
conditions in (5.3.10) indeed hold true whenever Assumption 5.3.3 and Assumption
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5.3.4 hold and under some additional assumptions. The proof of Theorem 5.3.4 will
appeal to the characterisation of V1 already derived in [BEI10]. We will also provide the
characterisation of V2, involved in Remark 5.3.11, as it appeals to the same arguments
as the ones used for V1. The ﬁrst part of this section is thus devoted to recall those
results.
We introduce, for i P t1, 2u, the set
Pi :
!
pt, zq P r0, T s Od   R  s.t. U it,z  H
)
,
with U1t,z deﬁned in (5.3.5) and U2t,z : Ut,z, and we deﬁne for all pt, xq P r0, T s  Od 
the auxiliary value function
vipt, xq : inf ty ¥ 0 s.t. pt, zq P Piu ,
which characterises the closure of Pi.
We state the following standing assumption which, in particular, holds in the Black-
Scholes setting of [FL99].
Standing Assumption 4 The auxiliary value function v1 is continuous on r0, T sOd 
and C1,2pr0, T q Od q.
Remark 5.3.7. Observe that v1 ¡ 0 on r0, T q  Od  as, by assumption, pminpq   1 on
r0, T q Od .
It is proved in both [ST02b, BET09] that v1 is a solution of (5.3.18), as a consequence
of the GDP principle in [ST02a, ST02b] (see also Chapter 1). This is an important
result that is involved in the proof of Theorem 5.3.4.
Theorem 5.3.2 (see [ST02b, BET09]). The function v1 satisﬁes on r0, T q Od ,
µY p, v1, νˆ1q  Lνˆ1X v1  0 , (5.3.18)
where νˆ1 : νˇp, v1,Dv1, 0qpt, xq (recall (5.3.11)).
On the other hand we make the additional assumption.
Assumption 5.3.2. We assume that for all pt, zq P r0, T sOd R  there exists a unique
ν¯ P Rd such that σY pt, x, 0, ν¯q  0. In particular µY pt, x, 0, ν¯q  0.
Remark 5.3.8.
(a) Assumption 5.3.2 is satisﬁed, for example, in the framework of Chapter 2 and in
the examples stated in Remark 4.2.3. In particular ν¯  0 in the latter cases. It reduces
the set Ut,x,0 to a singleton which is key to prove Proposition 5.3.2 below.
(b) Under the previous assumption v2  0.
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(c) Let ν P Ut,z,p. By deﬁnition of Ut,z,p the process Y t,z,ν can reach zero and stay
at this level if p ¤ pminpt, xq. Moreover we know from Assumption 5.3.2 that 0 is an
absorbing state for the latter process. Therefore the only admissible controls α such
that pν¯, αq P rUt,x,0,p, p ¤ pminpt, xq, are those such that P t,p,α ¤ pminp, Xt,x,ν¯ q as, in
that case, Y t,x,0,ν¯ ¥ vp, Xt,x,ν¯ , P t,p,α q  0.
In particular νˆ1 (deﬁned in Theorem 5.3.2 above) and νˆ2  ν¯ correspond to the controls
preventing the process from exiting the domain as they respectively cancel out the
stochastic term of Y t,z,ν  v1p, Xt,x,ν q and of Y t,z,ν  Y t,z,ν  v2p, Xt,x,ν q, pt, zq P
r0, T qOd R  while making the corresponding drift terms non-negative (see Theorem
5.3.2 and Assumption 5.3.2).
We then deﬁne the closure of Pi, i P t1, 2u, denoted clpPiq, as intpPiq Y BPi, with#
intpPiq : tpt, zq P r0, T q Od   R  : y ¡ vipt, xqu
BPi : BZPi Y BTPi
,
where #
BZPi : tpt, zq P r0, T q Od   R  : y  vipt, xqu
BTPi : tpt, zq P tT u Od   R  : y ¥ vipt, xqu
.
We now introduce, for pt, z, q, Aq P r0, T sOd RRd 1Sd 1, the following operatorssHpt, z, q, Aq : inf
νPRd
sHνpt, z, q, Aq ,
and sHνpt, z, q, Aq : µJZpt, z, νqq  12 TrrσZσJZ pt, z, νqAs ,
together with sHpt, z, q, Aq  lim sup
pt1,z1,q1,A1qÑpt,z,q,Aq
inf
νPRd
sHνpt1, z1, q1, A1q . (5.3.19)
The lower semi-continuous envelope is deﬁned similarly. For i P t1, 2u, Bouchard, Elie
and Imbert [BEI10] proved the PDE characterisation on clpPiq of Vi. We recall the
results in the next theorem.
Theorem 5.3.3. (see [BEI10, Theorem 3.1, Lemma 6.3]) Consider i P t1, 2u.
If i  2, let Assumption 5.3.2 holds. The function Vi is a viscosity super-solution on
clpPiq of$'''''&'''''%
pBtϕ  sHϕqpt, zq ¥ 0 if pt, zq P intpPiq
pLνˆiZϕqpt, zq ¥ 0 if pt, zq P BZPi
ϕpzq ¥ fpzq if pt, zq P BTPi, sHϕpzq   8,
and if lim suppt1,x1qÑpT,xq, t1 T |νˆ1pt1, x1q|   8, if i  1
,
(5.3.20)
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where νˆ1 is deﬁned in Theorem 5.3.2 and νˆ2  ν¯.
The function V i is a viscosity sub-solution on clpPiq of$&%pBtϕ  sHϕqpt, zq ¤ 0 if pt, zq P intpPiq Y BZPiϕpzq ¤ fpzq if pt, zq P BTPi, sHϕpzq ¡ 8 . (5.3.21)
We can now work towards the PDE characterisation of V p, 1q and V p, pminpqq.
5.3.2.1 Characterisation of V p, 1q
We now make the subsequent comparison assumption that will be used to link V p, 1q
to V1.
Assumption 5.3.3. There is a class of functions K1 containing all functions dominated
by V 1 pq such that for every
1. k1 P K1, lower semi-continuous viscosity super-solution of the system (5.3.20) on
clpP1q
2. k2 P K1, upper semi-continuous viscosity sub-solution of the system (5.3.21) on
clpP1q,
we have k1 ¥ k2 on clpP1q.
Remark 5.3.9. Assume that f is continuous. Then in the Black-Scholes setting of
[FL99] we can ﬁnd some cases under which Assumption 5.3.3 is satisﬁed. For example,
we can ﬁnd some m P p0, 1q such that if there exists some β ¡ 0 for which |V1pt, zq| ¤
βp1   |x|k   |y|mq , k ¡ 0, for all pt, zq P r0, T s  Od   R , then the latter result
holds. This is actually proved appealing to the techniques developed in Chapter 4. In
particular, we consider on r0, T sOd R  the function gpt, zq : φpt, yq hpt, xq, with
φpt, yq : eκpTtq |y|m¯m¯ , m   m¯   1, κ ¡ 0 and h deﬁned in Lemma 4.3.1, and prove
that there exists some m¯ such that V1   ξg is a strict viscosity super-solution of the
system (5.3.20) on intpP1q.
Theorem 5.3.4 (Characterisation of V p, 1q). Assume that V  has a polynomial
growth. Then the function V p, 1q is a viscosity sub-solution on clpP1q of (5.3.21).
If in addition Assumption 5.3.3 holds, then Vp, 1q  V p, 1q  V1pq  V 1 pq on
clpP1q .
Proof. In order to prove that V p, 1q is a viscosity sub-solution of (5.3.21) we prove
that V p, 1q is a viscosity sub-solution of
min
 
V p, 1q  V 1 pq,BtV p, 1q   sHV p, 1q( ¤ 0 on intpP1q Y BZP1 , (5.3.22)
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and that V pT, , 1q is a viscosity sub-solution of
min
!
V pT, , 1q  V 1 pT, q, pV pT, , 1q  fpqq1tsHV pT,,1q¡8u
)
¤ 0 on BTP1 .
Indeed, we can prove, for example, that (5.3.22) implies the ﬁrst inequality in (5.3.21).
Let pt0, z0q be a local maximiser of V p, 1q  ϕ, with ϕ a smooth function. Then:
(i) either V p, 1q ¡ V 1 pq and the ﬁrst inequality in (5.3.21) holds for ϕ at pt0, z0q,
(ii) or V p, 1q  V 1 pq so that pt0, z0q is a local maximiser of V 1 pq  ϕ and the ﬁrst
inequality in (5.3.21) holds for ϕ at pt0, z0q by Theorem 5.3.3.
1. We ﬁrst prove that for any smooth function ϕ and pt0, z0, 1q P D3, t0   T such that
pstrictqmax
clpCq
pV   ϕq  pV   ϕqpt0, z0, 1q  0 , (5.3.23)
we have
min tV pt0, z0, 1q  V 1 pt0, z0q, pBtϕ Hϕqpt0, z0, 1qu ¤ 0 .
To this aim we argue as in [BEI10, Section 6.2.2] except that we have to handle the
state constraint for p  1. We report the entire argument. Indeed we assume on the
contrary that
min tV pt0, z0, 1q  V 1 pt0, z0q, pBtϕ Hϕqpt0, z0, 1qu ¡ 0 .
Since the coeﬃcients µZ and σZ are continuous we can ﬁnd ε ¡ 0 such that for all
pν, αq P R2d,
min
!
ϕpt, z, pq  V1pt, zq,Lpν,αqpZ,P qϕpt, z, pq
)
¥ 0 onO , (5.3.24)
where
O :
!
pt, z, pq P r0, T q Od   R p0, 1s s.t. pt, z, pq P Bεpt0, z0q  r1 ε, 1s
)
.
Let ptn, zn, pnqn be a sequence in O X intpD1q such that V ptn, zn, pnq Ñ V pt0, z0, 1q
and ptn, zn, pnq Ñ pt0, z0, 1q. For each n, since ptn, zn, pnq P intpD1q  C there exists a
control pνn, αnq P sUtn,zn,pn . We set pZn , Pn q : pZtn,zn,νn , P tn,pn,αn q and we deﬁne
θn : inf ts ¥ tn : ps, Zns , Pns q R O X pintpD1q Y BZD1qu .
Thanks to the deﬁnition of sUtn,zn,pn and Theorem 5.2.1 we have ps, Zns , Pns q P pintpD1qY
BZD1q on rtn, T q and thus pθn, Znθn , Pnθnq P BpO, where
BpO : pBpBεpt0, z0q  r1 ε, 1sq Y pBεpt0, z0q  t1 ε, 1uq ,
with BpBεpt0, z0q : ptt0   εu  clpBεpz0qqq Y prt0, t0   εq  BBεpz0qq, the parabolic
boundary of Bεpt0, z0q. Applying Itô's Lemma and using (5.3.24) we therefore obtain
that for n large enough
ϕptn, zn, pnq ¥ Erϕpθn, Znθn , Pnθnqs ¥ ErV pθn, Znθn , Pnθnqs   ξ ,
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where, from (5.3.23) and (5.3.24), ξ is such that
ξ : sup
BpO
pV   ϕq   0 .
Finally since pV  ϕqptn, zn, pnq Ñ pV   ϕqpt0, z0, 1q  0 as n Ñ 8 we obtain a
contradiction to Theorem 5.4.1 for n large enough.
2. We now prove that that for any smooth function ϕ and pt0, z0q P intpP1q Y BZP1
such that
pstrictq max
clpP1q
pV p, 1q  ϕq  pV p, 1q  ϕqpt0, z0q  0 ,
we have
mintV pt0, z0, 1q  V 1 pt0, z0q, pBtϕ  sHϕqpt0, z0qu ¤ 0 .
To this aim we introduce on clpC q, for every k ¡ 0, a new test function
ϕkpt, z, pq : ϕpt, zq   }x x0}2m   |y  y0|2m   pt t0q2   khppq ,
for some m ¡ 0 to be chosen later and where
hppq : ρ
» 1
p
1
e2  er dr, ρ ¡ 0 . (5.3.25)
Since V  has a polynomial growth, for m ¥ 2 large enough, V   ϕk admits a local
maximiser ptk, zk, pkq on clpCq. Observe that by deﬁnition of ptk, zk, pkq and pt0, z0q we
have
0  pV p, 1q  ϕqpt0, z0q
 pV   ϕkqpt0, z0, 1q
¤ pV   ϕkqptk, zk, pkq
 pV p, pkq  ϕqptk, zkq  }xk  x0}2m  |yk  y0|2m  ptk  t0q2  khppkq
¤ pV p, pkq  ϕqptk, zkq  }xk  x0}2m  |yk  y0|2m  ptk  t0q2  kh¯pkq ,
where the last inequality follows from
hppkq  
» 1
pk
Dphprq 
» 1
pk
ρ
e2  epdr ¥
» 1
pk
ρ
e2  1dr 
ρp1 pkq
e2  1 : h¯pkq .
Since V  has a polynomial growth this implies that the sequence ptk, zk, pkq is bounded
and thus converges to some pt, z, pq up to a subsequence. Obviously p  1 or else
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kp1 pkq Ñ 8. We thus have by deﬁnition of pt0, z0q,
0  pV p, 1q  ϕqpt0, z0q
¤ lim sup
kÑ8
pV   ϕkqptk, zk, pkq
 pV p, 1q  ϕqpt, zq  }x  x0}2m  |y  y0|2m  pt  t0q2   lim sup
kÑ8
pkh¯pkqq
¤ pV p, 1q  ϕqpt0, z0q  }x  x0}2m  |y  y0|2m  pt  t0q2   lim sup
kÑ8
pkh¯pkqq
¤ pV p, 1q  ϕqpt0, z0q .
After possibly passing to a subsequence we thus obtain
ptk, zk, pkq Ñ pt0, z0, 1q, kp1 pkq Ñ 0, V ptk, zk, pkq Ñ V pt0, z0, 1q , (5.3.26)
and tk   T , pk ¡ pminptk, xkq. We assume
V pt0, z0, 1q  V 1 pt0, z0q ¡ 0 , (5.3.27)
and we intend to prove that
pBtϕ  sHϕqpt0, z0q ¤ 0 .
We deduce from (5.3.26)-(5.3.27) that the sequence ptk, zk, pkqk of maximiser of V ϕk
is such that V ptk, zk, pkq  V 1 ptk, zkq ¡ 0, after possibly passing to a subsequence.
Thanks to the step 1. and (5.3.16) we conclude that
pBtϕk  Hϕkqptk, zk, pkq ¤ 0 .
Moreover it follows from (5.3.26) that
pBtϕk,Dzϕk,Dzzϕkq ptk, zk, pkq Ñ pBtϕ,Dϕ,D2ϕqpt0, z0q as k Ñ8 , (5.3.28)
pDpϕk,Dzpϕk,Dppϕkq ptk, zk, pkq  pkDphppkq, 0, kDpphppkqq for every k ¡ 1 .
(5.3.29)
By deﬁnition of H we can ﬁnd some sequences ptkl , zkl , pkl q P r0, T q Od   R   p0, 1s
where pkl ¡ pminptkl , xkl q, a vector qkl : pqk,zl , qk,pl q P Rd 2, a symmetric matrix Akl P
Sd 2 with rows pAk,zzl , Ak,zpl q P Sd 1  Rd 1 and pAk,zp
J
l , A
k,pp
l q P Rd 1  R, and a
minimising sequence pνkl , αkl q P R2d such that
ptkl , zkl , pkl q Ñ ptk, zk, pkq and
pqkl , Akl q  pDϕk,D2ϕkqptk, zk, pkq ¤ l1 , (5.3.30)
and
Btϕkptk, zk, pkq  Hpνkl ,αkl q

tkl , z
k
l , q
k
l , A
k
l
	
¤ 2l1 .
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Now using (5.3.29)-(5.3.30) we can ﬁnd C ¡ 0 such that
 LνklZ

tkl , z
k
l , Btϕkpq,Dϕkpq,Dϕkpq
	
ptk, zk, pkq
¤ Cl1p1  |µZptkl , zkl , νkl q|   }σZptkl , zkl , νkl q}2   }αkl }2q   k
1
2
}αkl }2Dpphppkq .
Taking the inﬁmum over ν P Rd on both sides we obtain
inf
νPRd
!
LνZ

tkl , z
k
l , Btϕkpq,Dϕkpq,Dϕkpq
	
ptk, zk, pkq
)
¤ A  Cl1   }αkl }2pCl1   k
1
2
Dpphppkqq .
with A : Cl1  infνPRdt|µZptkl , zkl , νq|   }σZptkl , zkl , νq}2u.
As kDpphppq  kρe
p
repe2s2
Ñ 8 when k Ñ8, we obtain that for k large enough
Btϕkptk, zk, pkq   lim
lÑ8
inf
νPRd
#
µJZptkl , zkl , νqDzϕkptk, zk, pkq
12 TrrσZσJZ ptkl , zkl , νqDzzϕkptk, zk, pkqs
+
¤ 0 ,
leading, with (5.3.28), to
Btϕpt0, z0q   lim
pl,kqÑ8
inf
νPRd
#
µJZptkl , zkl , νqDzϕkptk, zk, pkq
12 TrrσZσJZ ptkl , zkl , νqDzzϕkptk, zk, pkqs
+
¤ 0 .
Therefore, after using (5.3.28) and (5.3.30), we ﬁnally get Btϕ  sHϕ pt0, z0q ¤ 0 .
3. We now prove that for any smooth function ϕ and pT, z0, 1q P D3 where pz0, 1q is
such that
pstrictq max
pz,pq s.t. pT,z,pqPclpCq
pV pT, q  ϕq  pV pT, q  ϕqpz0, 1q  0 ,
we have
min
 
V pT, z0, 1q  V 1 pT, z0q, pV pT, z0, 1q  fpz0qq1tHϕpz0,1q¡8u
( ¤ 0 . (5.3.31)
The proof is standard but we provide it for the sake of completeness (see e.g. [BEI10,
Section 6.2.3]). We argue by contradiction and assume that for V pT, z0, 1q ¡ V 1 pT, z0q
and Hϕpz0, 1q ¡ 8 we have V pT, z0, 1q ¡ fpz0q. As a consequence we can ﬁnd
pr, ηq ¡ 0 such that
ϕ ¥ f   η on tT u O , (5.3.32)
with O : Brpz0q  r1 r, 1s. Moreover as pz0, 1q is a strict maximiser we have 2ξ :
maxBpOpV pT, q  ϕpqqpz, pq   0, with BpO : pBBrpz0q  r1 r, 1sq Y pBrpz0q  t1
r, 1uq. As a consequence, after possibly modifying r ¡ 0, we have
V   ϕ ¤ ξ   0 on rT  r, T q  BpO . (5.3.33)
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We deﬁne B : rT  r, T q  O and consider ptn, zn, pnqn, a sequence in B X intpD1q
such that V ptn, zn, pnq Ñ V pT, z0, 1q and ptn, zn, pnq Ñ pT, z0, 1q. We now introduce
a modiﬁed test function ϕ˜pt, z, pq : ϕpz, pq   pT  tq 12 . As Hϕpz0, 1q ¡ 8, by
assumption, and Btϕ˜pt, z, pq  12pT  tq
1
2 where pT  tq 12 Ñ 8 as tÑ T , we have
for all pν, αq P R2d, after possibly changing r,
Lpν,αqpZ,P qϕ˜ ¥ 0 onB . (5.3.34)
For each n, since ptn, zn, pnq P intpD1q  C there exists a control pνn, αnq P sUtn,zn,pn .
We set pZn , Pn q : pZtn,zn,νn , P tn,pn,αn q and we deﬁne
θn : inf ts ¥ tn : ps, Zns , Pns q R B X pintpD1q Y BZD1qu .
Thanks to the deﬁnition of sUtn,zn,pn and Theorem 5.2.1 we know that ps, Zns , Pns q P
pintpD1q Y BZD1q on rtn, T q and thus pθn, Znθn , Pnθnq P BpB, where BpB denotes the
parabolic boundary of B, i.e.
BpB : ptT u Oq Y prT  r, T s  BpOq .
Using (5.3.32)-(5.3.34) we thus obtain that for suﬃciently small r ¡ 0,
ϕ˜ptn, zn, pnq ¥ E
pfpZnpθnqq   η{2q1tθnT u   pV pθn, Znpθnq, Pnpθnqq   ξ{2q1tθn T u .
Finally since pV  ϕ˜qptn, zn, pnq Ñ 0 as nÑ 8 we obtain a contradiction to Theorem
5.4.1 for n large enough.
4. We now prove that that for any smooth function ϕ and pT, z0q P BTP1 where z0 is
such that
pstrictq max
z s.t. pT,zqPclpP1q
pV pT, , 1q  ϕq  pV pT, , 1q  ϕqpz0q  0 ,
we have
mintV pT, z0, 1q  V 1 pT, z0q, pV pT, z0, 1q  fpz0qq1tsHϕpz0q¡8uu ¤ 0 .
To this aim we assume that V pT, z0, 1q ¡ V 1 pT, z0q and sHϕpz0q ¡ 8 and we
proceed as in the step 2. More precisely we introduce on Od   R   r0, 1s, for every
k ¡ 0, the test function
ϕkpz, pq : ϕpzq   }x x0}2m   |y  y0|2m   khppq ,
for some m ¥ 2 large enough and with the function h deﬁned in the step 2. We prove
that the diﬀerence V pT, q  ϕk has a local maximiser pzk, pkq such that
pzk, pkq Ñ pz0, 1q, kp1 pkq Ñ 0, V pT, zk, pkq Ñ V pT, z0, 1q . (5.3.35)
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In particular as sHϕpzkq ¡ 8 we have Hϕkpzk, pkq ¡ 8 for k large enough. Hence
using (5.3.16), Remark 5.3.4 (c) and (5.3.31) we deduce that V pT, zk, pkq ¤ fpzkq.
We conclude sending k Ñ8 and using (5.3.35).
5. It follows from the previous steps and Assumption 5.3.3 that V p, 1q ¤ V 1 pq.
However we also have by deﬁnition and from (5.3.9) that V1pq ¤ Vp, 1q ¤ V p, 1q.
We thus obtain V1pq  Vp, 1q  V p, 1q  V 1 pq appealing again to Assumption
5.3.3. l
5.3.2.2 Characterisation of V p, pminpqq
We ﬁrst introduce the following standing assumption allowing to obtain speciﬁc prop-
erties when limit arguments are required, as ν does not belong to a compact set (see
e.g. Proposition 5.3.2 below).
Standing Assumption 5 We assume that the process X does not depend on ν.
Remark 5.3.10. The previous assumption implies, in particular, that for all pt, xq P
r0, T s Od ,
pminpt, xq  E

E

1tgpT,Xt,xT q0u
{Fs

 Erpminps,Xt,xs qs .
To characterise Vp, pminpqq we introduce Assumption 5.3.4 which is used to link
Vp, pminpqq to V2.
Assumption 5.3.4. The function pt, zq P r0, T q Od   R  ÞÑ V2pt, zq is continuous.
Remark 5.3.11. Remark 5.3.9 holds for V2 as well (recall Theorem 5.3.3). This therefore
provides an example for which the function V2 is continuous.
We start by proving a proposition that will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.3.5.
Proposition 5.3.2. Let Assumption 5.3.2 and Assumption 5.3.4 hold. Then for all
pt, xq P r0, T q Od ,
Vpt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq  V2pt, x, 0q . (5.3.36)
Proof. Fix pt, xq P r0, T q Od . We let ptn, xn, yn, pnqn be a sequence in intpD1q such
that V ptn, xn, yn, pnq Ñ Vpt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq and ptn, xn, yn, pnq Ñ pt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq.
Assumption 5.3.2 implies that Ut,x,0,pminpt,xq  tν¯u. Therefore we obtain by deﬁnition
of V (see (5.2.3)) that V pt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq  ErfpXt,xT , 0qs. On the other hand as
ptn, xn, yn, pnqn P intpD1q we have yn ¡ vptn, xn, pnq and thus appealing to the GDP
principle (see [ST02a, ST02b] and Chapter 1) we obtain that for all θn ¤ T there exists
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pνn, αnq P UAtn,pn such that Y tn,xn,yn,ν
n
θn
¥ vpθn, Xtn,xnθn , P
tn,pn,αn
θn
q. As a consequencerUtn,xn,yn,pn  H and we obtain by deﬁnition of V (see (5.2.8)) that V ptn, xn, yn, pnq ¥
ErfpXtn,xnT , Y tn,xn,yn,ν
n
T qs. Moreover, appealing to the non-decreasing property of y ÞÑ
fpx, yq we deduce that V ptn, xn, yn, pnq ¥ ErfpXtn,xnT , 0qs. Therefore as f and X are
continuous and f has a polynomial growth we pass to the limit and apply the Dominated
Convergence Theorem to obtain Vpt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq ¥ V pt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq. We thus
conclude using (5.3.8) that
Vpt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq ¥ V pt, x, 0, pminpt, xqq  ErfpXt,xT , 0qs  V2pt, x, 0q ¥ V2pt, x, 0q ,
which in view of (5.3.9) and Assumption 5.3.4 gives the result. l
We shall work under the following standing assumption (recall Remark 5.2.4).
Standing Assumption 6 The function pt, xq P r0, T q Od  ÞÑ pminpt, xq  pmin   1,
i.e. the function pminpq is independent of pt, xq on r0, T q Od .
Theorem 5.3.5 (Characterisation of V p, pminpqq). Let Assumption 5.3.2 and As-
sumption 5.3.4 hold and assume that V has a polynomial growth. Then Vp, pminq 
V p, pminq  V2pq  V 2 pq on intpP2q Y BZP2.
Proof. Let us prove that
Vp, pminq  V p, pminq  V2pq  V 2 pq on intpP2q Y BZP2 . (5.3.37)
1 We ﬁrst prove that for any smooth function ϕ and pt0, z0, pminq P D2, t0   T such
that
pstrictqmin
clpGq
pV  ϕq  pV  ϕqpt0, z0, pminq  0 , (5.3.38)
with clpGq : tpt, z, pq P r0, T s Od   R   rpmin, 1s : y ¥ vpt, x, pqu, the function V
is a viscosity super-solution of
max
!
Vpt0, z0, pminq  V2pt0, z0q,Btϕpt0, z0, pminq  Hϕpt0, z0, pminq
)
¥ 0, if y0 ¡ 0 .
(5.3.39)
In this case we have y0 ¡ vpt0, x0, pminq  0. The result is proved arguing as in [BEI10,
Section 6.2.1] except that we have to handle the state constraint for p  pmin. We
report the entire argument. We assume that
max
!
Vpt0, z0, pminq  V2pt0, z0q,Btϕpt0, z0, pminq  Hϕpt0, z0, pminq
)
  0 .
By continuity of the coeﬃcients we can ﬁnd a closed bounded neighborhood O of
pt0, z0, pminq such that O  C and p ¥ pmin and y ¥ vpt, x, pq   r, r ¡ 0 on O, and we
can ﬁnd pνˆ, αˆq P R2d such that
max
!
ϕpt, z, pq  V2pt, zq,Lpνˆ,αˆqpZ,P qϕpt, z, pq
)
¤ 0 onO . (5.3.40)
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We let ptn, zn, pnq be a sequence in OXintpD1q such that V ptn, zn, pnq Ñ Vpt0, z0, pminq
and ptn, zn, pnq Ñ pt0, z0, pminq. We let pZˆn, Pˆnq : pZtn,zn,νˆ , P tn,zn,αˆq denote the
solution to (5.2.1), (5.2.2) and (4.2.6), for the control νˆ and αˆ viewed as constant
controls in U  Atn,pn . We then deﬁne θn : infts ¥ tn : ps, Zˆns , Pˆns q R Ou. We
thus have pθn, Zˆnθn , Pˆnθnq P BO  C and thus appealing to Theorem 5.2.1 we obtain
the existence of pνn, αnq P rUtn,zn,pn such that νn  νˆ and αn  αˆ on rtn, θnq. As a
consequence pZn, Pnq : pZtn,zn,νn , P tn,pn,αnq  pZˆn, Pˆnq on rtn, θns by continuity of
both processes. Applying Itô's Lemma and using (5.3.40) we therefore obtain that for
n large enough
ϕptn, zn, pnq ¤ Erϕpθn, Znθn , Pnθnqs ¤ ErVpθn, Znθn , Pnθnqs  ξ ,
where, from (5.3.38) and (5.3.40), ξ is such that
ξ : inf
BpO
pV  ϕq ¡ 0 .
Finally since pV  ϕqptn, zn, pnq Ñ pV  ϕqpt0, z0, pminq  0 as n Ñ 8 we obtain a
contradiction to Theorem 5.4.1 for n large enough.
2 We prove (5.3.37). We let ϕ be a smooth function and pt0, z0q P intpP2q Y BZP2 such
that
pstrictq min
clpP2q
pVp, pminq  ϕq  pVp, pminq  ϕqpt0, z0q  0 .
By deﬁnition we have Vpt0, z0, pminq ¤ V2pt0, z0q. Let us assume that
Vpt0, z0, pminq   V2pt0, z0q .
It follows from Proposition 5.3.2 that, in this case, pt0, z0q R BZP2. We now introduce
on clpC q, for every k ¡ 0, a new test function
ϕkpt, z, pq : ϕpt, zq  }x x0}2m  |y  y0|2m  pt t0q2  khp1 p  pminq ,
for some m ¥ 2 large enough and h deﬁned in (5.3.25). Arguing as in the step 2. of
the proof of Theorem 5.3.4, we obtain that ptk, zk, pkq is a local minimiser of V  ϕk
on clpGq such that, after possibly passing to a subsequence,
ptk, zk, pkq Ñ pt0, z0, pminq, kppk  pminq Ñ 0, Vptk, zk, pkq Ñ Vpt0, z0, pminq ,
(5.3.41)
and tk   T , pk   1. Moreover as y0 ¡ 0  vpt0, x0, pminq we can assume after possibly
passing to a subsequence that yk ¡ vptk, xk, pkq. Besides since, by assumption,
Vpt0, z0, pminq  V2pt0, z0q   0 ,
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we obtain with (5.3.41) and after possibly passing to a subsequence that,
Vptk, zk, pkq  V2ptk, zkq   0 . (5.3.42)
Moreover it follows from (5.3.41) that
pBtϕk,Dzϕk,Dzzϕkq ptk, zk, pkq Ñ
 Btϕ,Dϕ,D2ϕ pt0, z0q as k Ñ8 , (5.3.43)
pDpϕk,Dzpϕk,Dppϕkq ptk, zk, pkq  pkDphpukq, 0,kDpphpukqq for every k ¡ 1 ,
(5.3.44)
with uk : 1 pk   pmin.
Hence using (5.3.13), (5.3.39) and (5.3.42), we obtain
pBtϕk  Hϕkqptk, zk, pkq ¥ 0 .
By deﬁnition of H we can ﬁnd some sequences ptkl , zkl , pkl q P r0, T qOd Rrpmin, 1q
where ykl ¡ vptkl , xkl , pkl q, a vector qkl : pqk,zl , qk,pl q P Rd 2 and a symmetric matrix
Akl P Sd 2 with rows pAk,zzl , Ak,zpl q P Sd 1 Rd 1 and pAk,zp
J
l , A
k,pp
l q P Rd 1 R, such
that
ptkl , zkl , pkl q Ñ ptk, zk, pkq and |pqkl , Akl q  pDϕk,D2ϕkqptk, zk, pkq| ¤ l1 , (5.3.45)
and where for all pν, αq P R2d,
Btϕkptk, zk, pkq  Hpν,αq

tkl , z
k
l , q
k
l , A
k
l
	
¥ l1 .
As the latter inequality holds for all pν, αq P R2d we obtain a contradiction after sending
pl, kq Ñ 8, appealing to (5.3.41), (5.3.43)-(5.3.45) and after noticing that kDpphp1 
pk   pminq Ñ 8. Therefore Vpt0, z0, pminq  V2pt0, z0q on intpP2q Y BZP2. We
conclude appealing to Assumption 5.3.4 and (5.3.9). l
5.4 Appendix
We now prove the dynamic programming principle that is involved throughout the
proofs of the main results.
Theorem 5.4.1. Fix pt, z, pq P intpD1q and let θ be a stopping time with values in
rt, T s. Then
V pt, z, pq ¤ sup
pν,αqP sUt,z,p E

fpZt,z,νθ q1tθT u   V pθ, Zt,z,νθ , P t,p,αθ q1tθ T u

,
V pt, z, pq ¥ sup
pν,αqP sUt,z,p E

fpZt,z,νθ q1tθT u   Vpθ, Zt,z,νθ , P t,p,αθ q1tθ T u

.
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Proof. The ﬁrst inequality is standard (see e.g. [BEI10, Proof of Theorem 6.1, 1.]).
Indeed using the Flow property and the deﬁnition of V in (5.2.3) we obtain that for
any pν, αq P sUt,z,p (recall (5.2.5))
ErfpZt,z,νT qs ¤ E

fpZt,z,νθ q1tθT u   V pθ, Zt,z,νθ , P t,p,αθ q1tθ T u

.
We conclude taking the supremum over sUt,z,p.
We prove the second one. First, for pt, z, pq P C, we write V pt, z, pq :
suppν,αqP sUt,z,p J pν,αqpt, z, pq. Then we ﬁx pν1, α1q P sUt,z,p for some pt, z, pq P intpD1q and
consider m, the measure induced by pθ, ξ, ζq on clpC q where pξ, ζq : pZt,z,ν1θ , P t,p,α1θ q.
We appeal to Bertsekas and Shreve [BS78, Proposition 7.50, Lemma 7.27] to prove, af-
ter noticing that pθ, ξ, ζq P C by Theorem 5.2.1, that we can build two Borel-measurable
maps νˆεm and αˆ
ε
m such that
pνˆεm, αˆεmqpθ, ξ, ζq P sUθ,ξ,ζ and J pνˆεm,αˆεmqpθ, ξ, ζq ¥ Vpθ, ξ, ζq  ε ,
where αˆεm has been modiﬁed appropriately to have P
θ,ζ,αˆεm
 P r0, 1s on rθ, T s.
We now use [ST02a, Lemma 2.1] to obtain νε2 and α
ε
2 such that
νε21rθ,T s  νˆεmpθ, ξ, ζq1rθ,T s dt dP-a.e. ,
αε21rθ,T s  αˆεmpθ, ξ, ζq1rθ,T s dt dP-a.e. ,
implying that νε : ν11rt,θq  νε21rθ,T s and αε : α11rt,θq αε21rθ,T s belong to sUt,z,p and
E

fpZθ,ξ,νε2T q
pθ, ξ, ζq  J pνˆεm,αˆεmqpθ, ξ, ζq ¥ Vpθ, ξ, ζq  ε .
We thus conclude taking the expectation on both sides and using the arbitrariness of
pν1, α1q P sUt,z,p and ε. l
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Figure 5.1: SIAM Authorisation required for Chapter 2
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